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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is The Boeing Company's technical report on the Orbital launch
Facility (OLF) Study. This study was performed under Contract NAS 8-11355 for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration as part of the Marshall Space Flight
Center's (MSFC) overall investigation of orbital launch operations (OLO). This
report covers the design and operational studies of orbital launch facilities,
primarily for support of manned planetary missions. An OLF may be defined as an
orbiting space station that is specifically designed to serve as a base for orbital
operations--such as assembly, fueling, maintenance, checkout, and launch--in sup-
port of a manned planetary or lunar mission vehicle. Companion studies were
awarded to Lockheed Missiles and Space Company of Sunnyvale, California for the
Space Checkout and Launch Equipment (SCALE) study for design and operational require-
ments analysis of orbital checkout and launch equipment, and to the Ling-Temco-
Vought Company of Dallas, Texas for the Advanced Orbital Launch Operations (AOLO)
study. The latter study determined the operational modes and restraints for the
overall orbital launch operations and integrated and evaluated the results of the
three studies. Many of the requirements, therefore, upon which the Boeing OLF
study was based were obtained from the associated contractors. For example, the
Lockheed checkout equipment is installed aboard the OLF, and Ling-Temco-Vought pro-
vided the system modes as well as the integrated OLO equipment and personnel
requirements for the OLF. This exchange of information required that the associated
contractors maintain very close coordination during the entire course of the study.
The major OLF study objectives were:
i) Produce a conceptual design of an initial OLF to support a manned Mars
flyby mission.
2) Specify the activities that dictate gravitational design criteria and
evaluate the need for artificial gravity in OLF operations.
Identify the supporting research and technology problems associated with
the development of the initial 0LF and specify the R&D tasks required to
solve these problems.
4) Establish ORL experiments necessary in the development of the OLF.
5) Determine the feasibility and design effects on the 0LF of conducting
scientific research and experiments on board the OLF.
6) Develop sufficient design details and cost data to allow feasibility
of the 0LF to be established.
7) Develop OLF concepts to support advanced manned planetary missions.
By NASA direction, the major effort of the study was devoted to the initial
OLF for support of an early manned Mars/Venus flyby mission, with only a very small
effort concerned with advanced OLF concepts. The mission vehicle supported by the
initial OLF is a concept developed by MSFC and is fully described in Reference 1
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To accomplish the study objectives, a plan was formulated in which specific
Jobs or tasks were outlined. These tasks, listed below, are grouped into several
major study areas.
DESIGN
STUDIES
i Parametric Conceptual Design Studies
Initial 012 Development
Advanced OLF Evolution
OPERATIONAL
STUDIES
OLF Operations and Systems Analysis
Crew Requirements
Service Maintenance and Repair Analysis
Spares and Expendables Requirements
Logistics Requirements
TECHNICAL
STUDIES
I Communications, Tracking and Data Management
Checkout and Fault Isolation
OLF Subsystems
SPECIAL
STUDIES
i Definition of 0RLExperiments
R&D Scientific Experiments
Gravitational Level Analysis
PROGRAMMING
STUDIES I RDT&E ProgramState of the Art
Design studies were iterative in nature and required design criteria inputs
from other tasks, such as the operational and technical studies, as well as inputs
from the associated SCALE and AOLO studies. _le design studies received the great-
est total effort of any study area. Operational studies have considered both pre-
flight and flight operations during routine OLF operations and OLF operations
required during orbital launch. Since the preflight operations have a minor effect
on the overall 0LF design, the study concentrated on the flight operations. These
include Earth launch, assembly and checkout of the OLF, OLF operations in support
of the orbital launch vehicle (OLV), and OLF operations after the orbital launch.
Technical studies included the development of a system for management of all data
involved in the total integrated orbital launch operations, determination of an
OLF checkout and fault-isolation system, and selection of all on-board systems for
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the OLF. Also conducted were trade studies for optimum selection of on-board sys-
tems, where system choices existed.
Several special studies were conducted during the study. One--definition of
orbital research laboratory (0RL) experiments required in the development of the
Oil--included only experiments that could not be effectively conducted in Earth-
based facilities. Another was the study of the use of the OLF as an orbital
research laboratory to conduct scientific experiments between orbital latu_ch opera-
tions. The types of experiments which would be conducted and 0LF requirements to
accomplish these experiments were investigated. A third special study, a gravita-
tional level analysis, investigated the need or desirability for artificial gravity
aboard the OIF. The need from an operational standpoint rather than from the crew
psycho-physiological requirements was emphasized.
As a final step, a complete integrated RDT&_ program plan was developed and
the implications of the state of the art on the development of the OLF investigated.
The integrated RDT&E program plan, which evaluated the costs and defined the desioom,
development, manufacturing, research, and test programs necessary to produce the
01F, time phased those programs to allow the planned operational schedule to be met.
3
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2.0 SLMMARY
The OLF study was performed as one part of a three-part study package of
orbital launch operations under the joint sponsorship of MSFC and KBC. The
other two were the Advanced Orbital Launch Operations (AOLO) and the Space Check-
out and Launch Equipment (SCALE) studies. Boeing's prime responsibility was to
provide data about Orbital Launch Facility (OLF) design that included its develop-
ment and testing and the operational requirements of the OLF proper for integrat-
ing into the Advanced Orbital Launch Operations study prepared for NASA by the
Ling-Temco-Vought Company. The following summary of this effort is organized to
parallel organization of the main body of the study for easier reader correlation.
The major objective of the study was to produce a conceptual design of an
initial OLF capable of supporting a manned Mars or Venus flyby mission. Con-
currently it was necessary to perform OLFoperational and technical studies to
determine their design effects. Operational studies included: (1) Determination
of postlaunch assembly and checkout operations and routine operations of the OLF,
(2) Preparation of a maintenance analysis, (3) Preparation of a time-line
analyses to determine crew size, (4) Determination of spares and expendables, and
(5) Preparation of a logistic plan to supply the OLF and rotate the crew. Tech-
nical studies involved selection and definition of on-board systems such as
electrical power and environmental control. In these areas, trade studies were
made to allow optimum systems to be selected.
A second study objective was to specify the activities that dictate gravitational
design criteria and determine OLF gravity requirements. The need for artificial
gravity was oriented toward maintenance activities and routine operations rather
than crew psychophysiological reasons. Although a design ground rule of the
initial OLF was the use of centrifuges as the primary method of crew conditioning,
alternate artificial gravity capability was an added design requirement.
A third objective was determination of the ORL experiments necessary to de-
velop the OLF. This involved reviewing the various NASA, Air Force, and industry
studies to determine experiments already suggested that were applicable to the
the OLF. They were selected to include only those which could not be effectively
accomplished in ground-based test facilities.
A fourth objective was to identify the supporting research and technology
problems associated with the development of the OLF and to define the R&D tasks
required to solve these problems. This required development of a complete inte-
grated research, development, test, and engineering (RDT&E) plan, including funding.
Other major study objectives were: (1) Sufficient development in detail of
the OLF design to provide substantiating data for an estimate of the feasibility
of the OLF mode of OLO operations, (2) To develop OLF concepts for advanced
missions support, and (3) To determine the feasibility of conducting scientific
research and experiments on board the OLF.
To accomplish the study objectives, a program plan was prepared that essen-
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tially divided the job into four general areas of activity: (1) The design phase,
which included the parametric study, design of the initial OLF, definition of sub-
systems, and 0LF evolution; (2) Technical and special studies; (3) Operational
studies; and (4) Programming studies, including determination of ORL experiments
necessary in the development of the OLF. Initially, a parametric design study
was made to develop a baseline concept. Inputs to this study were obtained from
AOLO and SCALE studies as well as other NASA and early Boeing OLF studies. From
the baseline concept evolved the initial OLF shown in Figure 2.0-1. Figure 2.0-2
shows the program plan and summarizes the tasks defined to accomplish the study
objectives and their relationship to each other and to other NASA studies.
Major design criteria and study ground rules were:
l) The 0LF will be designed for a 5-year operational lifetime, with a 0.99
probability of no meteoroid penetration.
2) The 012 will accommodate a full-time crew of 12 and 18 crewmen for periods
of 15 days.
3) The 012 will provide a 7 psia (shlrtsleeve) environment within the living
and working quarters and between MORLs.
4) The 0LV and tankers will be hard docked to the OLF during orbital launch
operations, except during the final countdown and launch of the 0LV.
5) The 0LF will be capable of providing artificial gravity backup.
6) Nominal time in space for crewmen is 180 days, which dictates a require-
ment tb rotate half the crew every 90 days.
7) Initial launch will provide sufficient spares and expendables to main-
tain the 0LF and crew for a period of 135 days.
8) Sufficient spares will be stocked to ensure a probability of 0.99 that
the spare will be available when required.
9) A Saturn V will be used for initial launch of the OLF.
lO) The logistic spacecraft will be a six-man Apollo with a payload of
5440 kg (1_,0_ lbs.).
2.1 Principal Results
The studies outlined in the study plan are briefly described and their re-
sults discussed below.
2.1.1 Operational Studies. - These studies define operational activities of
the 0LF, starting with OLF operations and continuing through maintenance, crew
requirements, spares and expendables, and logistics.
2.1.1.1 0LF Operations. - OLF operations consists of two distinct phases.
The first, the orbital assembly and checkout phase, takes place immediately after
1_-82559-2
Orbit Altitude - 535 _n (2_9 N. Mi)
_ss - Approx. _53000 kg. (19%000 Ibm)
0LF Length - Approx. 54 m (177')
0LF Diameter - Approx. 7.5 m (23')
®
i. Lox Ta_er
2. Orbital Launch Vehicle (OLV)
3. Manned Orbital Research Lab. (MORL)
4. Apollo Logistic Spacecraft Command Module
5. Experiment Bay
6. Hangar Bay
7. Hub
8. Umbilical Tower
9. Apollo Service Module
Figure 2.0-1 O/F MODE- ORBITAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS
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launch when the OLFhas achieved a 185-km (lOO-n.mi.) mile orbit. At this point
the S-II stage is separated and the OLF is injected into a 535-km (289-n.mi.)
circularized orbit. Once this has been achieved the assembly and checkout functions
commence, beginning with the separation of the Apollo command module and its dock-
ing to one of the MORLs. The crew enters the MORL and progressively activates
all of the OLF subsystems until the OLF is fully checked out and operational. This
phase takes about 55 hours from Earth launch and requires a crew of five.
Following verification of the OLF's operational status, the second phase,
routine operations, begins. This phase consists of:
i) Station operations which include subsystems monitoring, navigation and
orbital maneuvers, logistic operation, and housekeeping activities.
2) Personnel operations such as crew conditioning, crew training, personal
care, relaxation, nutrition, and sleep.
3) Maintenance operations. (These are defined later in this summary.)
A function and task analysis of station and personnel o_rat_on_ established
that maintenance and operation of the 0LFrequired a minimum crew of four. This
analysis assumed crew requirements for duties only connected with operation of
the OLF proper. Duties such as conduct of scientific experiments and orbital
launch operations were excluded.
2.1.1.2 Maintenance Plan. - The OLFmaintenance plan, which provides the
overall concept under which maintenance activities are conducted, also served as
a framework for the determination of maintenance equipment and spares. A mainten-
ance analysis of OLF proper systems was performed to identify the maintenance
requirements_ this data was then integrated with other OL0 systems data developed
independently by Ling-Temco-Vought and Lockheed. The basic OLF maintenance con-
cept emphasized fault correction, by replacement of components, with a minimum
of other repair being performed in orbit. This concept is based on the assumption
that the checkout equipment is generally capable of isolating fault to a replace-
able-component level with a minimum of additional maintenance equipment.
Both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of the OLF proper were investi-
gated, as well as the integrated OLO maintenance activities conducted on the OLF
involving, in addition to the OLF proper, the checkout equipment, logistic space-
craft, and orbital support equipment. The hours required in these activities are
summarized as follows:
Maintenance Function
OLF Total
Proper Integrated
Only Activities
Life Support/Environmental Control . .
Electrical/Electronics . . .
Structures/Mechanical . . .
2.41 2.77
O.5O 1.41
0.58 0.84
Total 3.49 5.02
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2.1.1.3 Crew Requirements. - The objective was to determine how many per-
sonnel and which skills were required to assemble and ready the OLF for orbital
launch operations, sustain it during OLO and conduct routine OLF operations.
Detailed crew activities and task time requirements were determined and the nec-
essary skills for performing the various tasks identified in the operation and in
the maintenance portion of this study and consolidated under crew requirements.
For each task, manpower, skills, and time estimates were made that considered only
the work anticipated and the number of people required. Only secondary consideration
was given to crew utilization and scheduling. A time-line analysis of the functions
that considered time for rest, nutrition, and personal hygiene, was the basis for
a realistic schedule of crew activities. This analysis did not consider scientific
experiments while in orbit.
It was estimated that the total effort required for assembly and checkout
operations be 106 manhours. For a five-man crew, allowing some contingency for
scheduling, the elapsed time required for this phase of the operation, using a
"normal" schedule was between 2 and 3 days. However, for this brief a period of
time, it was felt the crew could utilize a high activity schedule to accomplish
the work in as short a time as possible. This was accomplished by reducing re-
laxation time by 0.5 hours and sleep by 1.O hours, resulting in an assembly and
checkout operation lasting about 55 hours with a crew of five.
For the OLF routine operations, it was determined that a minimum crew of
four was required. Figure 4.3-5 shows a manpower utilization curve that clearly
indicates that four men are the optimum crew, leaving the least unscheduled time
per man. Additional crewmen would decrease the workload on each individual man
only slightly because personnel operations such as sleep, relaxation, and nutrition
take up a major portion of a man's time.
2.1.1.4 Spares and Expendables. - Spares include those replaceable components
stored in the 0LF to maintain it, the checkout and launch equipment, the orbital
launch vehicle, the LOX tankers, the logistic spacecraft, and the orbital support
equipment (OSE). Expendables are those consumables subject to resupply that are
either consumed directly, such as food or propellants, or that are eventually
consumed or rendered unusable by wear and tear.
The extended length of the OLF mission established the necessity for contin-
uous maintenance and logistic support to ensure a high probability of mission
success. The previously described maintenance analysis was used as a basis for
determining the OLF proper system spares, reliability, and mass. An initial spares
loading was established that insured a 0.99 probability of having the correct
spare when needed. The spares provisioning was optimized through use of a computer
program technique that incrementally determined the maximum increase in probability
of having the correct spare available at the least increase in mass. The mass of
spares for each major item is shown below:
OLF 1155 kg (2546 lbs.)
Checkout Equipment 68 kg (15o ibs.)
Logistic Spacecraft 247 kg (545 ibs.)
i0
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OSE
OLV
Tankers
Total
199 kg (438 lbs.)
1433 _ (316o lbs.)
41> kg (915Abs.)
3517 kg 7754 lbs.
The OLF spares resupply requirements, determined through use of the computer
program previously described, resulted in the following 90-day resupply require-
ments for the integrated systems:
Average
Minimum
Maximum
14o k_ (309 lbs.)
4O ks (88.5 lbs.)
403 kg (889 lbs.)
To support the OLF proper, its crew, and OLO, certain supplies and expend-
ables must be provided and regularly resupplied. These may be divided into (1)
OLF proper expendables and (2) mission-dependent expendables required to support
0LO. Expendables required to support the OLF proper and its crew of four for 90
days are shown below.
Life Support Expendables
(nitrogen, oxygen, food,
ECS, etc.)
Propellants (non-spln mode)
(orbit keeping, OSE, etc.)
Propellants (for alternate
spin mode)
Crew Support
(personal equipment and
miscellaneous )
1195 kg (2640 ibs.)
391 kg (865 ibs.)
1090 kg (2400)
67 kg (153 lbs.)
2.1.1.5 Logistics. - The primary objective of the logistics task was to
define the provisions, equipment and spares required on board the OLF at initial
launch, and to define the resupply expendable requirements in a form applicable to
the different phases of orbital missions. In preparing the logistic plan, it was
assumed that the launch of the OLF with a Saturn V provides the capability of
placing in orbit sufficient spares and expendables to maintain the OLF for 135
days, and that every 90 days a six-man Apollo logistic vehicle would be launched
with replacement supplies and personnel. A logistic plan was prepared for each of
the following operational concepts:
(i) Initial OLF logistic support
(2) Alternate logistic support, including initial orbital qualification
tests
ii
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(3) Post-OLD logistic support
The first concept assumes that the OLF and associated equipment have been ade-
quately tested on Earth and that the orbital launch operation commences with the
placing of the OLF in orbit and ends with the departure of the flyby mission
vehicle, the 0LV. Figure 4.5-1 shows the logistic support that occurs during OLD,
commencing with the OIF launch at day zero and culminating with the orbital launch
at plus 170 days. During this period the OLV spacecraft, two logistic spacecraft,
four L0X tankers, and an S-II stage containing liquid hydrogen, are launched. A
summary of the logistic support in terms of mass follows:
0LV propellants 420,000 kg (927,000 ibs.)
0LVMass 113,000 kg (249,000 ibs.)
0LF supplies and expendables,
including those required to
support the OLV.
18,000 kg (40,000 ibs.)
Total 551,000 kg (1,216,000 ibs.)
In addition a total of 13 men will have been orbited, of which 3 are OLV
mission crew.
The second concept Qr plan that includes the initial test and proving period
allows for qualification tests of the OLF and orbital operations prior to the start
of OLD. The first phase commences with day-zero launch of the 012, which is run
through qualification tests, and is followed by phase two, which commences at plus
60 days. During this phase an OLO qualification test program is conducted during
which a practice OLV and tanker are launched and rendezvoused. The last phase,
the mission orbital launch operation, commences with the ground launch of the OLV
spacecraft at plus 390 days, and ends with orbital launch at plus 530 days. During
these phases, six logistic spacecraft will have been launched, two OLV's, five LOX
tankers, and two S-II stages containing liquid hydrogen. In addition, a total of
30 men will have been orbited during this period. A brief summary of the logistic
support in terms of mass follows:
0LV propellants 508,000 kg (1,121,O00 lbs.)
OLV mass 226,000 kg (498,000 lbs.)
0LF supplies and expendables,
including those to support
OLV's.
30,000 kg (67,000 ibs.)
Total 764,000 kg (1,686,000 ibs.)
The last concept studied, the Post-0DD logistic support, calculated the
resupply mass for 012 routine operation as 2050 kg (4505 lbs.) every 90 days with
a crew of four.
12
2.1.2 Design Integration. - The major effort of the study design of the
initial OLF involved considerable detail study. It was necessary to define design
objectives, perform a parametric study to evolve a baseline concept, and from this
evolve the initial OLF through design iteration exercises. The initial 0LF used
two MORL modules, as building blocks joined by an interconnecting cylindrical
structure. The MOR1 modules were used with minimum changes to configuration and
subsystem design. A secondary task, using the initial OLF as a starting point,
was development of the advanced OLF to support the more sophisticated manned Mars-
landing and lunar-ferry missions.
The baseline design criteria selection was made primarily through an evalua-
tion of 12 parametric configuration designs. The parametric designs were con-
ceptual in nature and reflected only major configuration parameters such as size,
shape, and external features. Three basic concepts were developed, each meeting
the selected baseline design criteria. The first configuration, using existing or
planned concepts to the maximum extent possible, required four Saturn 1-B's to
launch into orbit. This required orbital rendezvous, docking_ and assembly of the
component parts. The second concept used two MORL modules with an interconnecting
cylindrical structure that served as a docking hub, hangar bay, and experiment bay.
At launch the MORLs were retracted into the cylinder and the entire OLF was
launched with a single Saturn V. The last concept modified the second concept by
dividing it into separate payload packages, allowing it to be launched by three or
more Saturn I-B's. After evaluation, the second concept was selected and became
known as the baseline design concept.
2.1.2.1 Initial OLF. - The initial 0LF, developed from the baseline concept
selected above. (Figure 5.3-1 of Section 5, Volume IIB shows the initial OLF.)
The initial OLF consists of two MORL modules connected by a primary cylinder 7.14m
(23.4 ft.) in diameter and approximately 28.6 m (94 ft.) long, of a corrugated
semi-monocoque aluminum structure, with three aluminum shields for meteoroid pro-
tection. For launch the MORL modnles are retracted into the cylinder and a crew
of five rides atop the launch configuration in a slx-man Apollo. In this con-
figuration the payload is about 38. 5 m (126 ft.) long. As part of the OLF studies,
the maximum airload conditions during boost were found to exceed the structural
capability of the current S-II design; therefore, structural modifications may have
to be made to the S-II or launch restrictions imposed. At launch, the lift off mass
of the 0LF is 67,230 kg (148,215 lbs.) including approximately 14,000 kg (31,000
lbs.) of spares and expendable supplies.
Extended for orbital operations_ the 0LF measures 54 m (177 ft.) long. This
length is established primarily by the requirement for a back-up artificial gravity
capability. At 4 rpm, the living quarters and operational facilities located in
the MORL's have an artificial gravity level of approximately 0.37 g. The MORL's
are maintained with an atmospheric pressure of 7 psla. The interior configuration
of the MORL modules remains essentially unchanged except that the crew living
quarters have been moved from the inboard compartment to that just outboard of the
centrifuges, and the inboard ones now house the checkout equipment on one MORL and
a maintenance shop on the other. Located in the center of the cylinder is a hub
containing a docking station with docking ports for the 0LV, LOX tankers, and
logistic spacecraft, and a terminal section to which the elevator tubes connect
and in which airlocks provide access to the OLV, experiment bay, and exterior of
the OLF. The terminal section and elevator tubes, maintained at a pressure of
13
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7 psia, provide a shirtsleeve environment for travel between MORLmodules. Be-
tween the hub and MORL are an experiment bay on one side and a hangar bay on the
other, each having a volume of about 425 m3 (15,000 ft. 3)
For maintenance and operation of the OLF and certain orbital launch operations,
a number of mechanical items of equipment were required. Some of these such as
Apollo docking and handling mechanisms, airlocks, and docking ports were used with
minimum modifications from other systems. There were, however, certain mechanisms
peculiar to the OLF such as (1) The MORL module extension system, which locks the
MORL in a retracted position for launch and permits the remote extension of the
MORLs by pressurization of the bays to 0.5 psia; (2) The umbilical service tower,
which transfers LOX from the tankers to the S-II stage of the OLV, transfers other
fluids and gases to the OLV, and provides electrical connection between the OLF
and OLV_ (3) the elevator system designed to carry personnel and supplies from
either MORL to the hub and through a pressurized route from one MORL to the other_
(_) A 4.07m (160 in.) hangar door capable of being retracted within the OLF cylinder
and controlled from the docking hub and (5) A handling mechanism to place the
Apollo in the hangar bay for maintenance.
2.1.2.2 0LF Subsystems. - Basic objectives established for the OLF subsystem
studies included; (1) Use of the MORL subsystems to the maximum extent feasible,
(2) Recognition of the problems associated with providing a maintenance capability
for manned space vehicles in a space environment through simplification of service
and maintenance procedures and efficient use of spare parts; (3) minimum extra-
vehicular activities, and (4) recognition of the special considerations that must be
given to providing redundant facilities and capabilities for a high probability
of crew survival in the event of an emergency situation.
Based on these objectives, the general characteristics of each of the major
subsystems on board the OLF were determined as described below.
Electric Power System. - The routine operational phase subsequent to assembly
and checkout will require an average power capability of approximately lO.O kW,
with a peak load of ll.5 kW. Based on the average power requirements, 50% is
AC(llS/200) volts + 2%, 3 phase, 400 cps; 25% is regulated DC(28.0 + 0.5 volts);
and 25% is unregulated DC(24-31 volts). A study was conducted to evaluate solar-
cell/battery and Isotope/Brayton cycle power subsystems that would be compatible
with the 0LF configuration. Primary emphasis was placed on the weight comparison
between the two systems.
Included within the weight parameter for the solar-cell/battery configuration,
are the penalties for control-moment gyros of 930 kg (2050 ibs.) and reaction-
control propellant of 580 kg (1285 ibs.) per year necessary to orient and maintain
stabilization required for Sun orientation. Since solar energy is being generated
only during part of the orbit, batteries must supply power during dark-side
operation. Station operation during the shadowed portion of the orbit require 6.96
kWh of electrical energy delivered to the useful busses as derived from the elec-
tricalloadprofiles. Assuming a 0.8 regulator efficiency, 7.6 kWh is required at
the battery outlet. Then assuming a 0.7 battery efficiency, i0.8 kwh must be
delivered to the battery for charging during the Sun-side operation. Other energy
requirements during Sun-side operation are computed to be ]2.8 kWh. Assuming the
same efficiency as above, 14.05 k_ of energy must be delivered to the unregulated
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bus with an average power requirement at the bus during one complete orbital cycle
of 22.8 kW. For 5 years and lO%-solar-panel decay assumed per year, the initial
solar-panel power output would have to be 38.5 kW. The total weight of the solar-
panel system for 5 years, including penalties imposed by the Sun-orientation
requirement and propellant consumption and batteries during dark side operation,
was 5926 kg (13,070 lbs.).
The Isotope/Brayton cycle system, as described in the MORL documentation,
provides ll kW of power and was readily adaptable to the OLF installation. Primary
weight adjustments were made for relocation of the isotop heat source from the
MORL skirt to the 0LF hub, which required the addition of 1,665 lbs. for OLF
electrical-distribution-system equipment and an adjustment in the radiation shield-
ing mass. Total weight of the Isotope/Brayton power system for a 5 year llfe
span was 3433 kg (7570 Ibs.).
Based primarily on the assumed availability of the Isotope/Brayton cycle
with the MORL system and its potential advantages associated with a long 0LF
mission life, this system is currently recommended for the OLF.
Guidance and Navigation. - The basic requirements of the 0LF guidance and
navigation system are very similar to those required for the MORL vehicle. _ebe
include automatic and manual orbital determination and correction, rate signals
for attitude stabilization, and periodic gyro drift corrections. Required in addi-
tion are an emergency rendezvous and docking control, in case of a guidance and navi-
gation system failure in the docking vehicle, and an autonomous navigation capability
to support the OLV launchings and provide backup navigation in case of a communica-
tion failure.
The design of the MORL system allows automatic orbital corrections to be made,
based on ground tracking, orbital computations, and subsequent Earth-based commands.
An alternate backup mode permits manual insertion of corrective maneuvers, based on
data derived from the on-board guidance and display systems.
For modes requiring precise attitude hold, periodic correction of the inertial
rate integrating gyros (IRIGs) is necesBarybecause they have a random drift rate.
Emergency rendezvous and docking control uses a radar interrogator aboard the
OLF and a transponder in the docking vehicle. The radar supplies range, range-rate,
elevation, and azimuth indications to the guidance computer. Calculations are
then made and the velocity increments displayed for the required rendezvous.
An autonomous navigation backup system requ_es the addition ofan inertial
measuring unit, sextant and scanning telescope, and the horizon scanner feeding
the digital computer. Computed orbital parameters are displayed and manual
operation of the orbit-keeping thrusters then corrects the orbit.
Attitude Control & Stabilization. - The attitude control and stabilization
system provides vernier orbit-injectieu control, based on Earth commands auto-
matically inserted into the control system, tomaintain attitude corrections
during the OLV assembly and checkout, tanker fuel transfer, preignition separation,
orbital maneuvering capability, and stati0n-keeping capability for correction of
orbital decay. The long-term mission life requires station-keeping maneuvers
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during logistics resupply, scientific experimentation, and artificial gravity
operation. Both automatic and manual control are required during all operations.
Use of an Isotope/Brayton Cycle electric-power unit eliminates the requirement
for continuous orientation of the OLF along the Sun line. Random orientation, with
attitude control only for docking or orbit keeping, appears feasible for the OLF
and allows periods of up to 30 days without use of the reaction control system.
Adequate stabilization and control performance for the OLF can be achieved,
using the MORL control system modified to delete the control moment gyros, re-
locate the reaction control and orbit keeping jets, and change the control logic.
An injection stage is used for orbit injection. Selected reaction control jets
of the various vehicles docked to the 0LF, will be controlled by the OLF stabili-
zation and control system during OLObuild-up, to provide good control authority
of the relatively large disturbance torques.
Environmental Control/Life Support System. - The requirements for the 0LF
environmental control/life support (EC/LS) system vary from that for two MORL modules.
Instead of a requirement to support 12 men continuously or 18 men I'or 15 days, the
0LF must support only 4 men during routine operations or up to 13 men briefly
during OLO. This more modest requi_ament is balanced to some extent, howeve_
by the much greater volume to be environmentally controlled and the increased
contamination introduced by outgassing of the much greater interior surface area
of the OLF.
The environment of the hangar and experiment bays, the three hub compartments,
and the elevator tubes will be maintained by the two MORL systems with minor mod-
ifications. Systems that will require modification are the air-distribution system
and possibly the atmospheric contamination removal equipment. The latter will
have to be reexamined since personnel loading during normal OLF operations has
been reduced but the increased area of structure and OLF equipment will increase
the contamination through outgassing, vaporization of lubricants, etc. It is
expected that a balance may be achieved, however, without gross modification of the
MORL systems.
Common ducting with appropriate valving is used between the two MORLs and
the hub for final pressurization and control of the atmosphere of the hub compart-
ments and elevator tubes. Following initial pressurization to 3.5 psi, the hub
elevator terminal and elevator tubes will be fully pressurized and maintained at
7.0 psi for shirtsleeve commuting between MORL modules and the hub. When it is
found necessary to fully pressurize either the experiment or the hangar bay, one
bay will be evacuated to provide pressurization for the other. Atmospheric
conditions of each c_npartment will be checked and monitored prior to and during
their Use to determine hazardous conditions of contamination, temperature, and
pressure. Circulation and temperature-control units are provided for each com-
partment. Umbilical life support connections, provided in each compartment of the
0LF, use the MORLs for atmospheric supply and purification. The MORL environmental
control system concept, utilizing the Tapco-Bosch CO 2 reduction system providing
for oxygen regeneration, will be used because of its long-term economical advantages.
C_w Support. - The crew support provisions will be similar to that for the
MORL and will include personal equipment, food handling and preparation, recrea-
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tional facilities, hygiene provisions, and other miscellaneous items requJred for
crew comfort and OLF habitability. Clothing and similar equipment is divided
between that carried with each crewman and that stored on board the OLF itself at
launch. Sufficient accommodations and provisions are provided on the OLF for tem-
porary crew overloads of up to 18men for 15 days in emergencies.
Checkout and Monitoring. - The checkout requirements are based on a detailed
evaluation of each major subsystem. The 0LF checkout and monitor system reflects
maximum use of the space checkout-and-launch-equipment-system concept developed
by Lockheed to implement the equipment requirements for the OLF. A detailed review
of the checkout system, as described in the Lockheed final report, clearly indicates
that the functional capabilities and flexibility inherent in this system can be used
to satisfy most of the 0LF checkout and monitoring requirements. The OLFdata
requirements will not impose any design changes on the space checkout-system
configuration.
The major interface requirements with the checkout system will be associated
with software programming. The integration of the checkout program with the
OLF program will require careful considerations with respect to timing for data
access, evaluation, display, recording, and formatting for retransmission.
Data Management and Communication. - The basic elements of the orbital launch
complex are the OLF, the OLV, and the Earth-based mission control center. Second-
ary elements integrated into the communication subsystem are propellant tankers,
supply vehicles, and extravehicular astronauts. The three major elements require
full duplex voice, televisioned, and data transmission; the secondary elements
require a somewhat lesser capability.
Three channels will be required, (1) a narrow-band data channel will be used
exclusively for bioastronautical and environmental monitaring that is associated
with the health and welfare of the astronmt s, (2) a wide band data channel capable
of handling computer program inputs and high speed readout of stored data, and
(3) a non-real-time, slow-scan-system, narrow-band TV channel that can transmit
commercial-TV-quallty pictures in real time at a frame rate of 30 per second.
Ground Network Characteristics. - The orbital parameters of altitude,
eccentricity, and inclination impose a 1_Jiucr uf constralnts _. _^^_ u_ co_'dnlCa-
tions subsystem. The altitude of the OLFwill determine (i) the length of time
that llne-of-slght communication can be maintained with each ground station, and
(2) the maximum range over which the communication links must operate. To pro-
vide economic and reliable operation, the communications subsystem should be
capable of working into established ground stations with operationally proven
equipment. At the same time, care must be exercised to prevent saturating the
ground facilities that will be used to provide support for the ever-lncreasing
number of short-term operations. The cost of providing 24-hour-per-day manning
of multiple, remotely located ground stations for the llfe time of an OLF
makes it mandatory to optimize the number and location of these stations. Al-
though the cost of keeping a tracking ship continuously on station may be
extremely high, it may be feasible in conjunction with other simultaneously
occurring orbital programs.
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For analysis purposes, the ground track was made of the 0LF's circular
orbit df 289 nautical miles altitude and inclination of 30 °. Assuming that
reliable communications can be provided only for elevation angles of greater
than 5° (which corresponds to a communication radius of 1200 nautical miles),
36 land - and ship-based ground stations will be required to provide nearly con-
tinuous coverage; while one-per-orblt contact can be accomplished, using only
three ground stations. Three stations located in the western hemisphere (Corpus
Christi, Texas; Qulto, Equador; and Antofagasta, Chile) will provide reliable,
once-per-orblt communications at nearly the same time in each orbit. (See
Figure 5.4-73 in Section 5 of Volume IIB.) A total of 127.4 minutes per day of
communication time is available, with a minimum time for any orbit being 5.1
minutes. Wide-band, microwave transmission facilities exist between Corpus
Christi and the Manned Spaceflight Center (MSC) in Houston. Full duplex, 60-
words-per-minute-teletype radio circuits, using the Canal Zone as a relay point,
are available between Quito and Antofagasta and Washington, D.C. It is expected
that these are, or will be tied directly into MSC. Buffering and format conversion
would be required to transmit video data received at these stations to the MCC.
At present, the Quito and Antofagasta stations are not equipped to support a
manned mission such as OLF. This deficiency must be corrected by 1975 because of
the utility that can be achieved by using these stations to support OLF.
2.1.2.3 Advanced OLF Concept. - The purpose of the advanced OLF studies
was to define an 0LF capable of supporting advanced missions such as manned
Mars-landing and lunar ferry missions. The approach used was to assume the
existance of an initial 0LF in both cases but to independently develop two
advanced OLFs by evolution of the initial 0LF--one to support the manned Mars-
landing vehicle and the other to support the lunar ferry.
A basic difference in mode established for support of the advanced concepts,
was that the tankers and 0LV would not be docked to the 0LF during orbital
operations. This eliminated the need for the umbilical service tower and associated
fluid storage tanks as well as for the 0LV and tanker docking ports and mechanisms.
Since direct contact will not exist between OLF aad OLV, personnel and equipment
must be moved between these vehicles by orbital support equipment.
Mars Landing Mission OLF. - In reviewing changes required in the initial
OLF to support the manned Mars-landlng mission, it became apparent that no major
design chan_es were required. In fact, elimination of the service tower and
OLV and tanker docking ports allowed by the new docking mode made possible addi-
tional changes that further simplified the basic concept.
The advanced 0LF is 3.05 m (lO ft.) shorter than the initial 0LF in the
launch configuration. (See Figure 5.5-2, Section 5, Volume IIB). However the
overall length of 54 m (177')In the deployed configuration dictated by the art-
ificial gravity requirement was maintained. In the new configuration, the
elevator tube telescopes for launch and in the deployed condition provides con-
tinuous passage from one MORL to the other. Access to the hub is through a
normally open hatch, the tubes and hub being maintained at 7 psla. In this
configuration it was possible to reduce mass 5,870 kg (12,936 lbs.) under the
initial 0LFmass.
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Reusable Lunar Ferry. - A review of the criteria for the lunar ferry mission
showed that it was well within the initial OLF capability and in most cases less
demanding than that for the Mars-landing mission. Two new requirements were in-
troduced by the use of a reusable nuclear engine aboard the lunar ferry 0LV.
The first requirement--an orbital support assembly vehicle (0SAV) as part of
the OSE--introduced a need for a new mechanism to stow the OSAV in the hangar
for maintenance. No particular problem was foreseen in meeting this new require-
ment. The second requirement was for an engine cold flow test facility at the
OLF to test lunar ferry replacement engines. Although a design exercise was not
conducted on this new problem no particular difficulties are foreseen as ample
room is available and test-data management could easily be handled by checkout
equipment already aboard the 0LF.
Composite Design. - While the approach to the advanced 0LF study did not
consider a composite design, the results certainly suggest the feasibility of this.
The initial OLF with minor modifications can accommodate all the requirements for
the advanced OLF, including space for the 0SAV and engine-cold flow test facility
required by the lunar ferry 0LF. The main advantage of an advanced 0LF design
lies in the simplification possible due to elimination of the umbilical and OLV and
tanker docking ports; however, the advantages of the composite design may out-
_-o ............+_ _,_n___ ....n? a s_arate_ advanced 0LF deslgn. First, the composite
design is feasible. Second, the developmental problems and costs of one design,
although slightly more complex, should be less than for two separate designs even
where the second one is an evolution of the first. Third, there should be a good
possibility that a single 0LF may be designed and built with a sufficiently long
llfe span to support the complete spectrum of missions from early planetary flybys
to manned Mars landing.
2.1.3 Special Studies
2.1.B.1 Gravitational Level Analysis. - The purpose of the gravitational-
level analysis was to determine the requirement for artificial gravity on the OLF.
The approach taken was to analyze all the activities to be performed in the initial
0LF to determine gravity restrictions, if any, imposed by each activity. Gravity
requirements from a biomedical standpoint were not considered in this analysis, as
the phychophysiological responses to prolonged unrestrained weightlessness are a
-"_^_+ of ^+_ _+.._ _ _??_ nn personnel is therefore cssidered only
from the point of view of performing functions, such as maintenance, movement of
supplies, independent of the effect of zero gravity on man himself. The require-
ments for artificial gravity were also considered, from the standpoint of its
effect on equipment.
In assessing man's performance in zero gravity, it was necessary to use
researah data provided by tests in which simulators were used, such as air
bearing platforms which allow determination of man's moment of inertia about
seTeral axis, and neutral buoyancy tanks which indicate the effect of weightless-
ness on gross motor performance and equipment handling. As scant information
is available regarding man's weightless performance in an actual zero-gravlty
environment, the analysis was largely based on Earth experiments.
Personal Propulsion. - Gross bodily movement from one point to another is
facilitated tremendously by the absence of gravity, and should present no problems
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in moving short dists_ces. For longer distances, handholds must be provided for
continuous directional correction. Initial inaccuracies in "jumping off", which
are of little consequence in confined quarters, will on long traverses result
in missing the landing point or body attitude by large amounts. A guide rope,
handholds, or an astronaut maneuvering unit will be required. It should be
noted that during artificial gravity modes extravehicular activities will at
best be hazardous because centrifugal force will tend to separate an astronaut
from the OLF.
Application of Forces. - In Boeing tests on simulated weightlessness, it
was found impossible to sustain any force while nearly frictionless. However, if
there is no requirement for a continuous application of force, the situation is
different. It was found that a high force could be momentarily applied before a
reactance force overcame the body's inertia, and that reactance could then be
absorbed slowly by a handhold. It was noted in experiments that the operator
accepts with ease the need to hold on to prevent drift and absorb reactance and
use a hand, arm, or leg to clamp onto the structure being worked on. For applying
forces for any length of time, some sort of restraint was required unless the
force were less than 22.5 newtons (5 lbs.), where a handhold or a toe hold, such
as found on boats, would suffice. When properly tethered, the same forces may
be applied as in a normal one-g environment.
As a result of the analysis, it was determined tha all personnel activities
performed inside the 0LF would be simplified or accomplished in a more nearly
Earth-like manner with artificial gravity. In the case of nutrition the lack of
gravity would require that all foods be supplied in a paste form. With gravity,
food could be provided in more normal Earth-like forms. Some difficulties would
be experienced in artificial gravity due to the Corlolls acceleration; however,
in a preperly designed OLF these problems would soon be minimized as man learned
to tolerate these effects. In the initial OLF certain activities would be
seriously complicated by the rotation required for artificial gravity. For ex-
ample, if the 0LF were rotated during docking operations, the amount of propell-
ant that would be required by the docking vehicle would be greatly increase;
therefore, during docking acitivities and certain other operations the OLF ro-
tation would have to be discontinued until these operations were completed. If
artificial gravity could be maintained throughout the life of the OLF, then the
need to provide tethering provisions for everything not built into the 0LF would
not be required; however, in the initial 0LF, where artificial gravity is pro-
vided only on a part-time basis, complete tethering must be allowed for.
In analyzing the 0LF systems it was established that in the majority of
cases there was no definitive requirement for gravity because, by proper design,
systems could operate in a weightless environment. In some cases, systems are
penalized by artificial gravity; for example, the guidance and navigation system,
would require that the inertial measuring unit, sextant and horizon scanner be
mounted on a stable platform, and the attitude control and stabilization system would
be more complex due to orbit-keeplng maneuvers required while rotating.
The following table sunm_rlzes the findings of the study, which, generally
speaking, disclose that artificial gravity is not mandatory from the point of
view of human performance or on-board systems. The requirement for artificial
gravity for experiments is entirely dependent on the experiment.
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OLF ACTrTITIES
Space Environment
(Assembly, docking, maintenanc% etc.)
Shirtsleeve Environment
(Assembly_ maintenance_ housekeeping, etc.)
OLF SYSTEMS
Guidance and Navigation
Attitude Control and Stabilization
All Other Systems
OLF EXPERn NTS (68 rNVESTIGATED)
34 Zero-Gravity Effects Experiments
(on bacteria: blood, germination, etc.)
22 Physical Knowledge Experiments
(electrooptical, launch detection, etc.)
12 Artificial-Gravity-Effects Experiments
(Satellite retrieval, personnel and cargo experiment)
Undes irable
Desirable
Undesirable
Undesirable
Desirable
Zero g required
Desirable
Gravity Required
Should zero gravity be permissible from a crew psychophysiological stand-
point, it may be desirable to develop a zero-gravlty concept. A preliminary
configuration of such a concept was investigated during the study. A com-
parison of this design with the initial 0LF indicated that a zero-gravity concept
would be a mechanically simpler design, a shorter configuration, and cost less.
2.1.3.2 R&D Scientific Experiments. - Because for the majority of its 5-year
operational life tim_ orbital launch operations will not be in process, the OLF
during these inactive periods can be used as an orbital research laboratory. Move-
over 3 even during orbital launch operations experiments could be conducted by
proper scheduling. Therefore, a study was conducted to determine the R&D scientific
experiments that could be performed on the OLF. As the range of experiments was
so great, from biomedical to those associated with physical mechanical sciences,
it was not feasible to investigate all possible experiments within the time limits
of the study. For this reason, first priority was placed on experiments providing
data of value to the advanced OLF concept. No attempt was made to schedule the
experiments. A total of 97 experiments were considered, and it was established
that it was feasible to perform 68 of these on the OLF_ of which 22 are concerned
with the orbital support assembly vehicle (OSAV) used on the advanced OLF. These
by and large are limited to the maneuvering of the OSAV in a spinning and nonspinn-
ing environment, establishing its reserve or satellite retrieval capabilities, and
other experiments that wIL1 establish whether the OSAV is capable of performing the
tasks to which it was intended.
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The design effects on the OLF of conducting experiments may be summarized
as follows: (1) adequate space is available in the OLF for all experiments
and for housing the personnel required to conduct the experiments_ (2) electrical
power is marginal now and would require added capability to be built in for many
of the proposed experiments, (3) experimental equipment mounting provisions
would have to be installed for many of the experiments and an OSAV handling
mechanism would have to be added for experiments involving this piece of equip-
ment, and (4) improved stability characteristics would need to be provided for the
OLF for some experiments such as the manned orbital telescope.
2.1.3.3 Definitions of 0RL (Orbital Research laboratory) Experiments. - An
important part of any development plan is the ex_erimenta! research program which,
to develop an OLF_ involves both Earth-based and orbital experimentation. The
high risks and costs of providing facilities for performing expe_ments in orbit
provide an incentive for accomplishing much of the experimental research on
Earth-based facilities. However, in _any cases these will not provide the
degree of confidence nor the environmental simulation required and these experi-
ments must be performed in an 0RL. The objective of this study was, therefore,
to identi_j and describe experiments not being performed as part of other programs,
but required to develop the 01_, that must be accomplished in orbit. The emphasis
was on 0LF operation rather than crew biological considerations.
The approach t_en was to first review experiments being performed as part
of other Drograms or studies to dete_nine which of those already suggested were
applicable to the development of the OLF. Then as the study progressed and the
OLF design evolved_ additional OLF-pecullar experiments were identified and des-
cribed. Parallel effort on experiment identification was underway in the SCALE
and AOLO studies, and as the experiment study progressed it became evident that
in the overall orbital launch operations certain duplication of effort was occtu_ring
since the development of the checkout equipment and the OSE, and analysis of
orbital operating techniques and procedures_ revealed problems similar to those
in the development of the 0LF. To avoid this, under the direction of NASA_ an
experiment investigation committee was formed which smlected the experiments that
had been suggested by Boeing (0LF), Lockheed (SCALE) and LTV (AOLO) and assigned
them to the appropriate contractor for detailed description of the experiments.
The method used to establish OLO orbital experiment requirements over and above
those being discussed for Gemini_ Apollo_ AES_ and MORL was to review actual
operational capabilities required to support an orbital launch of a manned vehicle,
and to compare them with the anticipated capabilities evolving from pre-OL0 orbital
research programs currently postulated. Typical operations required to support
an orbital launch using a permanent facility were categorized as:
i) Orbital transfer and rendezvous (OTR)
2)  cklng(O)
3) Personnel transfer/artificial gravity (PT/AG)
4) Personnel transfer/zero gravity (PT/ZG)
5) Cargo transfer/artificlal gravity (CT/ZG)
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6) Cargo transfer/zero gravity (CT/ZG)
7) Erection and assembly (EA)
8) }_intenance and repair (MR)
9) Fluid/propellant transfer and storage (F/_S)
i0) Checkout (C/O)
n) L  noh(L)
Following identification of the 0LO orbital e__perimentation r_quirements and
the assignment of experiment description responsibility, each experiment require-
ment was analyzed in sufficient depth to provide a reasonable basis for describing
the experiment or series of exper_nents. Boeing, as part of this study, was
given the responsibility for describing 21 experiments in terms of mass, volLune,
power, d_ation, etc. (Detailed descriptions of these are given in Paragraph
6.3 and the results summarized in Figure 6.3-7, Volume liB).
2.1.4 0LF Development Program. - A preliminary integrated research develop-
ment test and engineering (RDT&2) plan was developed for the initial 0LF baseline
concept. _e plan determines and describes the design, development, research,
test activities, and resources necessary to produce the 0LF to support a 1975
interplanetary mission. In addition the plan also provides data for a basis of
evaluating the permanent 0L0 mode, of which 0LF is a Dart, with other modes of
orbital launching. Approximately 4 years are required from hardware go-ahead
to OLF launch, and approximately 9 years from subsequent engineering study con-
tracts to 0L0 planetary mission appllcations.
This level of study, conceptual design, has not revealed any critical
development problems. The reason is the 0LF program plan is based on using MORL
configurations and concepts and assumes the critical items in the MORL program
have been resolved. The packing element of this initial RDT&E plan is Orbital
Research Laboratory (ORL) experimentation. Four major spacecrafts are required to
satisfy the requirements for development and operational deployment. The four
spaeecrafts provide a unit for structural and dynamic testing, a flight unit, a
flight backup unit, and a proof test unit.
2.1.4.1 Design and Development. - The design phase of the 0LFwill evolve
the definition of specifications and fabrication drawings for the facility,
ground-support equipment, and operational requirements. The objective of the
development phase will be to prove that the design does in fact comply with the
requirements and specifications. _e evolution of the system design and develop-
ment will consist of these parts:
i) Fundamental Research -- In this part the objective is to perform
operation analyses, mission definition, trade studies, simtdations, and identify
critical technical requirements.
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2) Applied Research -- During this phase preliminary design and space-
craft design 3 including the spacecraft specification and vehicle integration
effects) will be performed as will the ground and ORL experiments.
3) Development -- And, lastly_ design requirements and layouts will
be updated_ procurement specifications will be preparedj the design verified,
and production drawings and test requirements released.
Starting in January of 1966 fundamental research will have to be initiated
and will last to the end of 1967. Concurrently_ applied research will be started
in the second quarter of 19_7 and will continue to the second quarter of 1972.
During the last two and a quarter years of the applied research phase_ hardware
development will be carried on concurrently_ primarily for orbital support and
procedures development.
2.1.4.2 Research Program. - A major objective in the conceptual design
selection of the OLF was to use developed technology and hardware because that
approach and the selected preassembled design minimizes research requirements.
As a result_ all the selected systems and techniques presently identified are
within the state of the art_ except for the ORL experiment requirements summarized
previously. However_ as progressive preliminary and detailed OLF design studies
are performed_ it is expected that OLF developement problems that require research
will become more evident.
2.1.4.3 Mam_acturing Plan. - This plan defines the tooling concept_
fabrication and assembly flow) facilities and equipment requirements_ manufacturing
and qt_lity control development and also provides a basis for costing. The plan
provides for use of existing tooling 3 facilities, processing techniques_ and man-
power skills to the maximum practical extent. The plan is based on use of
Saturn S-IC program facilities and tooling_ with modifications) for the OLF.
2.1.4.4 System Qualification and Test Plan. - _]e approach taken in the
test plan is in that MORL and Apollo will be operational prior to the 0LF, the
extensive use of their ho_dware in the OLFwill provide space-qualified
hardware without additional major orbital test programs,and that final acceptance
of the OLFwill be conducted in orbit on the operational vehicle prior to
actual orbital operations. This means that the 0LF will be launched into orbit
prior to commencing the flyby mission to allow acceptance testing on the 0LF
proper and OID operations. The acceptance testing of the 0LF will take 60 days_
fo!lo_¢ed by an0LO integrated systems test that will last 330 days. During the
integrated testing 3 a nonmission 0LVand tanker wi_l be orbited and docked.
Prior to the !a_mch of the OLF_ an extensive proof-testing program will be
conducted. Five major compartmental areas (two MORLs 3 a hub_ and two bays) will
be assembled and tests conducted on a proof test vehicle to verify static and
dyn_uic !oadings_ operation of mechanism and the development of safety, and
operating and maintenance procedures. This will be followed by ambient gro_md
testing of the complete vehicle that will include verification of electrical-
power=load profile_ heat-load profil% operational procedures_ etc.
2.1.4.5 Logistics Plan. - Logistics encompasses the equipment) materiaJs,
and services required to operate and maintain the 0LF during the life of the
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program. This includes: (i) crew training, which will require extensive use
of academic training and simulator training, most of which will be carried out
at existing NASAfacilities with the assistance from 0LF program contractors;(2) a spares support plan that will include the range of components to major
assemblies required to support the 0LF prior to launch; (3) the development
of all technical data required for ground support of the 0LFand flight cre_s.
2.1.4.6 Facilities and Support Equipment. - Facilities and support equipment
requirements were evaluated and it was generally concluded that manufacturing
capability for the 0LF would be available either from NASAor private industry.
Full and partial mission sim_lators will be provisioned at Houston and _C
and housed in a semiclean enclosed high-bay area. An adjacent low bay area will
provide consoles, computer racks, etc. This facility will be a modification of the
existing MORLmission simulation facility. A ground network system using a
tmified S band communication system for a once-per-orbit transmission will re-
quire such ty]pical sites as Corpus Christi, Antofagasta, and Quito. At present
only Corpus Christi is equipped to support the 0LF and the other stations wo_Dd
have to be upgraded.
2.1.4.7 F1n_dingPlan. - The objective of the 0LF costing was to develop a
program cost of s_fficient quality and validity that co_d be used to establish
a time-phased funding plan that allowed successful accomplis.hmentof the initial
0LF. The following table shows in terms of 1965 dollars the funding requirements:
Fiscal Year Dollars in Millions
3_966 o.5
1967 4.3
1968 20.3
1969 34.5
1970 117.5
1971 242.9
1972 217.0
1973 166.0
1974 58.2
Total 861.2
Advanced 0LF RDT&E Plan. - A preliminary advanced OLF RDT&E plan was developed
to support the _rs landing in 1933 and start of the lunar ferr_g operations in
the first q_rter of 19q0. The pls__s for these missions assize that the initial
OLF progr_1 is being, or has been conducted. These two plans are costed indepe_-
dentally of each other, but both are dependent on an initial 0LF capability.
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Costs are shorn below:
Mars Landing: $148.0 Million Dollars
Lunar Ferry Mission: $148.5 Million Dollars
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2.2 Conclusions
The OLF study fulfilled the objectives of this study and provided valuable
insight into the problems that will be encountered in the research, development,
testing, design, operation, and maintenance of an orbital launch facility. The
comparison of different modes of interplanetary launches and orbital support modes,
of which the OLF is one_ are compared in the Ling-Temco-Vought AOLO study. Some
of the more important conclusions derived from this study are:
l) The recommended initial 0LF design concept evolved from this study is
considered to be a feasible facility design and a very effective instrument for the
support of manned planetary missions. It appears to be well within the expected
state of the art for the time period of the early 1970's.
2) The use of Apollo and MORL building blocks in the initial OLF concept
significantly simplifies the RDT&E for the facility, which is estimated to re-
quire four years from hardware go-ahead to launch and will cost approximately
861 million dollars.
3) Recommended initial OLF concept offers tremendous growth potential and
is adaptable for support of such advanced missions as the manned Mars landing and
lunar ferry missions with only minor modifications.
4) Considerable advantage may be gained by integrating advanced missions
support requirements into a composite OLFdesign as early as possible in the OLF
development.
5) The use of the OLF for R&D scientific experiments during the non-OLO period
of orbital operation appears feasible and very appealing. Distinct effort should
be directed at more detailed definition of the associated OLF support requirements
and early integration of these requirements into the OLF development.
6) An additional possibility of the OLF in the field of experiments is its
use as a "mother" spacecraft for experiment modules. In this concept a multi-
purpose mission module (_@@4), or equivalent_ is prepared on Earth for a particular
family of experiments and is orbited and docked to the OLFwhich then serves as
abase of operations and quarters for the crew. The advantage of this would be
that complete laboratories could be prepared on Earth, rather than modifying the
OLF for each set of experiments while in orbit.
7) Although the gravitational level analysis of this study was far from
conclusive, indications are that unless psychophysiological effects of extended
weightlessness on man demand artificial gravity, a zero gravity facility appears
more desirable.
8) In the investigation of the orbital experimentation that may be required
in the development of the initial OLF, it was found that to achieve the 1975 tar-
get date for the initial OLF, all of the data available requirements fall within
the predicted AES period prior to MORL. However, all of the experimental require-
ments defined thus far are within the capabilities currently assumed for the AES.
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9) All of the ORL experiments defined in this study and scheduled in accord-
ance with the initial 0LF RDT&E plan require experiment development go-ahead within
the 1966-1968 time period. Detailed ORL experiment definition and implementation
planning should CO.hence in 1966.
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2.3 Recommendations for Future Activity
The following future activities are reco_mmended based on the knowledge gained
by the OLF study. While they are not all directly concerned specifically with
OLF design and operation, they are concerned with OLO.
l) To reduce crew radiation dosage or the radiation shielding requirements,
a further evaluation should be made of the present 535 km orbital altitude to
determine whether a lower altitude and/or different orbit inclination is feasible.
2) Trade studies should be conducted to determine the optimum orbit altitude
for the least propellant consumption, for the full 5 years of OLF life. (Drag
coefficients vary from year to year.) Lowering the orbit altitude would increase
orbit-keeping propellants slightly, but could result in a substantial decrease in
boost propellants, thus increasing logistic payloads. This would also be related
to Item 1 above.
3) During the study it was assumed that radiation was uniform. Point dosage
must be studied in a_1 _ a_e_m_ne the radiation shielding provided by the OLF
structure and equipment.
4) A reevaluation of the launch intervals constraints due to lack of avail-
able launch umbilical towers (LUT) should be performed. The provisioning of
additional LUTs would reduce the present 170-day OLO to a lesser period, shorten
the time in space for men and equipment, and might result in an overall reduction in
costs.
5) A more detailed look should be taken at zero "g" OLF concept development,
particularly if crew psychophysiological requirements allow prolonged zero "g"
operation.
6) Future studies should be made of the integration of the initial OLF with
advanced OLF design concepts to result in a multipurpose OLF. In this connection
it will also be necessary to perform further studies to review the best supply
_ ?_ __ _+_I _p_a+_ _h_ i_, ha_-_onk_ng _hould be comnared
with remote and possibly both modes retained as at present. Explosion and radia-
tion hazards should be considered in these studies.
7) The effects of orbital precession on orbital launch operations should be
completely analyzed. This should include considerations of inclination and alti-
tude on precession rate, precession rates on launch windows and the related effect
of orbital inclination on the launch opportunity.
8) The R&/) experiments for OLF implementation study was limited to enumerating
and describing those experiments that can be performed in the OLF. Further studies
are required to define and schedule those experiments that can be conducted con-
currently with the initial orbital launch operation.
9) Further detailed studies must be conducted on ORL experiments required
in OLF and OL0 development to ensure that they have been fully defined and have
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been integrated into the national space program.
i0) A ground-versus-orbit-testing philosophy must be developed in order to
ensure a correct balance of testing.
ll) The effect of the OLF configuration on the Earth launch vehicle must be
analyzed in detail because the S-II stage of the Saturn V is structurally mar-
ginal in this application. Perhaps revised environmental launch restrictions could
be considered in lieu of design changes.
12) Although numerous other study areas were revealed wherein more detailed
or extended investigation is required 3 most of these areas will probably fall
within the normal course o_ required study in the overall OLF development. Such
areas include:
a) OLF emergency operations (evacuation, rescue, etc.)
b) Crew training -- verification of adequacy or inadequacy of ground training
in simulators.
c) Aerodynamic loading effects of OLF-type payloads on Saturn V launch
vehicles.
d) Various detailed design studies of OLF on-board mechanical sFstems, the
basic MORL module extension system, elevator system, service umbilical tower,
equipment and cargo handling mechanisms, etc.
More detailed discussions and recommendations regarding the research require-
ments of an OLF development are presented in the Research and Technolog_ Implica-
tions Re_ort, Volume III, of this final report of the OLF study.
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3.0 STUDY APPROACH
The OLF study, which involved several rather diversified types of activity,
was primarily conce_ed with conceptual design of the initial OLF. Also required
were operational studies leading to the definition of routine OLF activities, as
well as those required in support of 0LO; determination of crew requirements;
establishment of the spares and expendables necessary to support the OLF; and defin-
ition of a logistics plan. Teclmical studies, esl_,cially those involving the on-
board systems such as environmental control and electrical power, had to ,be made.
In addition, several special studies were made of OLF R&D scientific experiments,
OPJJ experiments required in the development of the OLF, gravitational requirements,
and the RDT&E plan necessary to develop the OLF. Finally, design of OLF's for the
support of advanced missions was briefly investigated.
Boeing, together with the other two 0LO package study contractors, formed a
team to study orbital launch operations in support of manned planetary and lunar
missions. Because many of the requirements for any individual study within the
OLO package were predicted upon results derived from one of the other companion
studies, it was necessary that the three contractors work together essentially as
a team. Figure 3.0-1 shows the major elements of information interchanged between
Boeing and the other two contractors, and the major responsibilities oi the OLF
study. The figure shows only that information affecting the 0LF study; it does not
show the interchanges of information required between the SCALE and AOLO studies.
Information required from the SCALE study included primarily the development
of checkout and countdown procedures and equipment and specification of 0LV mainte-
nance activities aboard the OLF. Information provided by LTV from their AOLO study
included integrated total OLO crew size, integrated total OLO spares and expenda-
bles, integrated total OLO tools, specification of orbital support equipment (OSE)
requirements, and the integrated data management requirements.
The 0LF study in turn provided 0LF design concepts to both associated studies.
In addition, information provided specifically to the AOLO study included determin-
ation of the OLF proper crew size, OLF proper spares and expendables, OLF proper
tool requirements, OLF data management requirements, and an RDT&E plan for the OLF
proper. By OLF proper is meant those OLF requirements during routine operations
not associated with OLO.
With the information supplied by the associated OLO package contractors and by
studies generated in house, the OLF study effort then was to (1) design an OLF to
house checkout and launch equipment, spares for the entire mission, entire OLO crews,
and maintenance equipment; (2) determine the data management system; (3) determine
a logistics plan, and (4) establish a service and maintenance plan.
The foregoing relationship of responsibilities applied primarily to the initial
OLF. For the limited advanced 0LF studies accomplished in the OLF study, the entire
integrated OLO requirements were supplied to Boeing by Ling-Tempco-Vought.
As can readily be seen, with the considerable crossfeed of information required
by the associated studies, and with the broad spectrum of subjects covered by the
OLF study, it was necessary that a comprehensive and complete study plan be prepared
and followed to achieve successful completion of the OLF study objectives. The coor-
dination problem was further complicated by the iterative process required to complete
the various study tasks.
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3.1 Study Plan
A detailed study plan was developed and documented in Boeing document D2-23638-I.
To accomplish the major objectives outlined in Paragraphs 1.0 and 2.0, as well as
those additional specific expected results outlined in the MSFC statement of work
(Reference 2 ), the study was divided initially into the following 18 specific tasks
and categorlzed into five major areas:
i)
2)
3)
4)
Design Studies
a) Parametric Conceptual Design Studies
b) Initial OLFDevelopment
c) Advanced OLFEvolution
Operational Studies
a) OLF Operations and Systems Analysis
b) Crew Requirements
c) Service Maintenance and Repair Analysis
d) Spares and Expendables Requirements
e) Logistics Requirements
Technical Studies
a) Communications Tracking and Data Management
b) Checkout and Fault Isolation
c) OLF subsystems
Special Studies
a) Definition of ORLExperiments
b) R&D Scientific Experiments
c) Gravitational Level Analysis
d) Explosion Effects
Programming Studies5)
a)
b)
o)
EDT&E Program
State of the Art
Program Manning Requirements
SS
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During the course of the study, MSFC cancelled the requirements for the explo-
sion-effects study and the program-msxming requirements; therefore, Boeing remained
accountable for a total of 16 of these tasks. The manhours allocated to these tasks
were directed towards intensifying the effort in defining 0RL experiments.
In the detailed study plan, each task was carefully considered from the follow-
ing standpoints:
l) Objective
2) Expected results
3) Guidelines and Assumptions
4) Approach
5) Alloted budget
6) Inputs and data sources
7) Outputs
In addition, a very detailed time-phased event network diagram was drawn show-
ing the relationship to each other of the inputs and outputs of the various tasks
and the associated OLOpackage studies. In this section of the report, however, a
detailed discussion of the tasks will not be made, but the objectives of the 16
tasks completed during the study will be noted as follows:
l) Parametric Conceptual Design Studies -- To develop, through parametric
analysis of major design variables, an initial 0LF concept for detailed
design iteration studies.
2) Initial 0LF Development -- To develop the design for the recommended
initial 0LF (for the Mars or Venus flyby mission).
3) Advanced OLFEvolution -- To evolve a design evolution of the initial
0LF (Task 2) into advanced concepts capable of conducting the more
sophisticated planetary missions, including the manned Mars landing.
4) OLF Operations and Systems Analysis -- To provide the operations and
systems analysis required for 0LF systems synthesis and evaluation,
and for integration of OLF activities with SCALE and AOLO study activities.
Crew Requirements -- To determine the personnel required to operate,
maintain, service, and repair the OLF proper and to establish 0LF design
criteria, considering the total orbital personnel requirements.
6) Service Maintenance and Repair Analysis -- To establish basic service,
maintenance, and repair criteria for OLF design considerations and to
provide design effects of integrated 0LF and OSE maintenance and repair
activities for iterations and optimization of the initial OLF design.
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7) Spares and Expendables Requirements -- To develop a spares philosophy
and method of computing spares requirements and to determine the spares
and expendables required to support the initial OLF proper.
8) Logistics Requirements -- To specify the total OLF logistics require-
ments of the OLF as a function of time, mission, and Earth launch vehi-
cle payload capability and to integrate these requirements into a total
logistics plan to sustain the overall orbital launch operations.
9) Gravitational Level Analysis -- To provide the basic criteria for deter-
mining the artificial-gravity requirements of the OLF as a function of
orbital launch activities and types of OLV's to be launched and to apply
these requirements to the initial OLF design.
10) Communications Tracking and Data Management -- To determine communica-
tions and tracking requirements for navigation and data management on
initial 0LF proper, to integrate all data management activities into a
single data management plan_ and to determine the effects on Earth-
based facilities.
ii) Checkout and Fault Isolation -- To determine the need for OLF on-board
checkout and fault-isolation system, and to determine the effects on
the initial 012 design of locating the checkout and countdo_ equipment
on the OLF, the OLV, or between them.
12) OLF Subsystems -- To provide subsystem parametric and detail desi_
information for initial and advanced OLF's and determine OLF design
effects of subsystem variations.
13) Explosion Effects -- Task cancelled.
R&D Scientific Experiments -- To determine the feasibility of incorpora-
ting on the initial and advanced OLF; R&D scientific experiments such
as scientific satellite repair, launching of probes, or other studies.
15) RDT&E Program -- To develop an RDT&E program plan for the OLF.
16) State of the Art -- Identify the present state of the art and the
expected state of the art required to develop the initial OLF.
17) Program Manning Requirements -- Task cancelled.
is) Definition of ORLExperiments -- To identify and define ORL experiments
required as part of the OLF development.
As mentioned before, the program plan includes a very detailed time-phased
event network. This report presents a greatly simplified chart of the major study
relationships as Figure 3.1-1. As will be noted, it is not time-phased, but does
include consideraticn of related studies. It may be noted that Boeing activities
are surrounded by a block drawn with solid lines; related studies are surrounded by
a block drawn with dashed lines.
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The figure sh_s the flow of info_mation required to accomplish the various
phases of the study. _ile it is realized that the study tasks are somewhat itera-
tive in nature, the figure shows the major flow. For example, the initial study
task involving the parametric conceptual design study shown on the figare required
primary inputs from previous orbital launch operations studies by Ling-Tempco-Vought
and by early Boeing operational studies. The parametric study in turn was a prime
input to the initial OLF design.
In addition to the close observance of the study plan, another tool used to
assist in the efficient conduct of the study was the holding of frequent coordina-
tion meetings among the three OLO package contractors and the NASA technical super-
vision from MSFC. Initially_ when the study ground rules were being fonnulated and
OLO operational modes being defined, it was necessary to hold these meetings as
frequently as twice a month to obtain adequate coordination. As program planning
became more firmly established, the need for the meetings diminished and they were
held much less frequently.
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3.2 Guidelines, Assumptions, and Ground Rules
Study gro_md rules and assumptions of a general nature observed in the conduct
of the study were derived from the MSFC statement of work, coordination meeting
decisions, and other sources. They are of a general nature and do not apply speci-
fically to any special phase of the 3tudy as do the special ground rules applying
specifically to design noted in Paragraph 5.0. The more important guidelines,
assumptions, and ground rules of this study were:
l) Launch vehicles will be available in adequate quantities.
2) Launch vehicles used to launch and support the 0LFwill be the Saturn
IB and Saturn V.
3) Launch vehic_ performance and schedu_s will be made available by
NASA.
4)
5)
6)
7)
Rendezvous and docking will be operational and reliable by 1970.
The AES and MORL will be available for OLF development and the MORL
will be available for integration into 0LFhardware in 1972.
The initial OLF will support chemical OLV's only.
Advanced OLF concepts will support either chemical or nuclear 0LV's.
8) The initial 0LF will hard dock to tankers and OLV for 0LO.
9) The advanced 0LF will accomplish 0LO remote from the OLV.
10) Initial 0LF design should if possible be evolved from an ORL concept.
ll) Advanced 0LF designs should if possible evolve from the initial OLF.
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
Initial 0LF missions are the Mars/Venus flyby.
Initial 0LF operational date objective is 1975.
Advanced OLFmissions are the manned Mars-landing and lunar ferry.
Advanced 0LF operational dates are 1980 for the lunar ferry mission
and 1983 for the manned Mars landing.
Emergency escape capability from the OLFmust be available at all times.
Information from other NASA studies will be used to the maximum extent
possible.
18) Hardware concepts developed by other NASA studies, including on-board
systems, will be used wherever effective on the OLF study.
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2l)
22)
23)
Maximum advantage shall be taken of interchange of information with
other contractors performing work on government contracts.
Design emphasis will be placed on those details peculiar to the OLF.
Practicable maintenance considerations will be employed in the OLF study.
Initial OLF lifetime will be 5 years.
Dimensionless parameters will be used to the largest extent possible.
The international system of units (SI) will be used in addition to the
English gravitational system in final presentations and reports.
39
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4.0 OPERATIONALSTUDIES
A numberof interrelated subjects have been grouped in this section. They
are interrelated since to arrive at a logistic plan, it was necessary to determine
the orbital operations crew requirements, and establish the spares and expendables
necessary to support the OLF. Oncethese were defined, a logistic plan could be
formulated.
The first of the operational studies was the OLFoperations, which discusses
in detail the tasks involved in the checkout and day-to-day operations of the
OLF. This was followed by a maintenance analysis which established personnel
tasks required to maintain the OLFand determined the required spares. In this
connection, only the OLFsubsystems for which Boeing was responsible were analyzed,
spares and reliability data having been obtained through NASAfor the other OLO
systems. Using a Boeing computerized spares model, data from NASAand the Boeing
maintenance analysis was fed into the computer to determine the optimum inte-
grated OLOspares which would provide a probability of 99.9% that the spare was
available whenrequired. Oncethe operational and maintenance tasks were estab-
....... , it ._o possible tv _._ _,_ _w ._I_ tu .............. Lh_
OLF in orbit. With crew size and functions established, it was then possible to
determine the expendables required to service the OLF and support OLO crews.
Finally, based on information evolved from the first four operational studies, a
logistic plan for the support of OLO was prepared. This plan considers not only
the logistics for supporting the OLF itself, but support requirements for OLO
commencing with the initial launch of the OLF.
These studies were not performed in sequence, but in reality were an iterative
process in which each study was constantly refined and updated as the result of
the influence of one study on another; at the same time a constant updating was
performed to reflect the latest information regarding all design integration
studies. As a result, the operational studies, even though first in the final
document, incorporate the intelligence achieved by all other OLF studies.
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4.1 OLF OPERATIONS
Operational studies and accompanying systems analyses were fundamental parts
of the OLF design study. It was necessary first to know what operations are ex-
pected of a facility to function in the intended environment; second, to know
what operations are required of the facility to perform its designated role in
the total operations; third, to identify systems functional requirements; and,
finally to iterate these with respect to operational and design concept variations.
The approach considered most effective for accomplishing these tasks con-
sisted of the following:
a. Definition of OLFmission objectives.
b. Formulation of preliminary operational and systems requirements, based
upon the OLF mission objectives established above, and on information generated
in previous space station and orbital launch operations studies. This provided
the basis for initiating the conceptual design study.
c. Definition of major operational events required to meet the established
objectives utilizing various design concepts.
d. Definition of tasks required to accomplish the prescribed major OLF
events.
e. Function and task analysis to determine time, skills, numbers of personnel,
systems, and equipment requirements.
f. Iteration and evaluation of the operational concepts and projection of
systems requirements and design constraints.
g. Time phasing of OLF operations within the total OLO mission.
The following sections describe the OLF operational studies and systems
analysis as performed within the framework of this approach.
4.1.1 Baseline Mode. - There are obviously many ways of performing an orbital
launch operation. The particular mode of orbital launch operation selected by
NASA and the associated OLO contractors for use as a baseline in this study is
presented pictorially in Figure 4.1-1. The particular OLF configuration shown
is the concept developed and recommended by this study for the Initial OLF.
The sequence of major events begins with the Earth launch and orbital in-
jection of the OLF, with the subsequent assembly, activation and checkout of the
OLF systems. Following verification of the OLF's operational status, the OLV
spacecraft is launched from Earth, rendezvoused with the OLF, and docked to its
special docking port in the OLF. The spacecraft is then checked out and, if
found defective and non-reparable, another spacecraft is called for. After the
operability of the spacecraft is confirmed, four LOX tankers are launched to
42
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provide the full complement of oxidizer for the OLV space booster (Saturn -IIB
stage). These tankers are launched at intervals following the docking and check-
out of the previous tanker with the first tanker arriving in orbit docking
directly into the 0LF docking port opposite the OLV spacecraft. Each subsequent
tanker is docked into the aft end of the preceding tanker. As the OLV-Saturn-IIB
stage was considered to be limited to 72 hours in orbit because of carrying its
full requirement of liquid hydrogen, it is necessary to have the entire supply of
liquid oxygen in orbit prior to the launch of the Saturn-IIB stage. The spacing
of launches is governed primarily by Earth launch facility constraints. Just
prior to the tanker orbiting operations, a logistics spacecraft with additional
personnel and cargo is launched from Earth. Another logistics spacecraft is
launched Just prior to Saturn-IIB stage launching. This spacecraft delivers the
OLV crew, other necessary personnel and cargo to the OLF. When all of the orbit-
ing systems are in ready condition, the Saturn-IIB stage is launched, orbited and
rendezvoused with the 0LF. Following an inspection of the mating portion of the
Saturn-IIB stage, it is mated with the OLV spacecraft and checked out. Liquid
oxygen is transferred from the tankers to the Saturn-IIB stage through the um-
bilical servicing tower provided on the 0LF. Following final checkout of the OLV
with the 0LV crew on board, the OLF is separated from the OLV and the OLV is
launched into its interplanetary trajectory.
4.1.2 OLF Mission Objectives and Associated Study Guidelines
4.1.2.1 0LF Functions. - In a broad analysis of the overall orbital launch
operations the OLF could, under various orbital launch situations, be expected to
provide such functional capabilities as shown in Figure 4.1-2.
FIGURE 4.1-2 -- POSSIBLE OLF FUNCTIONS
i. Lodge the following:
a. Station-keeping personnel
b. Assembly, m_intenance and repair, checkout and launch personnel
c. OLV crew
d. Scientific-R&D personnel
2. Hangar the following:
a. Orbital Support Equipment (OSE)
b. Orbital Launch Vehicle (OLV)
c. Rescue & logistics spacecraft
3. Provide storage facility for:
a. OLF spares and supplies
b. OLV spares and supplies
c. OSE spares and supplies
d. Logistics spacecraft spares
4. Provide facility for:
a. Rescue & logistics spacecraft docking
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FIGURE 4.1-2 -- POSSIBLE OLF FUNCTIONS - Continued
b. OLV docking
c. OSE docking
d. OLFmaintenance and repair
e. OLV & OSE maintenance and repair
f. Rescue & logistics spacecraft maintenance and repair
g. Servicing and propellant transfer
h. Scientific research and development activities
i. Monitoring and controlling (in varying degrees) OLF and OLV
operations during assembly checkout, servicing (including
propellant loading), countdown, and launch.
4.1.2.2 OLF Minimum Requirements. - Considering these possible OLF functions,
the minimum OLFrequirements were defined as follows:
• Provide orbital housing for 0LO personnel, including the crews for 0LF
proper_ checkout and maintenance crew, logistics and rescue spacecraft crews
(if they are not part of the other crews mentioned), and any other special crews
required for OSE operation• Housing of the OLV crew need not be considered a
necessity in a minimum-t_vpe support facility except possibly in emergency.
• Provide the capability for at least monitoring and controlling the OLF and
OLV through orbital checkout, servicing, countdown, and launch• for higher levels
of OLF capability, assembly and maintenance and repair operations will require
monitoring and control as well.
Provide docking provisions for OSE, logistics spacecraft, and rescue
spacecraft• Docking provisions for the 0LV may also be provided, in which case
the checkout and launch equipment would be located primarily on the 0LF. If the
OLV and 0LF are separated during orbital operations, the checkout and launch
equipment can be located on the 0LF with remote checkout provisions, on the OSE
with only monitoring and control capability on the OLF, or some combination be-
tween these extremes.
• Provide maintenance and repair facility for the OLF proper•
The prime advantages of the "permanent facility mode" of supporting an or-
bital launch have been stated by Ling-Temco-Vought in their final report, AOL0
Report No. 00.368, Volume I as:
• Reduces Earth launch rates, putting lower demands on Earth launch
facilities.
• Provides a base of operations with:
a. larger maintenance and repair capability
b. spares storage
c. operational flexibility
d. housing flexibility (for lodging additional checkout personnel)
Orbital time and facilities available for other activities (R&D activities)•
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To fully realize these advantages, the OLFnmst provide more than the OLF
"minimum" requirements listed above. A custom facility design appears essential,
but one in which existing design concepts such as MORL are used to the maximum
extent possible. The potential developmental cost savings and the progressive
use of our expanding technology offer sufficient incentive to warrant a determined
effort to utilize such systems which are presently in development or in advanced
study stages.
4.1.2.3 Objectives & Guidelines. - The preceding considerations resulted in
the establishment of basic mission and systems objectives and associated guide-
lines for the Initial 0LF as shown in Figure 4.1-3.
FIGURE 4.1-3 -- BASIC 0LF SYSTEMS OBJECTIVES & STUDY GUIDELINES
1. Initial OLF systems should provide:
a. Lodging for OLF, checkout, and mission personnel during orbital launch
operations, and for OLF personnel during waiting periods between orbital launches,
with overload provisions for short periods.
b. Hangar facilities for OSE and rescue and logistics spacecraft if necessary.
c. Storage facilities for 0LF, OLV, tanker and OSE spares and supplies.
d. Facilities for OLV, OSE, tanker, and logistics spacecraft docking.
e. Facilities for maintenance and minor repair of OLF, OLV, OSE, and
rescue and logistics spacecraft.
f. Facilities for propellant transfer and servicing of the OLV and OSE.
2. The facility should utilize planned hardwai_e as much as possible. Following
the initial parametric configurations analysis portion of the study, utilization
of the Douglas MORL Module (6 to 9-man) appeared feasible and the use of such
was so directed by NASA.
3. From the launch and assembly operations standpoint the OLF should be launched
with a single Saturn V, if possible, or with as few other launches as possible.
Rendezvous, docking, and assembly operations should be minimized.
4. The operational lifetime of the 0LF should be at least five years at an orbital
altitude of about 535 km (289 n. mi.).
For the initial OLF study these became the preliminary OLF requirements.
More detailed design and operational objectives and guidelines are presented in
the applicable sections of this report, wherein the particular subjects are dis-
cussed and the implications of the objectives, guidelines, and assumptions are
more easily understood.
4.1.3 OLFMission O_erations. - Operations involving the OLF can be divided
into four phases: (1) Prelaunch; (2) Launch, Orbital Assembly and Checkout; (3)
Orbital Launch Operations; and (4) Scientific and R&D Operations (routine OLF
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operations for phases (3) and (4) are identical). Although some of the operations
that might fall in the Prelaunch Phase, such as OLF ground assembly and testing,
shipping, mating to the launch vehicle, etc., may impose some constraints on the
orbiting facility's design, these constraints should be minor and primarily in-
volve design details. Certainly, OLF siz% shape, and weight distribution limi-
tations set by the Earth launch vehicle are major constraints, but are considered
launch systems limitations and not prelaunch operations limitations.
The Scientific and R&D Operations on board the OLF were given separate consi-
derations, particularly with respect to the design effects of accomplishing such
activities. A part of Section 6.2 covers the R&D scientific experiments possible
aboard the initial OLF and the design changes required to accomplish additional
experiments. Therefore, the prime considerations in this part of the study were
the second and third operational phases stated above, i.e., the Launch, Orbital
Assembly and Checkout Phase, and the Orbital Launch Operations Phases, respect-
ively.
Early in the study it became apparent that within the Orbital Launch Operations
Phase, a study interface existed between the associated AOLO contractors (LTV,
Boeing, and Lockheed) that required clarification to prevent unwarranted duplica-
tion and yet provide for a co_.p!ete coverage of tb_ por_n_ of tb_ _t_y. It
was, therefore, agreed that the OLF study would be completely responsible for the
analysis of the OLF Launch, Orbital Assembly and Checkout Operations, but would
be confined to the station operation, including integrated OLF maintenance and re-
pair and logistics operations, during the Orbital Launch Operations. Lockheed's
SCALE Study was to provide the analyses of the checkout and launch activities,
which included docking, checkout, servicing, maintenance, etc. of the OLV and
tankers; and LTV, in their AOLO Study, were to analyze similar activities with
respect to whatever OSE was required, if any, and to integrate the overall opera-
tions. Within these interface definitions, the OLF Operational Studies proceeded
with the goal of providing systems functional requirements for the primary de-
sign effort, operational feasibility verification for design concepts, and opera-
tional task definitions for crew requirements analysis.
4.1.3.1 OLF Launch, Orbital Assembly & Checkout Operations - General
Description. - Prior to any detailed analysis of the operations involved in launch-
_ +_ OLF _+_ _+ _÷_, a_l_ n_ a_mhllng it in orbit, and checking
it out, it was necessary to have some reasonable idea of what such a support
facility might look like. Preliminary operational requirements and systems func-
tional requirements were established as discussed in OLFMission Objectives and
Associated Study Guidelines, Para. 4.1.2, and as accumulated from existing OLO
and Space Station Studies. These requirements provided the basis for the initial
parametric configuration design studies discussed in Para. 5.2. More detailed
operations analysis for this phase was then dependent upon the particular con-
figuration being considered.
Three concepts were investigated in the development of the OLF from the com,
pletion of the parametric studies to the selection of the baseline configuration
on which the detail design iteration studies were made. The first such concept
evolving from the variety considered in the parametric studies was one which
attempted to make use of as much existing or planned hardware as possible. This
concept is referred to in this report as OLF Concept Alternate 2. A simplified
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pictorial representation of the Launch and Assembly Operations of Alternate 2 is
shown in Figure 4.1-4. A detailed listing of operational events of this concept
extending from the pre-(earth)-launch of the facility through the post-orbital-
launch operations is presented in Figure 4.1-5 to illustrate the total operations
required from pre-earth-launch activities through post-orbital-launch activities.
The primary operational analysis of the Baseline Concept only considers those
operational phases which have significant effects on the design of the OLF. The
basic design concept of Alternate 2 is discussed more fully in Para. 5.2, but
basically utilizes MORL Modules, L_ Adapter Assemblies, Apollo Service and
Command Modules, and a Gemini emergency return vehicle. This concept requires
four Saturn I-B launches. The first and second launches are identical, each
launching and injecting into a 535 km orbit a single unmanned MORL Module. The
third and fourth launches are manned and also nearly identical, including a LEM
Adapter Assembly and Apollo Service and 3-man Command Module in each of their
payloads, however a docking hub is carried in the LEM Adapter Assembly of the third
launch system and a Gemini return vehicle can be carried in a similar position of
the fourth launch system. Following injection of the third and fourth launch
vehicles' payloads into a 185 _n parking orbit and Jettisoning of the second
stages, the Command Modules are moved to the stowage positions on the aft skirt
of the LEMAdapter Assemblies. The docking hub and Gemini return vehicle are
moved from their positions within the L_ Adapter Assemblies to exterior stowage
positions opposite the Command Modules. Each assembly is then propelled, via the
Service Module propulsion system to the 535 kmorblt and rendezvoused with the
waiting MORL Modules. The modules are mated and the two MORL Module/L_ Adapter
Assemblies (referred to in Figure 4.1-5 as OLFA-1 & -2) are rendezvoused. The
docking hub is installed and the two major assemblies are mated. The Command
Modules are transferred to the aft docking port of the MORLs, and the Gemini re-
turn vehicle to a docking port at the hub. The solar panels are deployed, sys_ms
activated and tested, and the OLF is ready for orbital launch or research oper-
ations. The remainder of the checkout, OLF, and OLV crew members are transported
to the facility on subsequent logistics launches. Complexity of the launch and
assembly ooerations for this concept are somewhat apparent in Figure 4.1-4 and
Figure 4.1-5, but become overwhelming in an event-loglc network analysis. How-
ever, the basic assembled configuration of OLF Alternate 2 offered numerous de-
sirable features, including the operational capability for hard-docked-orbital
checkout and propellant transfer operations as well as separated operations.
Other desirable features are enumerated in Paragraph 5.2.
The operational complexity of OLFAlternate 2 made it fairly evident that a
concept which would require fewer rendezvous, docking, and assembly operations,
and yet retain as many of the desirable features of that assembled configuration
as possible, was highly desirable. An attempt was made to package this or a
similar configuration onto one booster. From this effort evolved the Baseline
Concept which through detail iteration became the initial OLF. The baseline
used solar panels for power, but the evolved initial OLF used an Isotope-Brayton
cycle. The operational event descriptions, shown in Figure _.1-6, reflects the
latter configuration. The OLF shown in this figure is launched by a single Saturn V.
At launch the two MORL Modules are telescoped within the c_lindrical sections on
each end of the docking hub. Topping the vehicle is a six-man Apollo, in which
five of the crew (part OLF and part checkout personnel) are carried into orbit.
The first event following E_irth launch is sel_ration of the S-IC stage, followed
by injection into an elliptical transfer orbit of 185 km (lO0 n. mi.) perigee and
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLF ALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
l.
2.
3.
4.
o
6.
7.
v.
9.
leo
ll.
]2.
13.
14.
-L.2 •
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS
Factory checkout of OLF subassemblies,
Packaging of OLF subassemblies,
Shipment to Cape Kennedy,
Receive and inspect OLF subassemblies (NM-1 & 2, CM-1 & 2, SM-1 and 2,
LAM-1 & 2, Docking Hub, Gemini Entry Vehicle) to OVC bldg.,
Modify and repair assemblies as required,
Perform detailed subsystem checks,
Transfer subassemblies to fluid test complex (MMs, CMs, SMs & Gemini),
Transfer subassemblies to environmental control systems bldg.,
(MMs, CMs, SMs and Gemini),
Mate SMs to CMs,
Perform EC/LS systems functional tests (H_s and CM/SMs),
Transfer subassemblies to space chamber facilities (MMs, CM/SMs,
LAMs, Docking Hub and Gemini),
Assemble CM/SMs to LAMs,
Assemble _4s to AMs in simulated space environment,
•m._ _^^,-_ _.._ _ i si_alated space environment,
Perform complete OLF systems checkout in simulated space environment,
Disassemble docking hub from SM-I and MMs from IAMs,
Transfer subassemblies to weight and balance building,
Perform weight and balance of OLF subassemblies,
Transfer OLF subassemblies to launch pad,
Emplace OLF subassemblies (MMs or AMs as applicable) on launch vehicle,
Perform compatibility tests of space vehicle,
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLFALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
io
2.
3.
Co
d.
e.
f.
g.
Perform integrated space vehicle tests,
Conduct simulated flight test,
Accomplish final countdown preparations,
Conduct countdown,
Repeat steps 1 through 21 for required backup assemblies.
LAUNCH ORBITAL ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT
Launch of MORL Module #l (MM-1),
Injection of MM-1 into 185 km parking orbit,
Preparation for transfer to 535 kmassembly orbit,
a. Jettison unnecessary fairings,
b. Release antennas,
Activate MM-1 telemetry and digital command systems,
Command activation of MM-1 tracking aid system,
Command tape recorders "ON",
Command reaction control and stabilization and control systems "ON",
Terminate S-IVB control and electronics functions.
4. Transfer MM-1 to 535 kmassembly orbit,
5. Confirmation of orbit achievement and activation of basic systems,
a. Verify desired orbit has been achieved,
b. Co_nand MM-1 to proper orientation with sun,
c. Deploy solar panels,
d. Verify proper output from solar panels,
e. Connect solar panel power to electrical power bus,
f. Activate battery charging circuits.
6. Remote checkout and confirmation of operability of MM-1 subsystems,
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLFALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
a. Command checkout of reaction control and stabilization and
control systems,
b. Command checkout of electrical power system,
c. Command checkout of environmental control and life support systems,
d. Command checkout of mechanical systems,
e. Command checkout of communication systems,
f. Command checkout of data processing systems,
g. Deactivate systems not required for orbit control.
Repeat steps 1 through 6 for MM-2,
Launch of AM-1 with 5-man crew,
Injection of AM-1 into 185 km parking orbit and wait,
Transfer of AM-1 to 535 km assembly orbit,
Transfer of CM-1 from nose of AM-1 to aft side of LAM-1,
Maneuvering of AM-1 to rendezvous with MM-1,
Removal of OLF docking hub from LAM-1 and attachment to aft side of
LAM-I opposite CM-I,
Docking and attachment of AM-1 with MM-1,
Crew transfer from CM-1 to MM-1 through hatch and accessway in LAM-1,
Inspection of assembled OLFA-1,
a. Connect spacesuits into MORL suit loop connec_ons,
b. Check suit loop for proper operation,
c. Establish co_nunications with Earth and between MORL stations,
d. Establish capability to monitor and control CM-1 from the MORL,
e. Inspect MORL structure for evidence of damage incurred during or
after Earth launch,
f. Inspect seals at airlock, windows, hatches, etc.,
g. Check security of mounting of all equipment, cabling, plumbing, etc.,
h. Check plumbing and equipment for fluid or gas leaks,
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLF ALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
i. Check charge condition of batteries.
Checkout and calibration of checkout systems,
Activation and checkout of OLFA-1 subsystems,
a. Activate MORL control and maintenance consoles,
b. Check consoles for correct indications and operation during
checkout of individual subsystems,
c. Checkout operation of atmosphere supply and pressurization
control subsystem -
- Check quantities of expendable supplies,
- Check regulation of atmosphere to proper 02 to N2 ratio,
- Check regulation of system pressure and temperature,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications,
- Check spacesuit outlets for proper interface with spacesuits,
- Check capability of vacuum pump to pump-down hangar and airlock,
- Check pump down times, cooling fluid temperature, storage tank
final pressure and temperature.
d. Checkout operation of atmospheric control and purification system -
- Check airflow rates, temperatures and humidity levels at
applicable points in the system,
- Check system capability of maintain minimum contaminant and
C02 levels,
- Check operation of backup electrical heater,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications.
e. Checkout operation of water management system -
- Check water quantities, temperatures and pressures at applicable
points in the system,
- Check operation of water evaporator,
- Check for system capability to maintain proper water flow rates,
- Check operation of sensors for ability to detect contamination,
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FIGURE4.1-5 -- OLFALTERNATE2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
- Check portable fill hose for compatibility with all water tanks,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications.
f. Checkout operation of cabin conditioning system -
- Check operation of system temperature sensors and control of
heat exchanger,
- Check suit connectors for proper operation and correct output,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications.
g. Checkout operation of waste management system -
- Check that system pressure and temperature adequate for de-
hydration of wastes,
- Check system for leakage when pressurized,
- Check relief valve setting and control valve operation.
h. Checkout structure and mechanical systems -
- Check operation of solar panel control system,
- Check operation of centrifuge,
- Check operation of all stowage arm assemblies,
- Check operation of docking port mechanisms
- Check engagement and disengagement of electrical, mechanical
and resupply umbilicals,
- Check all seals and plumbing for leakage.
i. Checkout operation of reaction control system -
- Pressurize reaction control system,
- Check pressures of tanks, plumbing, valves as applicable,
- Check system and plumbing for leaks,
- Check operation of propellant transfer and purging systems,
- Verify capability of leak detection system to detect leaks,
- Check regulator and relief valve settings,
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLF ALTERNATE 2 -- OPERATIONS - Continued
- Check operation of reaction control engines,
- Check operation of all redundant systems and components,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications.
J. Checkout operation of stabilization and control system -
- Check acquisition capability of sun and horizon sensors,
- Check operation of control moment gyros function as momentum
storage devices,
- Check system capability to maintain lab orientation,
- Check functional capability of manual maneuvering mode,
- Check operation of redundant electronic control circuits,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications.
k. Checkout operation of comnunications and telemetry system -
- Check all modes of operations of communications links,
- Check capability of telemetry system to convert data into format
required for transmlsslon_
- Check capability of digital command system to receive and react
properly to received signal commands_
- Check operation of tape recorders,
- Check operation of television cameras, monitoring system,
camera control circuits and television transmitters,
- Check operation of acquisition beacon and radar transponder,
- Check operation of data processing and computing system,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications,
1. Checkout operation of electrical power system -
- Check capability of system to control, switch and distribute
power throughout the system including redundant circuits,
- Check output of batteries and solar panels,
- Check voltage regulation, battery charging and static
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLFALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
inverter operation,
- Check controls and displays for proper operation and indications.
m. Checkout operation of on-board test subsystem,
- Check capability of test subsystem to command and monitor lab
systems in the performance of above checkout operation,
- Check operation of audio and visual alarm circuits,
- Check capability of manual test equipment (VTVM, scope, counter,
signal generator, etc.) to perform specified functions.
19. Repetition of steps 8 through ll for AM-2 (4 men launched in AM-2),
20. Maneuvering of AM-2 to rendezvous with MM-2,
21. Removal of 2-man Gemini entry vehicle from LAM-2 and attachment to aft
side of LA_vi-2opposite CM-2.
22. Docking and attachment of AM-2 with MM-2,
23. Confirmation of orbital positions of OLFA-1 and 0LFA-2,
24. Transfer of at least two crew members from MM-1 through LAM-1 to
CM-1 aft attachment of LAM-1,
25. Rendezvous OLFA-2 with OLFA-1,
26. Removal of docking hub from aft side of LAM-1 and installation in
engine end of SM-1,
27. Docking and attachment of OLFA-1 and 0LFA-2 at the docking hub,
Lo. Transfer of CM-1 to aft docking port of i_-l,
29. Crew transfer from CM-1 to MM-1,
30. Transfer of CM-2 to aft docking port of MM-2,
31. Crew transfer from CM-2 to MM-2 except two men remain in CM-2,
32. Crew transfer from CM-2 to Gemini entry vehicle at aft attachment
point of the LAM-2,
33. Transfer of Gemini entry vehicle to aft attachment point on _-2,
34. Crew transfer from Gemini to MM-2,
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLF ALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
Inspection of 0LFA-2 (same as step 16),
Activation and checkout of OLFA-2 subsystems (same as step 18),
37. Stabilization of OLF and orbit confirmation.
ORBITAL WAIT AND STATION KEEPING
1. Monitor OLF systems operation,
2. Maintain OLF systems as required,
3. Control OLF orbital altitude as required,
4. Control OLF attitude as required for solar panel orientation, thermal
or radiation environment, etc.,
5. Coordinate with Earth on OLV schedule, problems encountered, etc.,
6. Conduct biomedical and behavioral tests of crew members,
7. Conduct training activities to acquire experience in problems associated
with zero-g environment (donning spacesuits, use of airlock, extra-
vehicular activity, use of tethers and restraints),
8. Continue crew normal daily routines,
9. Maintenance of systems and personnel readiness and operability
throughout the orbital launch operations (details similar to those of
II.b.1 above),
lO. Monitoring and direction of rendezvous of 3rd APOLLO COMMAND MODULE
(CM-3), carrying the mission crew (3 men) and the remaining OL0 support
personnel (if required),
ll. Direction of docking CM-3 to 0LF docking port on spin axis,
12. Transfer of crew from CM-3 to OLF,
NOTE: at a later time when OLF is not spinning, the CM-3 can be
moved to a parking position, attached at the aft attachment
point of _4-1.
13. Monitoring and direction of overall logistics operations, including
call-up, rendezvous and docking of logistics carriers loaded with
personnel, spare parts and supplies, the return of crews to Earth and
orbital garbage handling (routine and emergency logistics operations),
14. Monitor total 0LO.
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FIGURE 4.1-5 -- OLF ALTERNATE 2 - OPERATIONS - Continued
D. ORBITAL COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
1. Same as items of C above with the exception of training activities and
biomedical and behavioral tests, which will be reduced to a minimum
during this time.
2. Tracking of OLV through launch phase until such time that DSIF can
proceed independently.
E. POST ORBITAL LAUNCH
r.
io
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
lO.
.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Continuation of D2 above.
Provision of computational and advisory assistance to OLFas required.
Communications relay between OLV and Earth as required.
Refurbishment of OLF launch support systems as required.
Transfer of launch support crews back to Earth.
Replacement of launch support crews in OLF by experimental crews.
Servicing and checkout of experimental equipment.
Activation of experiments.
Monitoring and direction of orbital experiments.
Direction of routine logistics operations.
SECOND ORBITAL LAUNCH - PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS
1. Shutdown of experiments which could interfere with orbital launch
operations support.
2. Transfer experimental personnel to Earth.
3. Replacement of experimental crews with the required launch support
personnel.
Replenishment of OLV and OSE spares stored on board the OLF.
Replenishment of orbital servicing supplies as required.
Inspection and checkout of OLF equipment.
Maintenance and repair of equipment as required.
Repeat of operations C of first pre-orbital launch.
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535 km (289 n. mi.) apogee. The S-ll stage is then jettisoned and, upon arrival
at the 535 km apogee, the injection stage propulsion unit is fired to circularize
the orbit at that altitude. The Command Module with its fairing then separates
from the rest of the assembly, maneuvers into position, and nose docks with the
MORL Module. Life support systems of the first MORL are remotely activated and
the crew transfers from the Command Module into the MORL. The MORL Modules are
extended to their outer positions, antennas are deployed, the Command Module fair-
ing is attached to the injection stage, and the two are separated from the OLF and
deorbited. All OLF systems are activated and checked out and the OLF is ready to
participate in orbital launch or research operations. The remainder of the check-
out and OLF crew are delivered to the facility on subsequent logistics launches.
In addition to the simpler launch and assembly operations of this concept compared
to Alternate 2, there are several design advantages in this concept. One such ad-
vantage is the increased working and storage volume of the hub and cylindrical
sections between the MORL Modules as compared to the LEM adapter assembly and the
small docking hub of Alternate 2. These additional volumes allow for more ex-
tensive interior activities, which are particularly of interest around the docking
hub where other vehicles may be docked for unloading, checkout, repair, servicing,
etc.
Following the dev_lnpment of the OLF baseline concept from which the initial
OLF evolved_ an attempt was made to break the assembled baseline configu-
ration down into launch packages suitable for launching on board smaller boosters,
such as the Saturn I-B. This was a digression back to a more complex operation,
from a launch and assembly operations standpoint, but it does offer the design
and associated operational advantages of the baseline concept, with the flexibility
offered by the capability of multiple launches by smaller boosters with relatively
minor conceptual changes from the baseline concept. This concept is considered
OLFAlternate 1 and the launch and assembly operations for this concept are por-
trayed in Figure 4.1-7. In this figure the facility is shown being launched
aboard tl_ree Saturn I-Bs. The first Saturn I-B launched is topped by the docking
hub section of the hub and hangar assembly and the Command Module carrying five
crew members. This is the first payload boosted into the 535 kmorbit where it
awaits subsequent launches. The second launch includes an injection stage pro-
pulsion unit, a telescoped MORL Module, and nose fairing. This payload is in-
jected into a 185-km parking orbit from which the injection stage propulsion
propels it to the 535-km orbit and to a rendezvous with the hub section and Command
Module. While in a rendezvous position, the CM separates and maneuvers to a
docked position with the MORL Module; the injection stage and CM fairing are sep-
arated from their launch positions attached to one another and deorbited, and the
hub section and hangar section (within which the MORL Module is telescoped) are
mated. The third launch includes an injection stage and the other MORL Module
telescoped within a hangar section and nose fairing. This launch follows the
same sequence as the second launch, via the parking orbit, the injection into the
535-km orbit, and the rendezvous with the waiting assembly using the injection
stage propulsion. The injection stage is separated and deorbited and the MORL
Module and hangar section are mated to the waiting assembly. The MORL Modules
are extended, antennas deployed, subsystems activated and checked out and the OLF
is ready to participate in orbital launch or research operations. The remainder
of the OLF and checkout personnel are delivered to the facility on subsequent
logistics launches.
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Payload packaging for the use of additional boosters was also studied. Cer-
tain advantages are available when more than tl_ee boosters are used. For
example, greater structural integrity can be built into the design, in addition
greater amounts of spares, expendables, and other payload can be inclu_ in the
original launches. In the case of launch by four Saturn I-B boosters, the pay-
loads would be one MORL on each of two boosters, the cylindrical sections re-
tracted one into the other on a third booster and the Apollo CM and 0LF hub on a
fourth. In the case of launch by five Saturn I-B boosters, the payloads would be
one MORL on each of two boosters, one cylindrical section on each of two boosters
and the Apollo CM and 0LF hub on a fifth. Another advantage of the greater num-
ber of boosters is the possibility of considering lower rated boosters than when
only three are used.
Comparisons of these three OLF concepts and the selection of the recommended
configuration is discussed in the Design Integration - Baseline Selection dis-
cussions of this report, Para. 5.2, hence will not be repeated herein except to
state that the choice of the OLF baseline concept was made primarily on the basis
of design and operational simplicity, which in this case implies higher probabil-
ity of mission success.
As discussed in preceding paragraphs, the OLF launch, orbital assembly and checkout
phase, and the orbital launch operations phase are considered to impose the most
significant operational constraints upon the Orbital Launch Facility's design;
hence, these phases were given prime consideration in this part of the study. The
launch and orbital assembly operations of each of the three OLF concepts have been
described briefly and pictured in the preceding figures. A sequential listing of
the major operational events required for the initial OLF concept launch, orbital
assembly and checkout is presented in Figure 4.1-8. Configurations sketches for
the initial 012 package for launch and in the extended orbital configuration are
shown in Figure 4.1-9 for nomenclature reference•
FIGURE 4.1-8 -- INITIAL
1.1
1.2
OLF LAUNCH, ORBITAL ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT - MAJOR EVENTS
0LF launch and orbital injection
1.1.1 Launch and injection into elliptical transfer orbit (185 km
perigee and 535 km apogee),
1.1.2 Transfer and injection into 535 km circular orbit at transfer
orbit apogee.
0LF extension, assembly & checkout
1.2.1 Separation and redocking of Apollo Command Module,
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
Remote activation of MORL Module-1 environmental control system,
Crew transfer from Command Module to MORL Module-l,
Extension of MORL Modules 1 and 2,
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FIGURE 4.1-8 -- INITIAL OLF LAUNCH, ORBITAL ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT -
MAJOR EVENTS -- Continued
1.2.5 Deployment of antennas and activation of primary communications
and tracking aids systems,
1.2.6 Assembly and deorbiting of injection stage and Command Module
fairing,
1.2.7 Activation and checkout of all OLF subsystems,
1.2.8 Repairs.
The major events of Figure 4.1-8 were established by an event-loglc analysis,
the network of which is shown in Figure 4.1-10. The first block in the network,
"Pad Work and Countdown", was included merely to provide the sequential event
which completes the loop for alternate action in case of systems or operational
failures. The numbers appearing in the major events of Figure 4.1-8 correspond
to the first numbers appearing above the major events blocks in the network.
These numbers are carried through the function and task analysis and timellne
analysis for easy reference purposes. The numbers in the parentheses above each
major event block indicate the time in hours from Earth launch of the OLF until
that particular event is completed in a nominal mission (i. e., a mission in which
no failures requiring alternate action are encountered). These times were estab-
lisked by the function and task analysis and crew utilization timeline analysis
portions of this study which will be discussed in following paragraphs. Obviously,
if failures did occur, alternate action would be required as shown, and the timing
would be different than that presented. The method of time phasing the OLF launches
within the total orbital launch operations, taking into consideration the possibil-
ity of failures, is also discussed in later paragraphs. Suffice it to say here
that the total time requirement for the OLF launch, assembly, and checkout (approx-
imately 55 hours) is such a small increment of the total OLO time, that a detailed
analysis of failure probabilities for each event and a determination of alternate
action time requirements were not warranted in this study; nor is there sufficient
statistical information available at this time concerning these types of operations.
A computer program to analyze these conditions could be established and could be
very useful in more detailed studies of this nature and perhaps in more accurately
predicting the probability of mission success. Such a computer program should
probably be incorporated as a subroutine in the total OLO simulation computer
program.
Following the definition of major operational events, the operations analysis
proceeded with a function and task analysis, wherein individual tasks required to
accomplish the major events were first identified. The detailed function and task
analysis sheets comprise Figure h.l-ll. Column 1 of the function and task analysis
forms lists the major events with numbers corresponding to those of the event-logic
network blocks. Columns 2 and 3 list the tasks and a brief indication of what the
procedure is for accomplishing the task. The dash number in Column 2 is used
for task identification; for example, the second task for major event 1.2.1 would
be 1.2.1-2. Columns _, 5, and 6 provide personnel information, including the
number of persons and general skills required to perform the task and, for pre-
sentation purposes, the crewmen assigned to perform the tasks are shown as
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established in the subsequent crew utilization timeline analysis• Skills and
crew coding are also discussed in that analysis.
Columns 7, 8, 9, and iO all present time and sequence information. Column 7
gives an estimate of the amount of elapsed time required to accomplish the task
or series of tasks. This elapsed time, multiplied by the number of persons in-
volved in the task, gives the man-minutes per task (or per series of tasks where
the individual tasks are almost inseparable for time estimating purposes) in
Column 8. Column 9 presents the running total of man-minutes required to accomplish
the work and Column lO indicates the sequence of the task, inasmuch as the task
listings are not all chronological. Column ll is a general listing of equipment
required to perform the tasks and is used to identify major systems required.
Obviously, many of the tasks required in the operation are dependent upon the
equipment included in the design, but it is necessary to account for all systems
requirements to be sure that overall systems design is capable of supporting the
specified operations. Column 12 lists the location of the tasks, primarily for
use in the crew scheduling analysis. Any deviations in the column entrees from
what is described above, in addition to clarifications or notations, are all
listed in Column 13 under REMARE3.
It should be noted that several iterations of this analysis, as well as the
event-logic and crew utilization, were required to provide what is now felt to be
a reasonable plan and time estimate for the OLF launch, orbital assembly and
checkout phase of the OLF operations. Detailed descriptions of the tasks and
procedures required to accomplish the OLF operations major events for this phase
are given in the function and task analysis sheets of Figure 4.1-11. Summation
of the work-time requirements for crew work during launch, orbital assembly and
checkout of the OLF provides a total man-minutes requirement of 6339 man-minutes or
about 106 man-hours. A summary of the work requirements by skill is presented in
Figure 4.1-12 below:
FIGURE 4.1-]2
OLF LAUNCH, ORBITAL ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT WORK & SKILL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
Skill *
Flight Command
Console Operation & Checkout
Environmental Control System
Work-Time Requirements
Man-Mins. Man-Hrs.
754 12.57
1210-* 20.16"*
Mechanical
Structural
Electronic/Electrical
General
Total
ll70 19.50
950 15.83
510 8.5O
895 14.92
6339 105.65
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FIGURE4.1-12 Continued
OLFLAUNCH,ORBITALASSEMBLY& CHECKOUTWORK& SKILL REQUIREMENTSSUMMARY
* Assumesthat each crew memberis capable of more than one skill.
These times are strictly console operator skill time required as
part of the established task work and do not include routine con-
sole monitoring between tasks, during eating, sleeping, etc.
The total work-time requirements stated in the table above can be considered
the minimumwork requirement estimates based strictly on the function and task
analysis without crew utilization considerations. Muchof the work-time indicated
requires only a "technician-level" of skill, a level of proficiency that could
conceivably be shared by several crewmen. Most of the flight commandoperations,
however, and the checkout of the checkout systems, does require a higher level
of skill in those particular fields. A more detailed discussion of skills is
presented in Para. 4.3, CrewRequirements. Of the total work time, 1520 man-
minutes or about 25.4 man-hours of work is required outside of the shirtsleeve
environment, for a total elapsed time of about 12.7 hours each for two men.
These times include three exc_u_sion_into what is referred to in this study as a
"shirtsleeve/oxygen-mask" en_-ironment (3.5 psi environment requiring oxygen masks
-- primary environment of experiment and hangar bays) for a total elapsed time of
7 hours and two extravehicular excursions of a total elapsed time of 5.7 hours.
In both the extravehicular and shirtsleeve/oxygen mask work, two men are involved
in the actual work with one man monitoring at the console. The console operation
time is not included in the 1520 man-minutes stated above. The extravehicular
activity (EVA) times include the time for donning and checkout of the spacesuits,
airlock egress and ingress operations, and suit removal checkout and servicing,
as well as the EVA times themselves. The times assumed for these operations are
shown in Figure 4.1-13 below:
FIGURE 4.1-13
AIRLOCK & SPACESUIT DONNING, REMOVAL & CHECKOUT OPERATIONAL TIMES
_n & checkout spacesuits i0 minutes
Egress thru airlock (conserving
atmosphere)
16 minutes
Ingress thru airlock 6 minutes
Spacesuit removal, checkout &
servicing
20 minutes
Descriptions of the tasks which require the extravehicular and shirtsleeve/
oxygen mask activities, are presented under major events 1.2.4, 1.2.6, and 1.2.7 of
the function and task analysis sheets of Figure 4.1-11.
To time-phase the OLF launch, orbital assembly, and checkout operations, it
was first necessary to schedule the tasks by crew members and integrate them into
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"eat-work'sleep" routines for the crew. The nature of the work in this phase,
as determined in the task analysis, indicated a distinct desirability for a
5-man crew to accomplish the assembly and checkout work.
From the study of routine station keeping activities and maintenance and re-
pair analysis, it was determined that a minimumOLFcrew of four mencould ade-
quately do that job. This size crew, with the addition of one man, preferably
with checkout skills, was therefore used in the crew utilization timeline analysis
for this phase. The timeline itself is shownin Figure 4.3-1 of Paragraph 4.3
and is discussed in more detail in that section. However, because of the relative-
ly few man-hours of work required for this phase of the operation and consequently
an expected short duration of elapsed time required, it was felt that the crew
could be put on a "high activity" schedule for this period, sleeping only 3.5
hours of each 12-hour period and using reduced relaxation and leisure time allo-
cations. The total elapsed time required to accomplish this phase, using the
high-activity schedule shownin Figure 4.3-1, was determined to be approximately
55 hours. Detailed summariesof crew times in various activities are presented
and discussed in the crew requirements analysis of Section 4.3. This 55-hour time
period, as previously mentioned, assumesa nominal operation in which no failures,
which would require alternate action, would be encountered. The nominal operation,
however, does allow 4 hours of elapsed time in which repairs of malfunctions,
which have not instigated alternate action, can be made.
If failures of significance were encountered during the launch, assembly and
checkout p.hase,alternate actions as those indicated in the event logic network
of Figure 4.1-11 maybe required. These alternate actions would cause delays in
the operation; therefore, allowances must be madefor such occurences. As dis-
cussed before, an analysis of the probability of failure during each of the
operational events, using a computer program, would provide an estimate of the
average delay time that could be expected within the accuracy and applicability
of the statistical data used in the program. Such a study is not warranted at
this level of operational analysis, particularly inasmuchas the nominal time re-
quired for this phase is only 55 hours, which is under 2 percent of the total
time required for the orbital launch operations. However, from the standpoint of
time phasing the overall operations, it is desirable to have some idea when the
latest OLF Earth launching could occur without affecting the orbital launch oper-
ations. For an analysis of this situation the OLF launch, assembly, and checkout
operations constraints were evaluated in conjunction with Earth launching oper-
ations constraints as they apply to the entire orbital launch operations.
As an extreme case, and in lieu of the unwarranted failure probability
analysis mentioned above, it is assumed that the first OLF is launched, assembled
and checked out and experiences a major failure Justv at the _n_........._ _o_ _-_-v--....
period. The backup OLF is called up and proceeds through its launch, assembly
and checkout in a nominal fashion. On the basis of this, the first OLF should be
launched no later than llO hours prior to the initiation of the orbital launch
operations.
From consideration of Earth launch operations in support of the orbital
launch operations and the requirement for in-orbit preparation of checkout and
launch equipment on board the OLF (from Lockheed SCALE study of Reference 3) at
T-147 days, it was found that the latest date that the first OLF could possibly
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be launched would be at T-147 days minus ll0 hours ( 4.5 days) or T-151.5 days,
and the backup OLF could be launched as late as T-149.5 days. Both Saturn V
launch pads could be used on those launch dates and still be available for use
in the spacecraft launchings as planned. For all practical purposes, then, the
latest possible dates for Earth launch of the OLF are at T-152 and T-150 days for
the first and alternate OLFs respectively. This time phasing with respect to OLO
assumes that the OLF, which is launched from Earth and checked out in orbit, is
an operational facility, i. e., no further RDT&E must be performed on the OLF in
orbit. This merely establishes estimates of latest possible dates for OLF Earth
launch. In consideration of OLF RDT&E requirements, as discussed in Paragraph 7.1,
it appears that the OLF Earth launch date must be considerably earlier to permit
orbit qualification of the 0LF and 0LO.
4.1.3.3 Systems Requirements -- OLF Launch, Assembly, & Checkout. - Actually,
there are very few systems or pieces of equipment on board the OLF for which this
phase of operation can claim exclusive authorship of the requirements. Column ii
of the function & task analysis sheets of Figure 4.1-11 lists the various general
systems or equipment required in the proposed operations. However, many are pre-
scribed primarily by the basic Earth launch packaging and orbital operations re-
quirements. The particular method of accomplishing the launch, assembly and
checkout does stipulate sume special systems requirements such as:
a. Flight control linkage between Command Module and S-II stage of the Earth
launch vehicle.
b. Remote control for activation of MORL ECS and monitoring instrumentation
from MORL airlocks.
c. Stowage arms near the docking ports of MORLs to handle CM and injection
stage, in addition to possible use in logistics vehicle manipulation.
d. Oxygen masks, mobile oxygen supplies (walk-around bottles), and oxygen
supply outlets throughout the hub and bay areas.
e. Hand tools, both manual and powered, and basic inspection equipment,
lights, leak detection equipment, etc.
f. TV monitoring cameras and viewing ports, primarily in MORLs and possibly
in hub for viewing EVA and systems deployment.
g. At least 2 AMUs and reserve units for EVA, particularly in handling
large equipment such as CM fairing, injection stage, etc.
h. Radio control link for flying and deorbiting injection stage and CM
fairing.
i. Emergency alarm system that can be initiated _om any major area in the
OLF.
The systems analysis for this portion of the study consisted primarily of
the identification of systems or equipment required in performing the established
tasks and evaluation of those systems only to the point of assuring operational
compatibility. Detailed analysis of each system is discussed in Paragraph 5._.
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4.1.3.4 Routine Operations -- OLF Operations During and After OLO. - As
discussed earlier in the report, because of the study interface which existed
between the OLO studies associated contractors in the actual orbital launch
operations phase, the 0LF study was delegated the responsibility of studying the
routine station keeping and logistics operations required during the orbital
launch operations. These operations of the OLF are herein referred to as routine
OLF operations and are divided into station operations, personnel operations, and
maintenance operations. These routine operations apply equally during both phase
three -- orbital launch operations and phase four -- scientific and R&D operations.
FIGURE 4.1-14 -- OLF ROUTINE OPERATIONS
Station Operations
1.0 Systems Monitoring
2.0 Navigation, Attitude Corrections & Orbital Maneuvers
3.0 Logistics Operations of the OLF
4.0 General Station Housekeeping
5.0 Artificial Gravity Operation (Alternate Capability)
Personnel O_erations
1.0 Crew Condition Assessment
2.0 Crew Training & Emergency Drills
B.0 Personal Care
4.0 Relaxation & Conditioning
5.0 Nutrition
6.0 Sleep
Maintenance Operations
Defined in Section 4.2.
Function and task analyses of the station and personnel operations included in
Figure 4.1-14 were performed in this part of the overall analysis. The applicable
detailed analysis sheets are presented in Figure 4.1-15. Inasmuch as the manhour
requirements for personnel operations are dependent upon the crew size, those re-
quirements are discussed in Paragraph 4.3, Crew Requirements. The maintenance
operations requirements are also discussed in another paragraph, Paragraph 4.2,
hence are not repeated here. The manpower and skill requirements for station
operations only are summarized in Figure 4.1-16.
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FIGURE 4.1-16
OLF MANHOURS & SKILL REQUIREMENTS FOR ROUTINE STATION OPERATION
Skills Man-hours/90 Days
Console Operations 2160
Flight Command 59
Mechanical 1
General 176
Total 2396
The "console operation" referred to here is routine-monitoring-type of con-
sole operation, as opposed to the active console operation required in the launch,
assembly, and checkout operations. Although this routine monitoring is re-
quired 24 hours per day, it is not considered a fully-alert-type operation, i. e.,
the crew member may do other minor activity during this time as long as he remains
within immediate access of the panel and makes periodic assessment of the panel
instrumentation. Routine "flight command" operations are primarily navigation
and attitude or orbit corrections. "Mechanical" work here is associatedwith the
locking and sealing operations in the docking of logistics craft to the OLF. The
"general" category of skills primarily includes general housekeeping and cargo
handling. Some of the general skill requirements imposed by the routine personnel
operations include those basic skills required to eat, sleep, move about, and per-
form other personal duties in zero or artificial gravity conditions, as well as
first aid and basic medical know-how. It probably will be desirable to have at
least one crew member trained to handle minor dental or surgical emergencies, such
as tooth extractions or even an appendectomy.
Figures 4.1-17 and 4.1-18 summarize basic man-hour data from the function and
task analysis and the separate maintenance analysis to provide a composite look
at the OLF routine operations requirements. Inasmuch as the maintenance operations
data shown in these figures are for the 0LF proper, the totals represent only
that required for the OLF itself. This was purposely summarized in this manner to
provide the base requirement from which applications may be extended to R&D and
scientific operations on board the OLF as well as the orbital launch operations
application.
Figure 4.1-19 further su_narizes the total man-hour requirements for OLF
routine operations for the assumed 4-man or 5-man crew and includes OLO integrated
maintenance required on the OLF. The data ill Figure 4.1&9 was accumulated on a
yearly basis because of some scheduled maintenance which is only required yearly.
Obviously, then, the "daily-average-per man" figures are meaningless except to
get a general idea of the relative manpower utilization between the assumed 4-man
and 5-man crews. These requirements are discussed further in connection with
actual crew requirements in Paragraph 4. 3 .
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FIGURE 4.1-19 0LF ROUTINE OPERATIONS MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
Manhours per Year
(OLF Proper)
4-Man Crew
9,715
21,584
1,271
32,570
22.31 s/man/ ay
558
Station Operations
Personnel Operations
Maintenance Operations
TOTAL 0LF PROPER
DAILY AVERAGE PER MAN
Other OLO Maintenance
TOTAL 0LF ROUTINE OPERATIONS WITH
INTEGRATED OLO MAIRT_:_A_CE
22.69 hrs/man/dayDAILY AVERAGE PER MAN
5-Man Crew
9,715
26,980
!,271
37,966
20.80 hrs/man/day
558
o_ co),
21.11 hrs/man/day
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4.2 MAINTENANCE PLAN
4.2.1 Approach. - The major objective of the Orbital Launch Facility Study
is to produce a conceptual design of an initial OLF capable of supporting a
manned Mars or Venus flyby mission. The extended period of operation for the OLF
will require continuous maintenance and logistic support to assure a high proba-
bility of mission success.
This maintenance plan for the 0LF is intended to present the overall concept
under which maintenance activities are conducted, and serves as a framework on
which the support activities of equipment, spares, technical data, and training
are planned. A maintenance analysis of the OLF systems was performed to identify
the maintenance requirements, and this data was then integrated with other AOLO
systems data which was developed independently by LTV and Lockheed and furnished
to Boeing. The assumptions and guidelines on which the analysis is based are
presented, typical maintenance activities are summarized, the OLF subsystems which
were analyzed are identified, and the resulting data is summarized and tabulated.
The basic concept of maintenance for the OLF limits fault correction to re-
placement of components, with a minimum amount of module repair being performed
in orbit. This concept is based on the assumption that the checkout equipment
and launch equipment for the mission vehicle will generally be capable of isolat-
ing faults to the replaceable components level with a minimum of additional
maintenance equipment required. Future detailed analyses of a final configuration
would be required to determine whether a substantial mass reduction could be
achieved by providing an increased repair capability through the use of additional
equipment, spares, and manpower to repair modules rather than replacing them.
The limited scope of this OLF study precludes a detailed analysis at this time.
Proper performance of a maintenance analysis requires that certain assumptions
and guidelines be established to ensure uniformity of effort. Those used in
this analysis include the following:
a. The system checkout equipment, together with available instrumentation
and the effective use of available test points will provide the capability to
isolate faults to the replaceable component level.
b. Repair of subsystem malfunctions will be limited to replacement of the
lowest replaceable component (i. e., a component which may be removed by un-
plugging or with simple tools). A limited amount of other repair may be permitted
when it would prevent a mission failure and the capability exists to perform the
repair.
c. Redundancy will be built into the systems to protect against those crew
safety or mission critical failures which could not be repaired within the
allowable system downtime (i. e., system is designed such that no single equip-
ment failure will cause mission failure).
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d. Acoustic or visual warning devices will be provided to give immediate warn-
ing of the failure of critical components.
e. Shut-off type quick disconnects will be used on all replaceable components.
f. The design approach used will ensure negligible failure rates for tubing
connectors (electrical, fluid, gaseous), _iring, and clamps.
g. Captive bolts, screws, and nuts will be used so that loosening of these
items will not result in a loose floating object.
h. Interconnecting wiring which might be expected to require repair or modi-
fication will use wire wrap techniques for high reliability and easily repairable
connections which will eliminate the need for soliering and its associated problems.
i. Equipment will be designed for maximum ease-of-maintenance with the avail-
able personnel skill levels and in the expected space environment.
j. Replaceable components can generally be replaced without the use of special
tools.
k. The maintenance personnel and necessary spares will be located in the MORL
in which the failure occurred.
1. Adequate lighting capability will be provided for both external and in-
ternal maintenance.
m. Maintenance inside 3.5 psia hangar bays will require wearing an oxygen
mask. Sufficient outlets are provided to enable any area of the hangar bays to
be reached for maintenance.
n. Pressurized spacesuit activity requires 35% more time than the same activity
in a shirtsleeve environment on the ground.
o. Work endurance in a pressurized spacesuit will be an average of 4 hours/day
with a maximum of 8 hours.
p. Extravehicular activity will require about 50 minutes for egress and in-
gress of vehicle (25 minutes for each).
q. Thermal or micrometeoroid protection for personnel performing extravehicular
activity (may be spacesuit protective garments) will be provided.
r. On-board spares will be included to provide a 99% probability that the
integrated OLF spare will be available.
s. The initial OLF launch will include spares and expendables for 135 days.
t. Resupply missions will be launched every 90 days for crew recycling and to
replenish spares and expendables.
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u. Replenishment of cryogenic or gaseous fluids at resupply intervals will
be accomplished by pressure transfer to the OLFthrough umbilical connections
between the OLFand the resupply vehicle.
v. The Apollo logistics vehicles will be kept fully operational at all times,
and will be recycled to Earth every six months by interchanging with the logistic
vehicles.
Maintenance is defined as all the actions necessary to maintain the OLFsub-
systems in, or restore them to, a serviceable or operating condition. This in-
cludes both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance activities. Typical activities
considered in each of these categories are as follows:
A. SCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE
i. Routine inspection, servicing, and preventive maintenance operations
(e. g., servicing batteries; replenishing cryogenics, gases, water, cooling fluids,
propellants; replacement of filters, chemicals,wicking; cleaning functions, etc.).
2. Replacementof componentsdue to normal wearout or scheduled replace-
ment (e. g., batteries, reaction control engines, etc.).
B. UNSCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE
I. Replacementof componentsbecause of random failures.
2. Recalibration or adjustments required to bring componentoperation
back within required tolerance.
3. Repair of damageresulting from micrometeoroid impacts, docking
operations, unanticipated humanerrors during maintenance, or handling of
equipment.
4. Modifications to equipment to incorporate improvementsor replace-
ment of componentswith new improved components.
5. Replacementof componentsfound defective during scheduled mainten-
ance functions.
A typical functional flow diagram for unscheduled maintenance is presented
in Figure 4.2-i.
4.2.2 OLF Subsystem Definition. - MORL subsystems, as previously defined by
Douglas, were used to the maximum extent practicable with minor modifications as
required to meet OLF requirements. In addition, new components or subsystems
were added to support the cylindrical section separating the two MORLs.
In order to perform the maintenance and repair analysis, it was necessary
to identify the OLF major subsystems and break these down to the replaceable
component level. The major subsystems used for the OLF maintenance and repair
analysis are listed below. The system checkout equipment is not included in
88
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U N S C HED ULED MAINTENANCE -- O L F I
I
I Receive Fault Indication ]
!
I Evaluate Fault Indication ]
!
[ Isolate Fault to Replaceable Unit or Repairable Area ]
II
[Fault Located OLF Exterior J
I
l Obtain Maintenance ]Equipment and Spares
i
1 _n and CX'y_ckout ]S_ace suit Assembl_
i
j ExitMORL_u Airt_k j
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this listing because the analysis of this system was performed under a previous
study.
a. Environmental Control System
b. Guidance and Navigation System
c. Attitude Control & Stabilization System
d. Communications and Telemetry
e. Electrical Power System
f. Structure and Mechanisms
g. Crew Equipment
h. Displays
No attempt to describe these systems is made here as a detailed description
can be found in Paragraph 5.4.2 through 5.4.8. The system breakdown to the re-
placeable component level, which was used in the maintenance analysis, is shown
in the maintenance and repair analysis forms, Figure 4.2-11.
4.2.3 0LF Proper Maintenance Analysis. - A maintenance analysis of the pro-
posed OLF system was performed to define the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
that will be required to keep the OLF in an operating condition. This analysis
involved the identification of the system components down to the replaceable level,
quantities of each component, failure rates, spares, mass and volumes, repair time,
scheduled maintenance requirements, and the maintenance resources required. The
data accumulated in this analysis was recorded in the maintenance and repair
analysis forms, Figure 4.2-11, which are included at the end of this paragraph.
The system breakdown into replaceable components was performed by system
design personnel, using the ground rule that existing MORL systems were to be
used to the maximum extent practicable. The basic OLF configuration is presented
in Paragraph 5.2. Sufficient redundancy has been designed into the system so
that repair time for replaceable components is not critical. Component failure
rates established were based on data from General Electric Report ASD-R-05-64-1,
dated May 15, 1964, which was factored down to one-tenth of values shown to re-
flect expected state-of-the-art growth of 20 years. In a preliminary analysis
such as this where design details are not yet defined, it is not possible to
account for redundant systems, cycle sensitive equipment, or other deviations
from the normal; any factors that may affect reliability are noted in the "Remarks"
column, so that proper consideration may be made in determining maintenance and
spares requirements.
Each component was individually analyzed to determine the time, personnel,
and resources required to accomplish scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. The
procedure used to identify this data was to analyze each component with respect
to the functions shown in the unscheduled flow diagarm, Figure 4.2-1. A summary
of the :m_inte_ce required on each 0LF system is presented in Paragraph 4.2.3.1.
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Basic functions required to accomplish unscheduled maintenance tasks are pre-
sented in the functional flow diagram shown in Figure 4.2-1. The initial require-
ment for unscheduled maintenance will normally develop from display indications or
scheduled maintenance inspections. Basic operational data for each system, such
as measurement of pressures, temperatures, quantities, guidance and navigation
data, position information, and power levels, _s presented on display panels for
monitoring and control of system operations. Caution and warning lights are used
to signal the degradation of critical system functions which will necessitate
more immediate attention and corrective action.
After a fault indication has been received, the indication will be evaluated
and cross-checked with other system instrumentation to verify that the fault in-
dication is valid. The available displays will be examined, additional tests will
be made, using built-in capabilities of display console or checkcl_ equipment;
and, if required, other maintenance test equipment will be used to isolate the mal-
function to a replaceable component or specific part of the system. OLF checkout
and monitor requirements are adequately handled by the space checkout and launch
equipment without imposing any design changes; therefore, a separate OLF checkout
system is not required.
From the fault indication, it .....w±±_ be _.u._.........._+_ +_...--_°_e_-n_..............._ to he
performed in a shirtsleeve environment, in a reduced pressure area requiring
supplemental 02 support (3.5 psi), or in an unpressurized or exterior area requir-
ing a pressurized spacesuit and backpack operation. A determination will be made
of the maintenance equipment required to correct the malfunction and the spares
required; the maintenance equipment, including personnel and tool tethering devices,
and the spares will be obtained from storage. Some provision must be made for
carrying equipment and spares while moving in zero-g environment.
If the malfunction is within the normally pressurized area, the maintenance
personnel can proceed directly to fault area. If the malfunction is in a reduced
pressure area, egress through an airlock with portable 02 equipment will be re-
quired; if it is in an unpressurized area or external to the 0LF, egress through
an airlock in a pressurized spacesuit with a backpack will be required. Crew-
men required to work in a 3.5 psia oxygen mask environment or in a pressurized
spacesuit, must prebreathe pure 0 2 for about 30 minutes to avoid bends before
transfer to pure oxygen at 3.5 psla. For external maintenance a _ans of maneu-
vering will be necessary, either through a maneuvering unit which could be in-
corporated in the backpack or through the use of tethering devices and handholds.
Tethering devices will be required for the maintenance equipment and spares for
both exterior and interior maintenance.
A space environment factor which may affect the performance and scheduling
of extravehicular maintenance is radiation hazard. This is greater at some areas
in space than others. Therefore, it may be necessary to schedule extravehicular
activity (EVA) to avoid high radlation IXu_ts of the orbit, if the malfunction is
such that a delay can be tolerated. Additional space environment factors which
must be considered during the development of EVA maintenance techniques are
temperature extremes, mlcrometeoroids, electrostatic charges, light intensities,
etc. Future space research activities and experiments should be directed toward
the evaluation of these effects and the best methods to cope with them.
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After access has been gained to the area of the malfunction, verification of
the faulty unit will be made; additional fault isolation may be required to
identify items to be replaced.
If at any time it is apparent that a malfunction cannot be corrected, the
problem will be coordinated with Earth. If the problem is serious enough, it
may require evacuation of the OLF and return of personnel to "Earth. In most
cases, an alternate mode of operation can be used m_til the next resupply mission,
at which time the necessary maintenance equipment or spares can be brought to
the 0LF. Some system components were not spared initially because of their low
failure rates and high mass, volumes, or costs. These items and their predicted
rate of failure are shown in Para. 4.4. In all cases, the existing system is
sufficiently redundant that a failure of one of these items can be tolerated un-
til the next resupply period, which is a maxim_n of 90 days. At the next resupply,
the required spare will be brought up to the 0LF so that the failed item can be
replaced.
Corrective action will generally consist of replacement of the faulty item,
although in some cases, such as d_mage to structure, the maintenance will in-
volve repair. During maintenance operations, provisions must be made for con-
taining debris and fluids to prevent contamination of the area. After the
necessary corrective action has been taken, the installation will be inspected,
serviced as required 3 and checked out. Any removed access panels or equipment
will be replaced. Personnel, equipment, and the removed item will return to the
MORL; the maintenance equipment will be returned to storage; and the 02 equipment,
spacesuit, or backpacks serviced as required. The removed faulty unit will be
inspected for any visual evidence of failure; minor tests with available mainten-
ance equipment may also be conducted. A small repair shop will be available for
minor repairs such as cleaning of parts, adjustment, or calibration of instruments,
etc. The maintenance action taken, including pertinent data and observations, will
be logged and the faulty item will be placed in storage for disposal. The main-
tenance data will also be transmitted to Earth at the next communication period.
4.2.3.1 0LFSystems Maintenance Requirements. -
A. Environmental Control System (ECS). - The OLF ECS is basically the same
system as presently proposed for the MORL and includes an oxygen regeneration
system. The ECS as used in this analysis also includes the llfe support system
elements. The environment of the hangar and experiment bays, the two hub compart-
ments, and the elevator tubes will also be maintained by the two MORL systems
with minor modifications.
The major function subsystem areas of the environmental control system are:
(1) atmosphere supply, (2) atmosphere purification, (3) water management, (4)
waste management, (5) conditioning, (6) cooling, (7) heating, (8) heat transport,
(9) pump down, (lO) experiment lab, (ll) repressurization, and (12) oxygen re-
generation. Instrumentation is provided for measurement of pressures, temper-
atures, quantities, flow rates, and gas analysis. Display of this information
will be used for monitoring and control of ECS operation, and for malfunction
detection.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - The majority of the ECS components are located
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in normally pressurized areas so that maintenance can be accomplished in a shirt-
sleeve environment. Some of the cooling, heating, heat transport, repressurization,
and oxygen regeneration system components are located in areas which are normally
pressurized to only 3.5 psia. Maintenance in these areas will involve working
while wearing an 02 mask, which is supplied from portable 02 tanks by connection
into an 0 2 system outlet. Extravehicular activity is expected to be required only
for repairs involving punctured tubes in the radiator. Repair will involve the
use of some type of fusion joining equipment to patch the punctures. Redundant
radiator panels are provided in each MORL and in the hub.
The ECS is designed so that all system malfunctions are normally repairable.
In addition, there are many alternate or emergency modes of operations which give
the crew additional time and flexibility so that possibility of crew abort due to
failure of the ECS is very remote.
The gaseous and liquid 02 and N 2 tanks are relatively large and heavy and
the failure rate is low so spares are not initially provided in the OLF for these
tanks. Spare tanks will be provided as a resupply item, as required. If a fail-
ure requiring tank replacement does occur, there is enough remaining system cap-
ability to permit normal operation until the next resupply. All other components
in the system were considered 1_r the initial sp_e_ loading.
The predicted mea_ time between failures (MTBF) for this system is 40.6 days.
An average of 82 man-minutes is required to complete each unscheduled maintenance
task.
Scheduled Maintenance. - General scheduled maintenance will be required at
daily, weekly, and monthly intervals. In addition, replenishment of expendables
will be required at the 90-day resupply period. The scheduled maintenance tasks
and time required at each interval are as follows:
Daily - llO man-minutes
1. Check all alarm circuits for correct operation,
2. Check quantities remaining of expendables,
3. Check N2 flow meter reading,
4. Analyze 02 and CO2 gases,
5. Check water tank bacteria content,
6. Check airflow through filters and filter condition,
7. Check pressures in gaseous tanks, suit loop system, pressurized com-
partments, accumulators, fluid pumps, etc.
8. Check temperatures of all compartments, heat sources, heat exchangers,
catalytic burners, evaporators, etc.
9. Transfer waste to storage area.
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Weekly - 85 man-minutes
1. Perform detailed operational check and visual inspection of each
ECS subsystem,
2. Calibrate spectrometers,
3. Check auto-initiation sequence of backup fans, motors, and pumps.
Monthl_ - 550 man-minutes
1. Check accuracy of system instrumentation,
2. Operate all manual valves,
3. Replace debris trap filters,
4. Replace charcoal canister cartridges,
5. Service complexing agent,
6. Service CO 2 reduction reactor with catalyst,
7. Replace 02 regeneration carbon filters.
Resupply(90 days ) - 670 man-minutes
1. Service cryogenic 02 and N 2 tanks,
2. Service gaseous 02 and N 2 tanks.
The average time per day required to accomplish the daily, weekly, and monthly
scheduled maintenance tasks is about 138 man-minutes.
B. Guidance & Navigation System. - The basic MORL guidance configuration was
used wherever possible. It provides automatic and/or manual orbit determination,
attitude stabilizing rate signals, and gyro drift correction data. A backup cap-
ability for rendezvous with other spacecraft will be provided on the OLF; however,
primary capability will be the responsibility of the arriving spacecraft. An
autonomous navigation backup system is provided by an Apollo IMU, an Apollo sex-
tant and telescope, and a horizon scanner providing inputs to the digital computer.
Instrumentation provided includes pitch, yaw, and roll indicator lights, inte-
grating gyro calibration meters, computer displays, orbital track display, and
flight director display. Display information available provides effective mal-
function analysis to be made to a replaceable item.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - The horizon scanner installation permits replace-
ment from inside the OLF in a shirtsleeve environment. All other components are
also located inside the OLF and replacement should present no problems.
The digital computer, IMU, and sextant and scanning telescope will not be
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spared initially. If failure occurs, a replacement will be brought at the next
resupply. Each of the two computers is triply redundant, therefore, sufficient
redundancy is available to permit operation after an initial failure until a
replacement unit can be provided by the next resupply vehicle. The IMU and sex-
tant and scanning telescope are used for a second backup navigation system in
case all ground links fail_ therefore, because of their high mass and cost,
they will not be spared initially, but will be brought during resupplymissions
as required.
The predicted MTBF for this system is 486.5 days. Each unscheduled mainten-
ance task will require an average of about ll8 man-minutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - General scheduled maintenance will be required only
on a weekly and monthly basis. The scheduled maintenance tasks and times re-
quired at each interval as follows:
Weekl 7 - 20 man-minutes
1. Check operation of redundant components.
1. Check accuracy of instrumentation,
2. Perform detailed operational check and visual inspection of system.
The average time per day required to accomplish these weekly and monthly
scheduled maintenance tasks is about 3 man-minutes.
C. Attitude Control & Stabilization System. - The MORL stabilization and
control system equipment is used for the 0LF to the maximum extent possible and
only requires modifications to incorporate relocated reaction control and orbit
keeping engines and changes in the control logic. The redundant system capability
provided by two complete MORL systems achieves a high degree of system reliability
and versatility.
•_= _._ju_ function -"_ ...._^- _=_ _**_4_^_"a_a__ t_4s.._ sy=+o_ o_ (I_ pr_-
zation system, (2) propellant feed system, (3) leak detection system, (4) engines,
(5) propellant tanks, and (6) control electronics. Instrumentation provided in-
cludes propellant pressures and temperatures, propellant quantities, engine oper-
ating times, valve positions_ pitch, yaw and roll indications.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - The displays and controls provided are sufficient
to enable effective malfunction analysis to be made. The redundancy designed into
the system is adequate to retain control of the OLF while repairs are made. All
components are replaceable.
The engines are designed so that the entire engine assembly can be easily
removed and replaced. However, engine removal will require extravehicular work
in a pressurized spacesuit. Breaking the propellant feed lines and one electrical
connection will free the engine assembly for removal. Thrust mounts are designed
to hold the engine in place using bolts, clamps, or other connections. All other
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system components are located in shirtsleeve environment areas or reduced pressure
(3.5 psia) areas which will require auxiliary 02 support to perform maintenance
tasks. All components of the system except the propellant tanks were considered
in determining the initial spares loading. Whenever a replacement for one of the
tanks is required_ it will be brought up at the next resupply (every 90 days).
The propellant tanks which have a very low failure rate and high mass and volume,
were considered uneconomical to spare initially. The system has enough redundant
capacity to allow the loss of one tank without degradation to the system.
The predicted MTBF for this system is 40.6 days. Each unscheduled maintenance
task will require an average of about 132 man-minutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - General scheduled maintenance for this system will be
required on a daily_ weekly, and monthly basis. In addition, replenishment of pro-
pellant will be accomplished at each resupply (90 days). The scheduled maintenance
tasks and time required at each interval are as follows:
Daily - i0 man-minutes
1. Check all alarm circuits for correct operation,
2. Check system pressures and temperatures,
3- Check propellant quantities.
Weekly - 20 man-minutes
Check operation of redundant components.
Monthl 7 - 60 man-minutes
i. Check accuracy of system instrumentation,
2. Perform detailed operational check and visual inspection of the system.
Resupply (90 days) - 240 man-minutes
Service propellant (fuel and oxidizer) tanks.
The average time per day required to accomplish the daily, weekly, and monthly
scheduled maintenance tasks is approximately 15 man-minutes.
D. Communications & Telemetry System. - The OLF communication and telemetry
subsystems handle the data transfer requirements of the space checkout and launch
equipment, normal everyday "housekeeping" operations and the scientific experi-
mental programs. The checkout equipment imposed the most severe requirement and
since it is not part of the MORL system, the OLF system differs somewhat from
that proposed by MORL. The basic communications elements are: (i) space-to-Earth
VKF and"S" band, (2) OLF-to-OLV wide band TV, (3) extravehicular astronaut link,
(4) OLF intercom system.
Instrumentation provided includes voltmeters, wattmeters, modulation level
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meters, TV monitor, indicator lights for mode of operation, clock, etc.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - All components of this system, except for the an-
tennas, are located inside the OLF vehicle. Access to the components and their
replacement can be accomplished while in a shirtsleeve encironment. The VHF and
"S" band antennas will require extravehicular activity in a pressurized spacesuit
to perform repair or replacement tasks. However, the inherently low failure rate
of the antennas will limit the amount of maintenance required.
The predicted H_BF for this system is 130.0 days. Each unscheduled mainten-
ance task will require an average of about 67 man-minutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - The only scheduled maintenance required for this
system is a check of instrumentation accuracy and a detailed operational check and
visual inspection of the system on a monthly basis. The time required for this is
about BO man-minutes, which is an average of one man-minute per day.
E. Electrical Power System. - The OLF electrical power system is basically
the same as the system proposed for the MORL which uses an isotope-fueled, Brayton-
cycle power generating system. However, the Brayton-cycle power system is in-
stalled in the 0LFhub area instead oi the MOHL vehicles. The power system uses,
as an energy source, two fuel blocks containing encapsulated plutonium-238 in the
form of Pu02 . Each fuel block has a planar heat-transfer surface and each supplies
power to one of two power conversion loops which operate in parallel.
The power conversion loops are mounted on the fuel block shield structure
which is provided with hinged shield doors on the sides to facilitate loop re-
placement. Two handling booms are provided to perform the loop package replacement
operations. Storage space for spare loops is also provided on either side of the
operating power system configuration. Maintenance of the power conversion loop
will require working in a pressurized spacesuit.
In the event a failure requires a shutdown of either loop, automatic switch-
ing controls will transfer the surviving loop onto the essential bus, thus per-
mitting power to be maintained while repairs are being completed. After shutdown
of the failed loop, the thermal dump door for that loop opens to prevent overheating
of the fuel block. Maintenance personnel then enter the area and disconnect t_he
electrical umbilical, the radiator liquid connections, and the ECS liquid connec-
tions to the loop. The loop replacement then involves the following:
i. Attachment of one handling boom to the spare loop and attachment of the
other handling boom to the faulty loop.
2. Opening the shield doors and removing the faulty loop to a position in
line with the access door. The shield door is then closed to minimize personnel
exposure to radiation.
3. Moving the faulty loop through the access door to the exterior of the
vehicle for cool-down of the loop. This loop may be temporarily stowed or moved
to a resupply vehicle, if available, for return to Earth.
4. Moving the spare loop from the stowed position to the area adjacent to
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the fuel block from which the faulty loop was removed, and subsequently installing
the spare loop around this fuel block.
All other electrical power system components are also completely redundant.
Automatic transfer capability is provided in the system so failure of a component
will not affect system operation. Failures will be indicated by trouble lights
and failed components may be replaced immediately. Some of the electrical system
components are located in a 3.5 psia pressurized area and their maintenance will
require the use of auxiliary oxygen equipment. Extravehicular activity will be
required for radiator repair. Repairs are expected to involve use of some type of
fusion joining equipment to patch punctures in radiator tubes. Redundant radiator
loops are provided.
The fuel block life is substantially longer than the 0LF operating life and
no replacement of a fuel block should be required.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - The switching and control circuitry senses defective
units, isolates them from the system, and activates the proper indicator lights
to provide information as to what has occurred. All components except the radiator
are located in areas where maintenance can be accomplished in a shirtsleeve environ-
ment or with use of portable 02 equipment. Extravehicular activity will be required
for repair of the radiator.
It is expected that battery replacement will be required about once every
year. Unscheduled maintenance of batteries between scheduled replacements will
consist of replacing defective battery cells. Failed cells can result in gassing,
excessive pressure buildup, and possible cell rupture. Therefore, it is necessary
to replace failed cells promptly. Removal of the battery from the system will in-
volve about 24 hours of elapsed time. Initially, lO - 15 hours are required to
allow internal pressures to dissipate and then conditioning of the battery will be
required to assure that the old and new cells are in a similar state of charge.
The predicted MTBF for this sytem is 631 days. Each unscheduled maintenance
task will require an average of about 124 man-mlnutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - General scheduled maintenance is required at daily,
weekly, and monthly intervals in addition to yearly battery replacement. The
scheduled maintenance tasks and times required at each interval include the
following:
Daily - 5 man-minutes
I. Check all alarm circuits for correct operation,
2. Check battery charge levels.
Weekl_ - 40 man-minutes
i. Check operation of bus switching and control circuits,
2. Check and service _rayton-cycle power package.
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Monthly - 20 man-minutes
1. Check accuracy of system instrumentation,
2. Perform detailed operational check and visual inspection of system.
Yearly - 960 man-minutes (2 men = 480 man-minutes)
Replace four batteries.
The average time per day required to accomplish the daily, weekly, and monthly
scheduled maintenance tasks is about 16 man-minutes.
F. Structures & Mechanisms. - The OLF is initially launched with the MORL
vehicles retracted within the cylindrical center structure. After orbit achieve-
ment, the MORLs are extended and locked in place, the MORL vehicles are pressurized,
systems activated, elevators are installed, and secondary equipment is installed
in the experiment bay, hangar bay, and docking hub.
The major subsystem areas included here are: (1) hatch mechanisms, (2) dock-
ing mechanisms, (3) logistics vehicle stowage, (4) equipment transport, (5) antenna
mechanisms_ (6) hangar door mechanisms, (7) centrifuge, (8) structure, and (9)
power conversion loop handling mechanism.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - Maintenance of systems i, 2, 3 and 4 listed above
will generally require working in a pressurized spacesuit. It is also expected
that maintenance of the hangar door mechanisms will require pressurized spacesuit
activity or auxiliary 02 support about half of the time.
The entire structure is designed to better than 99% probability of withstand-
ing micrometeoroid impacts during the OLFmission. Therefore, maintenance of the
exterior structure will consist of repairing damage caused by inadvertent collision
during extravehicular activity or docking operations. If a micrometeoroid pene-
tration of the inner skin does occur, it will be repaired from inside the OLF 3
whenever possible, through the use of adhesive patches or liquid sealants for small
punctures. Larger punctures would be repaired using metal plugs or patches secured
through some type of fusion joining process.
Maintenance of interior structures will generally consist of repairing inad-
vertent damage caused during equipment handling, personnel movements, etc. Repairs
will be accomplished using standard metal or fabric repair equipment.
The predicted MTBF for this system is 180.6 days. Each unscheduled mainten-
ance task will require an average of about 173 man-minutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - Scheduled maintenance of structures and mechanisms
will be on a weekly basis for interior systems and on a monthly basis for exterior
systems. The scheduled maintenance tasks and time required at each interval include
the following:
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Weekly - 80 man-minutes
1. Conduct thorough inspection of all interior structures and mechanisms that
do not require pressurized spacesuit activity,
2. Lubricate mechanisms accessible from inside the OLF.
Monthl M - 165 man-minutes
i. Conduct thorough inspection of all exterior structures and mechanisms
(Requires pressurized spacesuit & EVA),
2. Lubricate mechanisms accessible only by pressurized spacesuit activity.
The average time per day required to accomplish these weekly and monthly tasks
is about 16 man-minutes.
G. Crew Equipment. - The crew subsystem equipment includes those miscellaneous
items which do not fit one of the major subsystem categories. The only items con-
sidered in the analysis were those which could be expected to require some
maintenance.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - All of the equipment considered as part of the crew
subsystem is located in normally pressurized areas, so that maintenance can be
accor_plished in a shirtsleeve environment. Malfunctions will generally be detected
during normal operation of the equipment and will be readily identified. Equip-
ment is accessible for easy replacement or repair. Malfunctions of the washer-
dryer and exercise machine can be corrected by repair. Some spacesuit repair by
sewing and patching or replacement of disconnect seals may be performed.
The predicted M_BF for this crew equipment is 528.5 days. Each unscheduled
maintenance task will require an average of about 45 man-minutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - The spacesuits and backpacks used for extravehicular
activity are checked out before and after each use and are serviced, as required,
after each use. The time required to do this is included as part of the maintenance
task times whenever EVA is required. The only other scheduled maintenance necessary
is a monthly inspection and cleaning of the film viewing equipment, which will re-
quire about lO minutes each or 20 minutes total, and a monthly inspection of the
fire extinguishers, which will require about 25 minutes. The average time per day
required to accomplish these tasks will be about two (2) man-minutes.
H. Displays. - The displays encompass the measurements and indications re-
quired to monitor the functional operations, perform fault detection, and perform
fault isolation of the 0LF systems. These displays are presented on the main
operations console, which is closely integrated with the checkout and monitor con-
sole provided in the checkout and launch equipment. These primary consoles are
located in one MORL, with secondary consoles located in the other MORL, to provide
the basic display data required for its systems. A detailed identification of the
necessary displays is not possible at this time because the system design is not
sufficiently detailed. However, as the displays listed in the maintenance analysis
forms in the appendix are believed to fairly represent the complexity of the system,
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as such, it is expected that the maintenance requirements presented will be repre-
senative of the actual configuration.
Unscheduled Maintenance. - The displays will be mounted on various consoles
and the installations will be designed for easy replacement of the individual
lights, indicators, and instruments. The easy accessibility of the display com-
ponents will facilitate rapid fault isolation and fault correction. Consequently,
the display s_stem will require a minimum of maintenance.
The predicted MTBF for this system is 93.8 days. Each unscheduled maintenance
task will require an average of about 42 man-minutes to complete.
Scheduled Maintenance. - Scheduled maintenance of the displays consist of
daily checks of the alarm circuits and periodic accuracy checks of the instruments.
These scheduled maintenance requirements and the times required to accomplish them
are included under the particular system.
Maintenance Requirements Summary. - A sun_aary of the scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance identified in the preceding paragraphs is presented in Figure 4.2-2.
A ft_ther break4own of the maintenance by skill level requirements is included in
Paragraph 4.2.3.2.
A simple computer simulation program based on the data contained in mainten-
ance and repair analysis forms was written in GPSS II language to obtain data on
the failures which could be expected to occur while in orbit. The computer pro-
gram was setup so that systems failures were created randomly within an assumed
exponential distribution about the system mean-time-between-failure rate. A
sample of 25 years of operation was taken to assure that a realistic distribution
of data was accumulated. This computer program provided data for the repair
(unscheduled maintenance) task time distribution shown in Figure 4.2.3, the repair
time per day distribution shown in Figure 4.2-4, and the spares usage data pre-
sented in P&ra. 4.4.2.
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UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
Environmental Control
Guidance & Navigation
Attitude Control & Stabil.
Communications & Telemetry
Electrical Power
Structures & Mechanis_s
Crew E_uipment
Disp]ays
TOTAL (Ave.)
MTBF
(Days)
40.6
486.5
40.6
130.9
631.0
£80 z
.O
528.5
93.8
308. i
Figure 4.2-2:
Ave. Man-
Minutes/Task
Ave. Man-
Minutes/Day
82.4
i18.1
131.8
67.4
124.2
172.8
45.3
41.5
87.1
2.03
0.23
3.2_
0.51
0.17
0.96
0. i0
o._4
7.68
OLFMAINTENANCE WORKLOAD SUMMARY
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Some information of general interest which is shown by these figures includes:
1. Mean repair task time = 87.1 man-minutes,
2. About 54% of the repair tasks require between 60 and lO0 man-mlnutes,
3. 95% of repair tasks take 150 man-minutes or less,
4. Mean repair time per day = 7.64 man-minutes,
5. On 93% of days no unscheduled maintenance (repair) is required,
6. On about 2.4% of days from 60 - i00 man-minutes of maintenance is
required.
A. Crew Skill Requirements. - The crew required to man the OLF system is a
function of the total man-hours required to perform the operational and mainten-
ance tasks. A detail summary of the total OLF crew requirements is presented in
Para. 4.3.
skills which were required to perform maintenance on the OLF. These are electrical/
electronic (E/E), life support/en_ro_ental control (L/E), and structural/
mechanical (S/M). The analysis indicated that most of the maintenance workload
requirements were for a life supl_rt/environmental control system (L/E) skill.
This is because the majority of the scheduled maintenance is generated by the en-
vironmental control system. The maintenance workloads for the electrical/
electronic (E/E) and the structures/mechanical (S/M) skills are each about one-
third of the L/E skill. Since some of the maintenance tasks require two men and
because the man primarily trained in one of the skills may not always be available,
it will be necessary that each man be cross-trained in a secondary skill. Each
man will then have primary capability at one skill and a secondary capability at
another skill. The workload does not justify having two men of each skill on
board the OLF at all times.
B. Crew Maintenance Workload Requirements. - A summary of the maintenance
time required of each type of ...... as _=_L_ by ......
_i±_ ^ ^ -4_^_ _ _.__°4_+°_° analysis _
presented in Figures 4.2-5 through 4.2.-8.
Figure 4.2-5 shows the man-minutes of scheduled maintenance required for each
skill level at each maintenance interval for each OLF system.
Figure 4.2-6 shows the predicted man-minutes per day of unschduled mainten-
ance required for each skill for each OLF system.
Figure 4.2-7 shows the average man-minutes per day of scheduled maintenance
for each skill level on each OLF system for the daily, weekly, and monthly tasks.
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FIGURE 4 •2-6 OLF UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE SKILLS REQUIREMENTS
SYSTEM
Environmental Control
Guidance & Navigation
Attitude Control & Stabilization
Communications & Telemetry
Electrical Power
Structures & Mechanisms
Crew Equipment
Displays
TOTAL
AVERAGE MAN-MINUTES PER DAY
L/E E/E
.87 1•14
-- .17
-- 1.02
-- .51
-- .17
•20 .14
.02 .O7
-- .44
i.o8 3.65
s/M
.02
.06
2.22
.61
.02
2.91
Total
2.03
.23
3.24
.51
.17
.95
.ii
.44
7._
FIGURE 4.2-70LF SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - MAN-MINUTES/DAY/SKILL
SYSTEM
Enviror_menta! Control
Guidance & Navigation
Attitude Control & Stabilization
Communications & T/M
Electrical Power
Structures & Mechanisms
Crew Subsystem
TOTAL
Average Man-Minutes/Day for
Daily, Weekly and Monthly Tasks
L/E
144
--m
Ei'E slM
5
3
I
12
I
]3
18
1
3226
Tota]
14 t.
3
z7
i
12
18
2
202
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Additional scheduled maintenance which cannot be scheduled on a daily basis
includes the servicing requirements at the 90-day resupply period and the yearly
schedule replacements listed below:
Resupply (90 days)
Yearly (Battery replacements)
MAN-MINUTES/SKILL
Total
L/E E/E S/M Man-Minutes
670 - - 240 910/90 days
480 480 960/year
Average
Man-Hour s
Day
0.17
0.05
It is assumed that the weekly and monthly tasks would be divided so a few tasks
could be accomplished each day and, thereby, distribute the workload over all of
the days included in each interval. However, the servicing tasks required at each
resupply period can only be accomplished at that time. The yearly scheduled re-
placements must also occur whenever a year's operating time on the item has accum:
lated. Assuming relatively few failures during the year, most of the replacement
will come due at the end of each year in orbit and this scheduled maintenance
would be concentrated over a number of days during this time period.
Figure 4.2-8 provides a summary of the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
workload for each skill type.
SCheduledMaintenance (Daily, Weekly,
ana Monthly Tasks)
Unscheduled Maintenance
TJfAL MAN-MINUTES/DAY
TOTAL MAN-HOURS/DAY
Average Man-Minutes per Day
L/E E/E S/M Total
144
1.O8
29.65
0 •49
32
2.91
209.68
3.52
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4.2.3.3 Maintenance Resources Requirements. - Support of the maintenance
activities will require certain resources, including maintenance tools, equipment,
technical data, work areas, and storage areas. Paragraph 7.1.7 discusses these
resources in general terms. A small shop area is provided in each MORL, which
will be used for minor repairs as required• Although the basic maintenance con-
cept is that of component replacement, it is expected there will be a necessity
for minor repairs such as cleaning of parts, adjustments and calibration of
instruments, minor modifications, etc. The work shop areas will also be used
for inspection and mlnor testing of removed faulty components prior to logging of
maintenance data.
Storage for spares and maintenance equipment will be provided in each MORL
and in the hub. The zero-gravity environment will present some unique storage
requirements in that all equipment must be secured to prevent movement in any
direction. Yet, it must be possible to gain ready access to these items whenever
the need arises.
The Maiutenance & Repair Analysis forms contained at the end of this section
identify the basic types of equipment required to perform maintenance. One of the
three basic tool boxes would be stored in each MORL and one in a hangar bay area.
One set each of the remaining equipment would be located i_, each .....
This preliminary equipment is listed in Figure 4.2-9. The equipment list
numbers refer to the numbers listed in the "Tools" column of the Maintenance &
Repair Analysis forms.
4.2.4 Integrated OLF Maintenance Requirements. - This paragraph summarizes
the total crew workload required to maintain the OLF and its associated systems
or equipment. These systems include the 0LF proper, which was summarized in
Paragraph 4.2.3, the checkout and launch equipment, the orbital support equipment,
and the Apollo logistics spacecraft. As the OLF crew has the responsibility for
support of all this equipment, it is included as part of their workload. Any
additional equipment which may be provided for a specific mission has not been
considered. The checkout equipment which is provided for checkout of the orbital
launch vehicle is an integral part of the OLF and, as such, is also used for
monitor, checkout, and fault isolation of the OLF systems. Figure 4.2-10 s_mns_rizes
the total workload requirements. Resupply and yearly scheduled maintenance tasks
for the OLF proper have been included in the man-hours/day figures in this table.
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io
.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
lO.
ll.
L2.
il3.
14.
15.
ldo
17.
EQUIPMENT NOMENCLATURE
Maintenance tool box includes:
a. Basic set of wrenches (1.5#)
b. Basic set of sockets and drivers (2.0)
c. Pllers,mechanics and electrical
connector (1.O)
d. Insulated tape (0.4)
e. Basic screwdriver set (0.6)
f. Tool retaining provisions (0.5)
g. Personnel restraint equipment (2.0)
h. Flashlight (0.5)
i. Gloves (0.3)
j. Technical data (5.5) *
k. Vacuum cleaner (3.0)
i. Multimeter (3.0)
m. Mirror (0.2)
n. Tool box (5.0)
Wrenches -- plumbing or tubing
Bags, fluid container
Electrical wiring repair tools
Lubrication kit
Rivet or lockbolt equipment
Repair kit, fabric
Repair kit, vehicle skin
Leak detection equipment
Temperature measuring device
Press1_e measuring device
Signal generator
Oscilloscope
Battery test kit
Drill set
Frequency meter
Patch cables
MASS
EACH QUANTITY TOTAL
25
1.0
0.I
2.0
1.0
5.0
2.0
5.0
_.0
1.0
3.0
I0
I0
3
5
3
5
3
2
20
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
75
2
2
4
2
i0
J_
lo
8
2
6
20
6
lO
6
10
Figure 4. 2-9: OLF INTENANCEEQUIPMENT
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EQUIPMENT NOMENCLATURE
18. Fire extinguisher **
19. Gas analysis kit
20. Water test kit
21. Air flow meter
22. Miscellaneous roto-bin and raw stock items
23. Fusion joining equipment
24. EVA tether and restraint equipment
25. Spacesuit assembly including backpack **
26. Portable 02 equipment **
27. Spacesuit repair kit
TOTAL
M_SS
EACH
8
2
2
lO
5
5
2
QUANTITY TG2AL
2 16
2 4
2 4
2 2O
2 lO
2 10
2 4
265
These items have been identified in the OLF system breakdown and are
1_e_a h_ _]_, _ th_ usage can be correlated with the maintenance
analysis forms.
Technical data will be available to cover operating and maintenance
procedures for all in-orbit aspects of the OLF. However, only the
technical data applicable to the particular malfunction will be carried as
part of the tool box for the unscheduled maintenance task.
Figure 4. 2-9: OLF MA INTENANCEEQUIPMENT(CONTINUED)
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OLF PROPER
CHEC KDUT EQUIPMENT
LOGISTIC SPACECP_4JT
ORBITAL SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
SCHEDULED ,MAINTENANCE UNSCHEDULKD MAINTENANCE
L/E E/E slM Total LIE EIE slM Total
2.39 0.44 0.53 3.36 .02 .06 .05 .13
-- o.5o -- o.5o -- .05 -- .05
o.2 o.2o O.lO o.5o .03 .03 .03 .09
0.i0 0.i0 0.i0 0.30 .03 .03 .03 .09
TOTAL 2.69 1.24 0.73 4.66 .08 .17 .ii .36
TOTAL MAINTENANCE WORKLOAD - 5.02 MAN-HOURS/DAY
4.2-5 Advanced Technological Requirements. - The maintenance analysis of
the OLF systems has indicated numerous areas where additional study or practical
experience in future manned space missions will be required to determine the best
methods of overcoming the problems presented by zero-gravity environment and
extravehicular pressurized spacesuit operations. It is not anticipated that
activities performed in a shirtsleeve environment under zero-gravity will present
any particular problems as sufficient experience will have been gained in manned
space flights l_'ior to the OLF to identify and adjust to any problems encountered.
Performance of tasks exterior to the OLFwhile wearing a pressurized spacesuit
will require considerable additional study. The spacesuit and backpack assembly,
as presently designed, restricts man's movements and generally increases the time
required to perform functions.
Preliminary zero-gravity effects simulation studies at Boeing have indicated
that man is adaptable to this environment. It is expected that with additional
detailed studies, practical methods for accomplishing space tasks could be de-
termined. The Boeing studies were accomplished in a large water tank facility
where subjects were ballasted as required to achieve neutral buoyancy. Tests
were accomplished with both unpressurized wet suits and pressurized spacesuits.
Even though pressurized suits decreased relative movements of different parts of
the body, this was partly offset by the unexpected advantage of greatly increased
freedom of gross bodily movement. Future improvements in spacesuit design will
eliminate many of the present deficiencies. In general, the zero-gravity simu-
lation _udies tended to indicate that the problems associated with this environ-
ment will not be as extreme as originally expected because of man's rapid
adaptability to the new conditions.
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The areas wherein additional study is needed to ensure that the maintenance
necessary for support of the OLF can be accomplished are as follows:
a. Requirements for personnel and tool tethers or restraints for interior
and extravehicular activity (EVA).
b. Servicing of fluid systems in zero-gravity environment; liquid, gas,
cryogenic.
c. Handling of fluids when disconnecting fluid lines for maintenance.
d. Prevention of scattering of debris during maintenance (filter, replace-
ment, etc.)
e. Precautionary methods required when working on hazardous materials
(_X, 02).
f. Capability for radiator and tank repair using some type of fusion
joining process.
g. Replacement of propulsion system components which are on OLF exterior.
h. Carrying maintenance equipment and spares during interior maintenance
in zero-gravity conditions and during exterior maintenance while wearing a
pressurized spacesuit.
i. Transferring logistics supplies from resupply vehicle to OLF and storage
in OLF.
j. Handling of large items of equipment which require two men who must
coordinate their actions in zero-gravity conditions, both in a shirtsleeve en-
vironment and in a pressurized spacesuit.
k. Problems associated with extravehicular activities performed under ex-
treme variations in light contrasts, light intensities, and temperatures.
i. Methods for decreasing the time required for transition from a shirt-
sleeve environment to an extravehicular environment, i. e., requirements for pre-
breathing pure oxygen, donning and checking out spacesuit equipment, movement
through air locks, etc.
m. Evaluation of radiation effects during EVA.
n. Evaluation of electrostatic charges and their possible hazards during
EVA, docking, etc.
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4.3 CREW REQUIREMENTS
The objective of this part of the study was to determine how many people of
which skills will be required to assemble and ready the OLF for orbital launch
operations and to sustain it during OLD and other orbital operations. Detailed
analysis of facilities and equipment required to support the crew were performed
primarily as part of the OLF on-board systems studies and are, therefore, dis-
cussed in Paragraph 5.4.6, Crew Support.
The determination of detailed crew activities and task time requirements, and
the identification of the skills necessary for performing the various tasks re-
quired in the major events of the 0LF mission, were accomplished in the function
and task analysis of the operations studies (see Figures 4.1-5 and 4.1,11. This
information comprised the basic inputs to the crew requirements analysis, which
then consisted primarily of:
a. Crew utilization studies, based upon assumed allocations of time for
_'ork, rest, per__onal hygiene, recreation, and nutrition;
b. Analysis of specific crew skill requirements and associated training
requirements;
c. Selection of crew size and composition and definition of OLF design
criteria established by the requirements of the selected crew;
d. Evaluation of crew requirement perturbations expected from including
R&D and scientific activities on board the OLF.
4.3.1 OLF Proper Crew Requirements. - Considering the personnel activities
required in each of the four phases of operation, i. e., (1) prelaunch; (2) launch,
orbital assembly and checkout; (3) orbital launch operations; and (4) scientific
and R&D operations, it appears that the only significant requirements imposed
upon the OLF crew by the prelaunch phase, and even the launch portion of the
second phase of operation, are the flight co_nander or pilot capabilities. In
the prelaunch activities on the pad, it is expected that at least two m_mbers of
the crew will be involved in the final checkout and countdown Just prior to launch.
These people must be thoroughly familiar with the Apollo spacecraft systems, as
well as the booster propulsion control systems in the spacecraft. No further con-
sideration was given to prelauneh phase activities in this regard.
The primary factors influencing the composition of the crew of the OLF proper
arise in the second and third phases of operation, particularly with regard to
orbital launch operations applications of the OLF. The analyses of these two
phases with respect to their particular crew requirements are discussed in the
following paragraphs. Variations in or additions to the crew requirements, which
might be expected by adding scientific and R&D activities to the OLF operation
are discussed in Sections 4.3.4 and 6.2, although the routine OLF operations during
phases 3 and 4 are considered identical.
4.3.1.1 Launch, Orbital Assembly and Checkout. - Work activities require-
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ments for this phase of the OLF operation were defined in Section 4.1. In that
section, the major events required to place the facility into orbit and prepare it
for useful operation were defined. A function and task analysis (also described
in Section 4.1) was then accomplished for the baseline OLF to identify the indivi-
dual tasks required to accomplish the specified major events. For each task,
manpower, skills, and time estimates were made, the details of which are shown
in Figure 4.1&land summarized in Figure 4.1q2 of Section 4.1. The function and
task analysis considered only the work anticipated and the number of people re-
quired to accomplish each task, with only secondary thought given to crew utili-
zation and scheduling.
The next step, then, was to perform a time-line analysis of these operations
to determine a feasible schedule of crew activities, allowing time for rest,
nutrition and personal hygiene. Operations analysis and crew utilization studies
for this phase of the operation have assumed the OLF to be an operational system,
i. e., no OLFRDT&E activities in orbit and on board the OLF have been considered
in this portion of the study. However, it was recognized that some such activity
will be required to make the initial OLF operational and this was studied as
part of the RPT&Eprogramand is discussed in Section 7.1. The primary goal in
this phase of the time-line analysis was to schedule the crew activities in such
a manner that the OLFwould be made ready for orbital launch operations as soon
as possible after Earth launch and with a minimumexpenditure of manpower.
Inasmuch as several of the tasks in this phase either require, or can best
be accomplished by simultaneous use of five crewmen, a crew size of five was
selected for the initial time-line analyses. Crew time distribution assumptions
are listed in Figure 4.3-1 for both "normal" and "high activity" schedules.
FIGURE 4.3-1 ASSUMED CREW-TIME DISTRIBUTION
Normal Schedule
(hrs/da_,),
Sleep 8.0
High-Activlty Schedule
7.o ( 2x 3.5)
Personal Care 1.5 1.5
Nutrition 2.5 2.5
Relaxation-Exercise 1.0
-Leisure 1.0
1.5
Work I0.0 11.5
24.0 e4.0
The total work required in this phase was estimated at about 106 man-hours.
For a five-man crew, allowing some contingency for scheduling, the elapsed time
required for this phase of operation using a "normal" schedule, would be between
two and three days. For this brief period of time, it was decided that the crew
could utilize a "high activity" schedule, to accomplish the necessary work in
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as short a time as possible. As shown in Figure 4.3-1, the change in working time
allocation from i0 hours on a "normal" duty schedule to 11.5 hours on a "high
activity" schedule was accomplished by decreasing the relaxation time by 0.5 hour
and the total sleeping time by 1.0 hour. During the "high activity" period, it
was also concluded that dividing the sleeping time into two periods of 3.5 hours
each would provide sufficient rest in instances, where scheduling 7.0 hours of
continuous sleep might require unnecessary waiting or standby of other crew
members. In addition to the above assumptions, other ground rules used in the
launch, orbital assembly, and checkout operations, time-line analysis included:
a. At least one 3.5-hour rest period will be allowed during each 12-hour
period.
b. The OLF operations console will be manned by at least one man continu-
ously throughout this phase of the operation.
c. No allowance for experimentation will be considered in this study for
this phase of the 0LF operation.
d. Biomedical _-^-_+^_w_..o nf__the crew members will be accomplished only to
the extent determined necessary in earlier MORL or other orbital research
laboratory tests.
e. Crewmen required to operate in the 3.5 psi "shirtsleeve/oxygen-mask"
environment must prebreathe 100% oxygen for at least 30 minutes before transferring
into that environment to prevent bends. These crewmen must also wear spacesuits
without helmets and gloves until permanent sealing of those compartments is
assured. Helmets and gloves must be immediately available during these activities.
f. Assumed times for pre- and post-extravehicular activities are as follows:
Don & checkout spacesuit & backpack - i0 minutes
Egress through airlock (conserving atmosphere) 16 minutes
ingress t_ough airlock 6 minutes
Suit & backpack removal, checkout & service 20 minutes
g. All extravehicular activities or activity within the "shirtsleeve/oxygen-
mask" environment of the OLFwill be continuously monitored directly or by TV.
Such activities will always involve a minimum of 2 crewmen appropriately equipped
and working together to accomplish the tasks.
h. Working time requirements in a hardened spacesuit will be assumed to be
35% greater than required on Earth without a spacesuit, due to added effort re-
quired to counter-pressure forces and because of associated complications in
locomotion, tethering, etc.
Sheets i and 2 of Figure 4.3-2 present the time-line schedules developed for
the launch, orbital assembly, and checkout phase of the OLF operation. The legend
of line coding and location indicators in the upper-right corner of each page is
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self-explanatory. The numbers appearing diagonally above the work blocks in each
crewman's schedule designate the particular task being accomplished. The task
numbers correspond with those identified in the function and task analysis of
Figure 4.1-11of Section 4.1. The general location of each crew member is shown
initially by a location indicator appearing Just below the first event in each
crewman's line schedule. Whenever there is a change in the crewman's general
location, the appropriate new location indicator is placed below the line at the
time the relocation is affected. Along the lower part of each sheet is a major
event schedule showing the periods during which each event is accomplished and
giving the elapsed time required by each event. Figure 4.3-3 summarizes the
active working time assigned to each of the five crewmen for accomplishing the
ten major events of this phase of 0LFoperation. The job assignments were made
according to primary, secondary, and general skills of each crew member. Skills
and training are discussed in later paragraphs. Figure 4.3-4 presents an overall
summary of each crewmember's time utilization as set forth in the tlme-line of
Figure 4.3-2. About 49 percent of the available crew time is utilized in active
and standby work. "Active" work is herein defined as that work which is directly
involved with the accomplishment of the established work tasks, and includes the
associated console operation or monitoring. Standby work is primarily routine
console monitoring when such activity is not a direct part of the work tasks.
It is also interesting to note that in the final iteration of the time-line
analysis, the "open"tlme (i. e., unscheduled crew time) resulting from the activity
scheduling amounted to 3.8 percent. Through most of the tlme-line iterations, the
open time varied between 3 and 5 percent. In this analysis, then, the total
scheduled crew time amounted to 96.2 percent of the total available man-hours
during the 54. 7 hours required to accomplish this phase of operation.
Assuming the same percentage crew utilization could be attained using a
4-man crew (this requires no percentage increase in standby work nor unscheduled
time), the minimum time required to accomplish this phase would be about 70 hours,
an increase of nearly 30 percent in the total elapsed time. The assumptions made
here are unrealistic, however, because of the sequential nature of the work, i. e.,
one task being dependent upon the completion of the previous task. The standby
work time of a 4-man crew would probably be considerably more, particularly in
the activation and checkout work where the checkout of similar or related systems
in different areas of the OLF can be accomplished simultaneously if an adequate
number of people are available. However, even within the above ass_fptions, the
total man-hours required to complete the phase would be 280 for a 4-man crew com-
pared to about 274 for the 5-man crew. It is felt that in a detailed scheduling
for a 4-man crew, the time requirement would prove to be even greater. Like-
wise, in the addition of more people, such as providing a crew of 6 people, the
unsched1_led or "open" time is expected to increase sharply. Therefore, within
the depth of this analysis, the 5-man crew appears to be the most feasible crew
size for the launch, orbital assembly, and checkout phase of the OLF operations.
The particular crew skill requirements for this phase of the operation are
itemized by man-hours of active work required in each skill category in Figure
4.1-12,Paragraph 4.1. After combining related skills, the sL !ls required, in
order of decreasing man-hour requirements, are: structural/mechanical; checkout/
console operation; flight comand; general; environmental control (including life
support); and electronic/electrical. These skills are more logically discussed
with respect to the integrated OLF crew requirements, therefore, detailed des-
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criptions and discussions are presented in Paragraph 4.3.2. It should be noted here,
however, that the level of proficiency required of most of the above skills is more
of a "technician" level, which might be considered somewhat lower than that required
for problem analysis, maintenance, and repair. This is also discussed further in
the following sections.
4.3.1.2 OLF Routine Operations During and After Orbital Launch Operations. -
Activities of the OLF during orbital launch operations, as deflued in the oper-
ational studies of Section 4.1.1, are described as routine operations, consisting
basically of station operations, personnel operations, and maintenance operations.
Figure 4.1_14of Section 4.1 further identifies the activities included in each of
those categories. The detailed function and task analysis sheets for the station
and personnel operations are presented in Figure 4.1&5 of Paragraph 4.1. Detailed
analysis of maintenance operations is discussed in Paragraph 4.2. Figure 4.1-16
of Section 4.1 summarizes the manhour and skill requirements for the station oper-
ations over a 90-day period, while Figure 4.2-10 of Paragraph 4.2 summarizes the
manhour and skill requirements of the maintenance of the OLF proper, as well as
the integrated 0L0 maintenance required of the OLF. The station operations and
maintenance operations, as defined in this study, are essentially independent of
the number of people in the 0LF crew, whereas, the personnel operations man-hour
requirement for the entire routine operations is dependent upon the crew size
assumed. Figures 4.1-17, -18, and -19 of Paragraph 4.1, summarize these require-
ments for an assumed 4-man or 5-man crew.
Manpower utilization curves, for varying crew sizes, have been developed for
the 0LF routine operations and are presented in Figure 4.3-5 • These curves are
based on the function and task analysis of the routine operations and on the main-
tenance analysis of Paragraph 4.2, which have given little consideration to
activity scheduling other than sequentially ordering the tasks as required. Hence,
the total OLF routine operations curves could be considered ideal; i. e., no allow-
ance has been made for "open" or unscheduled time that inevitably occurs in long-
term scheduling. From 3 to 5 percent "open" time occurred in iterations of the
55-hour launch, orbital assembly, and checkout phase schedule. It is evident from
the curves of Figure 4.3-5, that a crew size of 4 is the minimum size crew that
could perform the routine operation within a "normal activity" schedule. It can
be assumed that because of the differing schedule periods (i. e., daily, weekly,
monthly, 90-day, and yearly) uniform scheduling of the work throughout the year
will probably be impossible. Probably a "high activity" work schedule will also
be required for short periods of time. It is also expected that there will be
days of less scheduled work and more "open" time than indicated for average crew
utilization as shown in Figure 4.3-5. Utilization percentages for the 4 and
5-man crews are predicted at about 94 and 88 percent respectively.
From the standpoint of operating the 0LF in support of orbital launch oper-
ations, a minimum crew size of 4 men appears feasible. If additional operational
requirements are imposed upon the crew, larger crew size appears mandatory un-
less higher activity schedules for extended periods prove to be acceptable. For
an OLF crew size of 4 men, a time-line schedule of a typical "busy" day of routine
operations is presented in Figure 4.3-6. Crew utilization for that 24-hour
period is about 98.3 percent, with only about 1.7 percent "open" time. The
maintenance work shown was arbitrarily assigned, with no consideration given to
specific tasks. Figure 4.3-7 presents a numerical summary of crew operations
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assignments for the 24-hour period scheduled in Figure 4.3-6.
The basic assumptions used in this analysis of routine operations are as
follows:
a. The crew will, over the long term of the mission, maintain insofar as
possible, the "normal" activity schedule shown in Figure 4.3-1, with 8.0 hours of
continuous sleep.
b. The 0LF operations console will be monitored 24 hours per day; i. e., at
least one crew member must always be within in_nediate access of the console and
make periodic assessment of the panel instrumentation.
c. Experimentation activities will not be considered part of OLF routine
operations in this analysis.
d. Biomedical monitorlng of the crew members will be accomplished to the ex-
tent determined necessary by earlier orbital research.
e. Crewmen operating in the 3.5 psi "shirtsleeve/oxygen mask" environment,
must prebreathe 100% oxygen for at least 30 minutes before entering that environ-
ment.
f. Extravehicular and spacesuit activity assumptions are same as for the
launch, orbital assembly and checkout phase of the OLF operation.
The crew skills for routine operations are discussed in more detail in
Paragraph 4.3.2, however, it may be pointed out here that the predominant factor
in establishing the crew skill requirements for this phase of the operation_ was
the maintenance work requirements.
4.3.2 Integrated Crew Selection_ Skills and Training. -- The following para-
graphs describe the analysis made of skills and training requirements for an
integrated OLFcrew; i. e., a crew that can perform the functions required in all
phases of operation of the OLF proper. The extent of this study did not allow a
very detailed analysis, therefore, the objectives established for this part of
the study were to determine, generally, the skills required in each phase of
operation to select a functional OLF crew in terms of number of people and skill
composition, to provide reasonable estimates of the comparative level of pro-
ficiency required in each skill, and to postulate the training that might be
required.
4.3.2.1 Skill Requirements. -- As mentioned previously, the only significant
skill requirements imposed upon the OLF crew by the prelaunch phase of the mission
are considered to be flight con_ander and console operation skills. Phases 2 and
3 (launch, orbital assembly, & checkout, and orbital launch operations -- routine
OLF operations) offer the primary crew requirements. Phase 4, scientific and
R&D operations, presents additional requirements if the crew were required to per-
form those operations as well as the routine OLF operations; however, the require-
ments imposed by Phase 4 are discussed separately in Paragraph 4.3.4. The primary
skill requirements of each of the first three phases are summarized in Figure 4.3-8
by percentage of the total time required by each skill.
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FIGURE 4.3-8 OLF SKILL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
SKI!..L_
Flight Command
PERCEq_r OF TIME FOR EACH PHASE
Phase i Phase 2 Phase 3
)Primary skd lls
)required of
4.6 0.7
Console Operation
& Checkout
Life Support &
Environmental Control
Mechanical
Structural
Electrical/Electronic
General
)this phase
17.9
5.2
y.1)
)
5.8)
3.1
56.3
i00.0
12.9
25.0
2.9
O.9
1.5
69.o
lO0.0
The skills listed in the above table have been defined for this study as
follows:
Flight Command. - The capability of checking out, monitoring, analyzing per-
formance and controlling (where applicable) Apollo Command Module systems, S-II
stage and injection stage propulsion and guidance systems, and OLF stabilization
and orbit correction systems. The capability of interpreting flight data and
navigating and controlling the OLF through any orbital maneuvers required, as
w_ as controlling _ne _p_±o Co_nd Module and remotely controlling unmanned
systems in rendezvous and docking operations with the OLF, are also included in
this skill requirement. General station command is also a requisite of this skill
category.
Console Operation & Checkout. - The capability of checking out the operations
console and checkout equipment; assessing and adjusting systems conditions and
performance through console instrumentation and controls; initiating remedial
action from the console for correction of malfunctions; conducting intrastation,
intraorbital, and orbit-to-Earth communications and data transmissions; and acti-
vating and deactivating systems from the console as required for routine opera-
tion, maintenance, checkout and repair.
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Life Support and Environmental Control. - Familiarity with the life support
environmental control systems. The capability of activating and checking out
these systems, analyzing their performance, correcting malfunctions, and perform-
ing the necessary scheduled and unscheduled maintenance on these systems.
Mechanical. - Familiarity with all mechanical systems on board the OLF, in-
cluding deployment systems, fluid pumping systems, centrifuges, stowage arm
assemblies, docking mechanisms, stabilization and orbit correction propulsion
systems, umbilical servicing tower systems, cargo conveyors and equipment handling
systems, and other servicing systems. The capability of activating and checking
out these systems, analyzing their performance, correcting malfunctions, and per-
forming the necessary scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.
Structural. - Familiarity with all OLF external and internal structures,
joints and seals, and storage tanks. The capability of assembling and checking
out these structumes; analyzing and correcting structural failures; diagnosing and
remedying leaking Joints or seals and repairing punctured or otherwise damaged
structures in emergency as well as nonemergency circumstances; performing routine
scheduled inspection and maintenance to assure continued structural integrity.
Electrical/Electronics. - Familiarity with all OLF electronics and electrical
systems and circuitry, including OLF electrical power generation, conditioning
and distribution systems, con_nunications, telemetry, data processing, radar and
tracking aids, panel instrumentation, and electronic display systems. The capa-
bility of activating and checking out these systems, analyzing their performance
and condition, and adjusting, repairing or otherwise maintaining the systems.
General. - Familiarity with all personal crew equipment; training equipment;
emergency equipment and alarm systems; reczeation and conditioning equipment; food
storage and preparation equipment; waste collection, processing, and storage equip-
ment; and medical equipment and station housekeeping equipment. The capability of
assessing the condition and operability of the equipment and systems mentioned
above; making adjustments and performing the necessary general maintenance and
operating the equipment as necessary to accomplish the routine operations of the
station; and performing basic operations, such as personnel and cargo transfer
inside and outside of the OLF, monitoring and diagnosing basic crew physiological
and psycological conditions, analyzing problems logically, making rational de-
cisions, and exercising individual initiative in contributing to the total success
of the mission.
It is readily understood that individual tasks in each of the operational
phases of the missions may require differing levels of proficiency in the parti-
cular skills defined above. For example, most of the systems activation and
checkout work of the second phase of operation (launch, assembly, and checkout)
would probably require little more than a "technician's" level of proficiency,
barring unforeseen malfunctions or serious troubles. Most of those operations
would be perfomed by pushing buttons, throwing switches, and observing instru-
ments, all in accordance with prescribed check lists. However, the saheduled, and
particularly, the unscheduled maintenance of the routine operations of Phase 3,
and skill requirements if troubles are encountered in Phase 2, will require a
higher level of skill proficiency. In such cases, the individuals must be cap-
able of making on-the-spot diagnssis of systems performance or malfunctions and
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performing remedial action, whether it be something of an anticil_tory nature for
which corrective action has been planned or expected malfunctions, wherein im-
provised repair may be necessary. The possibilities of suddenly being exposed
to the hazards of the space enviromnent through systems damage or malfunctions
offer sufficient reason to assure selection of personnel who are not only highly
trained in their specialties, but are good, logical thinkers, who can analyze
problems, and make sound decisions in emergency as well as normal operating con-
ditions. The fact that files of microfilmed reference data on board the 0LF, as
well as advisory groups of specialists on Earth, will be available for analyzing
many station problems does not lessen the requirement to try to meet the emergency
needs wherein these sources of assistancemay not be available.
In Figure 4.3-8 the flight command and console operation and checkout skills
required in Phase 1 are primarily for the final systems checkout and countdown
operations prior to the Earth launch of the OLF. In Phases 2 and 3, the category
of general skills imposes the greatest requirement, in that it includes nearly
all of the skills required in personnel operations (crew condition assessment,
conditioning, eating, personal care, mobility or transfer operations, etc.), as
well as some basic requirements of other operations. The general skills, enumer-
ated in the definition above, are skills in which all members must be trained
and to a proficiency level such that most every operation will be automatic; i.e.,
not requiring conscious consideration. The console operation & checkout skills
offer the next greatest requirement in both phases.
In Phase 2 these skills are divided, not in the skills themselves, but in the
levels of proficiency required, into "active" and "standby" console operation.
During "active" console operation, continuous and concentrated effort is required
in accomplishing or in direct support of the assembly, activation, and checkout
activities. "Standby" operation is routine monitoring, making periodic checks,
but always remaining in immediate access to the console in case of troubles.
These skills required in Phase 3 are primarily of the "standby" level of opera-
tion. Other skill requirement distributions are shown with the mechanical and
structural skills combined in Phase 3, wherein the requirements are overlapping
considerably as they are, somewhat, in Phase 2.
4.3.2.2 OLF Crew Selection and Skill Assignments. - As mentioned previously,
the general skills requirements are applicable to all crew members. The flight
co_w_nd skill requirements of Figure 4.343 do not account for the overall station
command and decision making authority, which must be delegated, but it is desir-
able that the total range of skills included therein be vested in at least two
crew members, one flight con_nander and an assistant. For the assistant these
could be considered secondary skills. Like the general skills, the console oper-
ation & checkout skills are applicable to all crew members, therefore, such
training must be provided. From the standpoint of systems performance analysis
and detailed systems maintenance, it is desirable to have at least one man primarily
trained in each of the skill categories of life support & environmental control,
mechanical & structural, and electrical & electronics. It is further desirable
to have at least one other crewman secondarily trained for each of these categories.
On the basis of the above reasoning, the basic OLF crew selected and the
skill assignments for each crewman are as shown in Figure 4.3-9.
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FIGURE 4.3-9 0LF CREW SKILL ASSIGNMENTS
l.
e
.
.
CRE_4MEMBER
Flight Commander
(too)
Electrical &
Electronics Spe-
cialist (E/E)
Life Support &
Environmental Con-
trol Specialist
(L/S/mS)
Structural &
M_chanical
Specialist (S/M)
5 .* Checkout
Specialist
(C/O)
PRIMARY
SKILL
Flight
Con_nand
Electrical/
Electronics
Life Support/
Environmental
Control
Structural/
Mechanical
Systems
Checkout
SECONDARY
SKILLS
Structural/
Mechanical
Assistant
Flight Command
Electrical/
Electronics
Life Support/
Environmental
Control
Life Support/
Environmental
Control
3_,_£[L[S REQ'D IN
ALL C RE"WML_N
General Skills,
Console Opera-
tion & Checkout.
SsJne
Salne
Sa_ne
Sa_e
* 5th Crewman required in Phase 2, only 4-man crew (Nos. i thru 4) re-
quired in OLF routine operations of Phase 3 and after OLO.
For Phase 3 of the OLFmission, the minimum 4-man crew would consist of the
first four crewmen shown in Figure 4.3- 9. The fifth crew member required in
Phase 2 opera_ons, is shown as a checkout specialist inasmuch as his primary
skills can be used in the Phase 2 activation and checkout operations, as well
as in the orbital launch operations, in which checkout of the OLV spacecraft and
booster and the LOX tankers are prime activities. Inasmuch as life support/
environmental control skills provide the greatest specialized skill requirement
of the routine operations of Phase 3 (see Figure 4.34 ), that skill was assigned
the checkout specialist as his secondary skill. These assignments provide suffi-
cent redundancy in each skill category to accomplish the OLF operations as
analyzed in this study.
4.3.2.3 Crew Training. - Many of the training requirements for developing
the crew skills required in the general skills category of the preceding para-
graphs, will have been determined in the earlier orbital research programs.
Likewise, many of the training requirements for console operation and checkout
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will also have been determined in those programs. There are someactivities re-
quired in OLFoperations that will require additional training, however, such as
team partlcipation in extravehicular maintenance, assembly, and checkout activ-
ities; transferring and working at various locations in a spinning artificial
gravity station; emergencyrescue and evacuation procedures; operating cargo
handling equipment in zero and artificial gravity systems; structural assembly
and repair operations for external and internal structures; manually controlling
the OLF in attitude stabilization and orbit correction maneuvers; operation of
remote manipulating equipment; crew operations in combined zero "g" and reduced
pressure environments using oxygen-masksonly; and special training in spin-up
and spin-down operations. Most of the systems oriented specialized skills such
as life support/ECS, electrical/electronic, and mechanical/structural should re-
quire little more than systems orientation operational familiarity and maintenance
and repair training similar to that presently being given to the crew membersof
intended Gemini and Apollo systems.
The training programs will require academic training, ground-based simulator
training, and possibly some orbital training. The extent of each will be deter-
mined primarily by the verification of ground simulations of orbital conditions.
Additional crew training program requirements are more appropriately discussed in
Paragraph 7.1.7.1 of the RDT&E plan discussions.
4.3.3 OLF Design Criteria - Crew Requirements. - The intent of this paragraph
is to briefly enumerate basic 0LF design criteria established by the crew require-
ments developed in the preceding discussions and crew operations studies of
Paragraph 4.1. Most of the requirements imposed upon the OLF by crew operations
can be divided into four general categories: (1) life support, (2) operational
support, (3) emergency and (4) training. Each category is defined and the appli-
cable basic criteria presented in Figure 4.3-10. Only general points of criteria
are presented from which detailed facilities, systems, and mechanisms requirements
were derived. The detailed criteria are presented in the applicable OLF on-board
systems discussions of Paragraph 5.4. As an ex mple, the first two points of
criteria in the life support category specify only basic, but primary, points of
criteria; i. e., life support required for given numbers of people during certain
phases of the OLF operation. To provide these requirements, man's metabolic in-
put requirements and output expectations are estimated for the expected operational
activities, the applicable environmental requirements are specified, and systems
criteria developed. From the analysis of applicable systems, specifications are
_w_.,=_ for o_ .... *^ .... *_^ _--_^_÷o_ _+_1 _r_+_ W_÷_ _ _'_o÷o
management systems, food storage and preparation systems, atmospheric contaminant
control systems, and all the equipment required for personal care and conditioning.
The detailed criteria for these systems, as well as their evaluation and selection,
are presented under the llfe support and environmental control and crew support
equipment discussions of Paragraph 5.4.5 and 5.4.6. Similar detailed criteria
and systems evaluations, developed from other points of general criteria from
Figure 4.3-10 are likewise presented in the appropriate discussions of Para-
graph 4.5.
4.3.4 Crew Requirement Perturbations for R&D and Scientific Activities. -
The OLF crew requirements of this analysis have been primarily directed at deter-
mining the personnel requirements for accomplishing the launch, assembly, and
checkout of the facility itself and for performing the routine operations
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necessary to keep the facility operational throughout orbital launch operations.
This analysis is equally applicable to other types of orbital operations; hence,
the basic crew of 4 men (minimum) has been established. From the routine oper-
ations-manpower-utilization curves of Figure 4.3-5, it is evident that a crew
size of 4 men offers little or no unscheduled time for other activities. There-
fore, any additional operations on board the OLF will require additional people.
If those people were integrated into the 0LF crew; i. e., sharing in OLF station
operating and maintenance operations, their expected time available for other
activities can also be read as the "unscheduled time" from Figure 4.3-5. If the
nature of the R&D or scientific activity required only about 20 to 25 man-hours
of crew work per day, it would probably be advantageous to use an integrated crew,
particularly if the experimentation of the basic 4-man OLF crew would allow
accomplishing the total Job with fewer people. However, if the experimental work
were highly specialized and required many man-hours of work, the operations would
probably be accomplished more effectively by not sharing station operation and
experimentation duties. However, basic 0LF familiarization training for the ex-
perimentation specialists should be required such that they may fill in as
temporary crew members in an emergency.
Any specialized crew requirements with respect to R&D and scientific activ-
ities on board the 0LF are discussed in the separate analysis of Paragraph 6.2.
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4.4 SPARES & EXPENDABLES
Spares include those replaceable components which are stored in the OLF to
maintain it, the checkout equipment, the orbital launch vehicle, the orbital
tankers, logistic spacecraft, and orbital support equipment in an operating
condition.
Expendables are those consumables subject to resupply that are either con-
sumed directly, such as food and oxygen, or that are eventually consumed or
rendered unusable by normal wear and tear. In this category are filters, personal
and recreation equipment, etc.
4.4.1 S_res Philosophy. - The extended length of the 0LF mission establishes
the necessity for continuous maintenance and spares logistic support to assure a
high probability of mission success. It has previously been determined that the
logistic resupply interval would be 90 days, and that a backup logistic resupply
vehicle would be available to ensure the successful completion of resupply missions
at the required intervals.
The supplies to be carried in the initial launch of the OLF will be sufficient
to sustain operations for 135 days, which provides a ftu_ther margin of safety in
case of a delay in any of the resupply launches. The initial spares loading will
ensure a 99% probability of having the correct spare, when needed, for a 135-day
period. The logistics resupply vehicles will carry the Sl_res and expendables
necessary to make up for those used during the previous 90 days and restore the
OLF to its original capability for 135 days of operation.
The basic maintenance concept which determines the spares philosophy is one
of component replacement. The OLF systems will have the capability to isolate
faults to the replaceable component level. The replaceable component levels
were identified in the maintenance & repair analysis, described in Paragraph 4.2,
and are the components which are provided as spares. A certain amount of repair
is provided for and this is also identified in the maintenance analysis. Suffi-
cient redundancy of system components will be designed into the 0LF to protect
against crew safety or mission critical failures, which could not be repaired
within the allowable system downtime.
Storage space will be provided in each MORL and in the bay areas for the
spares. The storage volume required, because of packaging, delivery, and access
requirements, is estimated to be about 50% more than the volume of the spare
itself. The spares will be stored in the area nearest to the location in which
they are expected to be used, and will be stored so they are readily accessible.
An inventory will be kept of the spares on board and their storage location
within the OLFto facilitate finding the correct spare as needed and to aid in
storing new spares, which are provided at each resupply.
4.4.2 Determination of Spares. - The probability of success of the OLF is
greatly influenced by the effective utilization of spares. Therefore, a major
effort has been directed to achieve the maximum practicable probability of mission
success for the least cost. Cost may be mass, volume, dollars, time, or any
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other system variable which can be measured. As mass has been chosen as the
primary constraint for the OLF, this study has been primarily concerned with
determining the maximum probability of mission success for the least amount of
spares mass. The probability of mission success is the probability of having the
correct spare on board the OLF whenever a malfunction occurs. This optimization
of spares provisioning was accomplished through the use of a technique described
in Boeing BSRL Document DI-82-0253, dated May 1963, entitled "Optimal Redundancy
under Multiple Constraints". The basic principle of this method is that it takes
a basic system design and adds spare components, one unit at a time, to achieve
the maximum reliability for the least cost, in this case, mass. It does this by
selecting the maximum value of R1, which is the incremental increase in reliabil-
ity per unit mass, that can be obtained by adding one component to the system as
a spare. Based on the formula from which R1 is calculated, a computerized model
has been prepared which selects the spare components to be added and calculates
the reliability and mass increases. For this study, the computer was also pro-
grammed to calculate the volume associated with the spares mass. Spares data is
based on component failure rates contained in General Electric Report ASD-R-05-
64-1, dated May 15, 1964, which were factored down to one-tenth of the values
shown to reflect expected state-of-the-art growth.
4.4.3 OLF Spares Requirements. -
Initial 0LF Spares. - The spares optimization method for determining the
initial spares mass for 135 days for the 0LF, is a function of system component
reliability, mass, and volume. The determination of this data was accomplished
in the OLF maintenance plan section (Paragraph 4.2).
A total of 392 different components were identified in the maintenance
analysis. The reliability, mass and volume data for each of these components
was fed into the computerized spares model, which calculated the increase in
system reliability obtained for an optimummass of spares. The failure rates for
some of these components was adjusted as necessary to account for variations in
operating time and component redundancy. Some system components which had low
failure rates, adequate redundancy, or highmass were not considered in the initial
spares loading. In all of these cases, the existing system is sufficiently re-
dundant that a failure of one of these items can be tolerated until the next
resupplyperiod, which would be an average of 45 days. At the next resupply,
the required spare would be brought to the OLF so the failed item could be replaced.
A list of the items not considered in the initial spares loading and the pre-
dicted rate of failure is shown in Figure 4.4-1. Predicted rates of fail_-e were
obtained from the computer simulation. The resulting spares mass and volume data
for increasing probabilities of mission success, i. e., probability of having
correct spare when needed, were plotted in Figures 4.4-2 and 4.4-3. Note that
large increases in spares mass are required for only slight improvements in
probabilities of success above 99%. Figure 4.4-4 presents a breakdown by OLF
systems of the mass weight and volume required for a 99-7% probability* of having
the correct spare for a 135-day orbit period. An interesting statistic pointed
out by this chart is that about 69%of the spares mass and 77% of the volume is
taken up by spares for the environmental control system, and structures and
mechanisms.
Figure 4.4-16 shows the quantity of each type of component in the 0LF which
* See Table 4.4-9 for integrated system probability allocation.
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is included in the initial spares loadings for a 99.7% probability of having the
correct spare when needed for a 135-day period.
FIGURE4.4-1 OLFCOMPONENTSNOTIN INITIAL LOADING
ITEMNO.*
i
2
4
9
lO
21
24
179
18o
181
216
382-385
NOrdIC LATURE
02 Subcritical Tank
02 Subcritical Tank
02 Subcritical Tank
N 2 Subcritical Tank
N2 Subcritical Tank
N2 Subcr_tical Tam:
GO Tank
PE_S C_ Tank_
GN 2 T_nk
LMU
Sextant & Scanning Telescope
Digital Computer
l_opellant Tank Assembly
GO 2 Tanks
GN 2 Tanks
* See FiF_._e 4.4-16
(Heater failure)
(HX failure)
(Heater fai litre)
,'H':failure)
PREDICT_YD RESUPPLY
R_:JQ[KRF_
0/25 _s.
o/75 .yrs.
O/o_ _Vrs.
0/25 :_rs.
0/25 :Frs.
0/25 :,'rs.
0/'25 _'s.
0/25 yrs.
0/25 _Ts.
_!6 _.
o/25 yrs.
0,,"25 yrs.
0/25 yrs.
o125 _s.
0/25 yrs.
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OLF Spares Resupply. - After the initial launch of the 0LF, it is necessary
that the spares used be replenished at the 90-day resupply interval to restore the
spares to the original level. The usage of the spares is strictly a function of
the component failure rates, except on those items for which a scheduled replace-
ment interval has been established. A simple computer program, written in IBM
General Purpose Systems Simulator II (GPSS II) language, was used to simulate the
occurrence of failures. The simulation program creates failures randomly within
an assumed exponential distribution about the system mean-time-between-failure
rate. To obtain a realistic distribution of the data, the computer was run for
lO0 ninety-day cycles, which would be the equivalent of 25 years. The mass of the
spares used to replace the failed components during each 90-day interval was
printed out by the computer. This data was plotted in Figure 4.4-7 and is
summarized in Figure 4.4-5, which also shows the percentage utilization of initial
spares.
FIGURE 4.4-5 OLF SPARES MASS SL_4MARY -- 90-DAY RESUPPLY
PREDICTED SPARES USAGE
Average
_aximum
Minimum
_5% of the time less than
kg lb
19.5 43
246 543
0.9 2.0
48 llO
m 3 ft 3 %
.08 2.8 1.7
1.08 37.8
.004
.204
21.2
•13 0.08
7.2 4.3
i
Prior to each resupply mission, an inventory of the spares on board the OLF
will be made to determine which spares are required to bring the spares level
back to the 135-day supply; these spares will be included as part of the logistic
spacecraft payload.
It is expected that the spares mass will approximate the average value of
19.5 kg (43 lbs.) shown on Figure 4.4-5. However, it must be realized that the
logistic spacecraft must have the capability of carrying the maximum predicted
quantity of 246 kg (543 lbs.) of spares, as there is a finite possibility that
this amount will be required eventually. Since the rate of spares usage is a
linear function in the area which is being considered for resupply for the OLF,
Figure 4.4-8was plotted to provide an approximation for spares mass usages for
resupply intervals at other than 90 days.
Figure 4.4-6 shows the predicted quantity of each type of OLF component
which will be used between each 90-day resupply. When this figure is less than
one, it is an indication of the fraction of the resupplymissions on which one
of these components will be carried.
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OLF Scheduled Component Replacement Resupply. - In addition to the spares
resupply requirements generated by random failures of components, the resupply
missions must also carry the components required for scheduled replacements.
The only components which have been identified as requiring scheduled replacement
are the batteries, which must be replaced once a year. In the event there were
any unscheduled replacement of those items during the year, the yearly scheduled
replacement schedule for that item would be based on the installation date of the
new component. Therefore, the scheduled replacement resupply weights may actually
be less than the amount shown. Although these items are required on a yearly
basis, it is planned to resupply them over the whole year, rather than impose the
complete load on one resupply in each year. Resupplymasses for the scheduled
replacement components are shown in Figure 4.4-6.
FIGURE 4.4-6 OLF SCHEDULED COMPONENT REPLACEMENT RESUPPLY MASS
ITEM Quantity Mass Mass Mass
Rec'd - Year Each Total Resupply
Battery 4 192 768 (348 kg) *192(87kg)
* One battery is brought up at each resupply mission.
4.4.4 Integrated OLF Spares Requirements. -
Integrated Initial 0LF Sl_res. - The integrated OLF spares loading includes
the spares for the following:
1. OLF proper,
2. Checkout equipment,
3. Apollo logistics spacecraft comnand module,
4. Orbital support equipment (4 AMUs & 1 RMU)_
5. Orbital launch vehicle,
6. Orbital tankers.
The OLF proper spares data was accumulated as described in Paragraph 4.4.3.
Spares requirements for the other systems or equipment, except for lgoistic space-
craft, were determined from available failure rates and mass data and fed into
the Boeing computerized spares model. Information on the Apollo C/M was not avail-
able; therefore, it was necessary to estimate its spares requirements. Since the
OLF spacecraft includes an Apollo spacecraft, it was estinmted that it would re-
quire 25 - 30% of the spares for the total OLV.
The total integrated spares requirements were established based on a probabil-
ity of 99% of having the correct spare for the total system. This requires that
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for each of the systems identified above, the probability be something greater
than 99%. Therefore, to ensure that the total system probability is optimized
by mass, it was necessary to allocate the individual system probabilities to
achieve an optimum 99% probability for the total system. The method used to
accomplish this is described in Boeing Coordination Sheet Number SS-209, dated
3/23/64, entitled "Maximization of Reliability Subject to a Weight Constraint".
Figure 4.4-9 shows the resulting probability allocation and resulting mass for
each of the systems.
FIGURE 4.4-9 INTEGRATED OLF INITIAL SPARES MASS - 135 DAYS
INTEGRATED SYSTEM
OLF
Checkout Equipment
Logistic Spacecraft
Orbital Support Equipment
Orbital Launch Vehicle
Orbital Tankers
TOTAL
PROBABILITY OF
CORBECT SPARE
0.99710
0.9993
0.99913
0-9999
0.99450
0.99949
0.99O05
kg ib
1155 2546
68 15o
247 545
199 438
1433 31(_
415 915
3517 7754
Integrated OLF Spares Resupply Requirements. - OLF spares resupply require-
ments were determined t_hrough the use of a computer simulation program as des-
cribed in Paragraph 4.4.3. Thls simulation program was not used on the other
systems comprising the integrated OLF; however, the spares usage rate would be ex-
pected to be about the same as for the OLF. Therefore, using this rate, which
assumes the minim_am, average, and maximum spares usage rates for 90 days to be
.08%, 1.7%, and 21.2% of the initial spares loading for a 99.7% probability of
having the correct spare, the integrated spares usage rate was developed, and is
reflected in the following.
The low usage rate is a result of the very low failure rates, which were
directed for use in this study (see Paragraph 4.4.2).
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FIGURE 4.4-10 INTEGRATED OLF SPARES RESUPPLY MASS - 90 DAYS
INT EGRAT}_D SYSTEM
OLF
Checkout Equipment
Logistic Spacecraft
Orbital Support Equipment
Orbital Launch Vehicle
Orbital Tanker
TOTAL
Average Mi nim,nn Maximtun
kg ib
19.5 43
1.8 4
ii.o 24
6.4 14
84.o 184
18.0 4O
kg lb
o.9 2.o
0.6 1.3
3.5 7.7
2.o 4.5
27.o 6o.o
6.o 13.o
kg Ib
246 543
6.4 14
37 8!
21 47
29 64
64 140
403.4 88 9140.7 309 40.0 88.5
The predicted average mass for spares resupply of the integrated OLF includes
the predicted spares usage due to unscheduled failures of components in the
systems and the spares required for OLF scheduled component replacement discussed
in Paragraph 4.4.3. These total figures are shown in Figure 4.4-11. Scheduled
replacements requirements for systems other than the OLF are not known at this
time and, therefore, are not included.
FIGURE 4.4-11 INTEGRATED SPARES REPLACEMENT MASS - 90 DAYS
ITEM
Average integrated spares mass from Fig.4.4-10
OLF scheduled replacement mass from Fig.4.4.-6
Total 90-day resupplymass
kg
140.7
87
322.7
lb
309
192
7o9
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4.4.5 Expendables Requirements. - To support the OLF proper, its crew, and
OLO, ce-_ain supplies and expendables must be provided and regularly resupplied.
Spares are not categorized in this study as expendables as they are treated
separately (Paragraph 4.4.3 & 4.4.4). Expendables subject to resupply may be
divided into two general categories:
a. OLFproper expendables, which are required to support the OLF and its
basic crew and,
b. Mission dependent expendables, which are required to support the
Orbital L_unch Operations (OLO).
Since the permanent OLF and its associated systems are in continuous oper-
ation; their expendables are used at a constant rate; mission dependent expend-
able consumption varies with the length and type of mission.
Usage Rate of Expendables. - For the purpose of establishing the usage rate
of expendables, these have been subdivided into the following categories:
a. Life Support -- This category includes metabolic oxygen, food, water, etc.
b. Propellants -- Includes reaction control system & OSE propellants.
c. Maintenance Tools & Equipment -- Includes small tools & equipment re-
quired to maintain the OLF.
d. Crew Support -- Includes personal equipment and miscellaneous supplies
and equipment such as kitchenwares, exercise equipment, recreational equipment,
etc.
Figure 4.4-12 gives the usage rate of each expendable in terms of men, days,
or mission as appropriate. Subsequent figures synthesize the usage within a
class.
Life Support Expendables Resupply. - This category includes all expendables
required to maintain life in the OLF and includes oxygen and nitrogen require-
ments, food, medical equipment, and supplies for the environmental control
system. Figure 4.4-13 plots the crew size versus the life support expendables
required for a period of 90 days, which is the logistic resupply interval. In
arriving at the curve, two assumptions were made,which do not appreciably change
the resupply masses of life support expendables even though they may be off by
a factor of two. The first assumption is that the hangar will be vented into
space and repressurized once every ten days, resulting in a total atmosphere loss
of 204 kg (450 lbs.) in 90 days; the second is that there will be 30 airlock
operations into space every 90 days, which will require a total of 6.2 kg (13.5 lbs.)
of replenishment atmosphere.
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ITEM kg lb
(a) LIFE SUPPORT
Metabolic Oxygen
Exp. Bay Atmosphere Leakage
(i) 7 psia
(2) 3.5psia
Hangar Atmosphere Leakage
(i) 7 psia
(2) 3.5 psia
Hangar Atmosphere Loss
Hub Atmosphere Leakage
MORL Atmosphere Leakage (both MORLS)
Outside Airlock Losses
Charcoal
Complexing Agent
Wick
Food
Medi cal/Dental
Oxygen Regeneration System
(b) PROPELLANTS
Attitude Control Orientation Maneuver
(O.l°/sec)
(uslng tankersOLV and transtage nozzle
as required)
OLF Spin
OLF Non-spin
* D = Day
M = Man
0.95
2.02
o .866
3.63
1.55
22.62
2.29
1.82
0.2O4
0.0102
0.0134
o.o17
0.753
0.022
o.o86
2.1/D/_
8.02/D
3.42/D
5O
5.06/D
4.0/D
o.45/
0.0225/D/M
O .0291/D/M
O.0375/D/M
1.66/D/M
O.O_61DIM
O.19/D/M
13.00
8.0
Figure 4. 4-12: USAGERATEOFEXPENDABLES
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ITEM
OLF/OLVNon-spin
OLF/OLV & 1LOX Tanker Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 2 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 3 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 4 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV/S-II & 4 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV/S-II Full/4 LOX empty - Non-spin
Attitude Control Hold Attitude
_tan_er, 012 and transtage
nozzles as required.)
OLF Spin
OLFNon-spin
OLF/OLV Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 1 LOX Tanker Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 2 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 3 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV & 4 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/0LV/S-II & 4 LOX Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV/S-II Full/4 LOX Empty Non-spin
Orbit Kee_in_ (30-day interval)
OLF Spin (stop & start required)
OLF Non-spin
OLF/OLV Non-spin
OLF/OLV/I Tanker Non-spin
OLF/OLV/2 Tankers Non-spln
OLF/OLV/3 Tankers Non-spin
kg
6.4
6.7
6.5
8.1
i0.i
12.8
25.2
0.31
0.37
0.48
o.52
O.63
o.85
1.18
1.49
3.17
194
4o .2
56.6
65.2
74.2
82.2
lb
14.2
14.8
14.4
17.8
24.2
28.4
55.6
o.69/hr.
0.S1/hr.
1.071hr.
i. 1_/hr.
1._olhr.
1.87/hr.
2.6o/hr.
3.30/.hr.
7.00/hr.
429
89/usage
125/usage
144/usage
16A/usage
182/usage
Figure 4.4-12: USAGE RATE OF EXPENDABLES (CONTINUED)
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c)
Ze)
ITEM kg ib
OLF/OLV/4 Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV/S-II 4 Tankers Non-spin
OLF/OLV/S-II _h_ll/4 LOX empty
Separation Maneuver (OLO 1
(lO fps separation rate)
01_ Start & Stop Spin
Dockin6 Assist Reserve (lO fps)
OLF Only
OlD
91.0
122.5
122.5
226
76.9
72.3
34O
Orbital ,supp£rt Equipment
AMU
AMU
MAINTENANCE TOOLS & EQUIP_
CREW SUPPORT
Personal Equipment
Miscellaneous Supplies &Equip.
12.9
13.6
0.022
0.182
o.45
OLV GASEOUS & FLUID SUPPLIES
Propellants
Nitrogen (Liquid)
LOX
Water (15 day emergency)
1812
68
181
417
122
201/usage
271/usage
271/usage
5oo
170/usage
28.6/usage
30/usage
O.0486/D/M
4000/OLO
ISO/OLO
4oo/Om
917/0L0
270/0L0
Figure 4. 4-12: USAGERATEOF EXPENDABLES(CONTINUED)
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Propellant Usage & Resupply. - Propellants are expended in attitude control,
orbit keeping, and for orbital support equipment. In computing the propellant
usage, it was assumed that there would be 20 AMU missions and a total of 6 RMU
missions in support of an orbital launch. The propellant usage curve, Figure
4.4-14, shows the OLF propellant consumption for the 170 days preceding orbital
launch. The "OLF Proper" curve defines propellant mass required to support the
OLF alone independent of any mission, and assumes that the OLF will be spun at
4 rpm to create an artificial gravity once every thirty days. In other words,
50% of the time the OLF will be provided with an artificial-g of 0.382. The
"OLO Operation" curve shows propellants required to maintain (at zero-g) the 0LF
orbit and attitude as required and as the OLV, L0X tankers, and logistic space-
craft are added in accordance with the Logistic Mission Profile Chart, Figure
4.5-L Also shown is the propellant required for continuous spinning of the OLF
alom_ which is less than the 0LF proper propellant, since fewer stop/start spins
are required.
The gravitational level analysis study showed the desirability of maintain-
ing a certain level of artificial gravity within the OLF. However, an evaluation
of the 0LF, when docked to the OLV and tankers, showed that it was not practical
to maintain the OLF spinning without increasing propellant consumptions by
several factors. This, coupled with an uncomfortable "wobble" which would de-
velop and which would greatly inconvenience the crew, has resulted in the elimin-
ation of the artificial-g mode from orbital launch operations portion of the
0LFmission.
The 0LF at initial launch will provide propellant for the entire 170-day
0LO period, plus 0LF proper propellants for 45 days having only one start/stop
spin (i. e., this added quantity is thus the same as for continuous spinning
for 45 days).
Maintenance Tools & Equipment Resupply. - A definition of the maintenance
tools and equipment required to support the initial launch is contained in
Paragraph 4.2. The 90-day resupply requirements vary from approximately 0.9 kg
(2 lbs.) to 2.4 kg (5 lbs.),depending on crew size. For the purposes of this
study a figure of 2.4 kg (5 lbs.) is used.
Crew Support Resupply . - The initial mass of crew support equipment & ex-
pendables is contained in Paragraph 5.4.6. The 90-day resupply requirements vary
in direct proportion to the crew, and are plotted in terms of mass vs. crew size
in Figure 4.4-15.
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180
150
120
9O
6O
3O
OLF
NONSPIN
(AVERAGE)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
OLO OPERATIONS
OLU LAUNCH
1350 Kg
(2977 Lb)
OLF ALONE SPIN
(AVERAG E)
START/STOP EVERY 30 DAYS
1434 KgKg _
s (3155Lb)(865 Lb)
d
.... MINIMUM OSE USAGE
MAXIMUM OSE USAGE
o I
Lbs x 1000 0 1 2 3
I I I I
Kg x 1000 0.5 1.0 1.5
4
Figure 4.4-14. PROPELLANTUSAGECOMPAR ISON
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FIGURE 4.4-15 CRE"_ SUPPORT RESUPPLY MASS - 90 DAYS
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[TEM
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
NOMENCLATURE
ATMOSPHERE SUPPLY SYST_4
02 Tank Pkg. Subcritical
Tank, subcritical 02
Heater
Switch, pressure
KX, Phase control
Caupling, fill
CQupling (2)
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
Valve, relief
N2 Tank Pkg. subcritical
Tank, subcritical N 2
Heater
Switch, pressure
HX, Phase control
Disconnect
Coupling, fill
Coupling
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
Valve, relief
02 Pkg. gaseous
Tank, GO2
Coupling
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
PLSS Supply Pkg.
Tank, G(_2
Coupling
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
N2 Pkg. Gaseous
Tank, G_2
Coupling
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
Miscellaneous
V_ive, off-on, solenoid
Valve, check
NO. IN
OLF
i0
i0
i0
i0
I0
20
i0
I0
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
4
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
0
0
3
0
i
1
3
2
0
0
2
0
i
1
i
3
1
0
i
2
O
0
2
0
I
2
90-DAY
iSPAR_ USAGE
0
.0
.02
0
0
0
.03
0
0
0
.03
0
0
0
0
.01
0
0
0
.03
0
0
O
0
0
.04
.O4
.01
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 9D DAY SPARES USAGE
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ITEM
NO.
29
3O
3l
32
33
3_
35
36
37
9
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
369
370
371
372
5o
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
62
63
NOMENCLATURE
HX, N2
HX, 02
Reducer, pressure
Sensor, pressure
Valve, dump
NO. IN
OLF
2
2
8
4
4
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7 %
1
1
3
2
1
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
Valve, refull
Disconnect, PLSS
Regulator, pressure
Valve, shutoff, manual
Flowmeter
Valve, shutoff manual
Regulator, pressure
Face Mask
Valve, airlock dump
Sensor, 02 Partial pressur_
Connector, suit
Valve, relief, absolute
Valve, diverter manual
Valve, temp control
Valve, shutoff, manual
Valve, damper, manual
Fan, diffuser 780 efm
Fan, 650 cfm
Valve, check
ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION SYSTEM
C02 Removal Pkg.
Canister, silica Gel (2)
C_nister, zeolite (2)
Valve, diverter (2)
Sensor, relative humidity
Valve, a_ ....+_- (aual_
Valve, diverter (dual)
Valve, diverter (dual)
Valve, diverter
Timer
Pump, vacuum
Valve, shutoff
Trace Contaminant - Evap.Pkg.
_p_ wate_
Valve, diverter (dual)
Valve, check
5
14
5
12
4
4
16
32
32
8
9
36
4
4
2
19
2
4
4
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
h
8
18
9
i
1
3
1
2
1
4
5
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
].
1
3
2
1
3
!
D
J
90 -DAY
SPARES USAG]
0
0
.05
.02
0
.o8
O
0
.04
.O1
.02
O
.lO
.13
0
.06
0
.O1
O
O
O
O
.03
.03
0
.01
O
O
.02
0
0
.O1
.lO
.02
0
0
.01
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIALAND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE (CONTINUED)
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ITEM
NO.
64
65
66
67
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8o
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
NOMENCLATURE
Fan, C02/suit
Cartridge, chen_isorbent
Burner, catalytic
Sensor, temp.
Valve, flow control
Elbow, water separator
Flow meter
HX, Regenerative
Valve, check
Debris trap & filter
Fan, contaminant loop
Flow meter
Canister, charcoal
HX, humidity control
Switch, pressure
Valve, dlverter, manual
Valve, check
Evaporator
Heater
Lamp, ultraviolet
Valve, diverter
Valve, shutoff
Valve, temp. control
Sensor, temp. control
Sensor, 02 Partial pressur
Sensor, C02 partial pressu
Valve, vent
Valve, relief, absolute
Sensor, temp.
Vslve, suit bypass
Connector, suit
Miscellaneous
Gas chromatograph
Mass spectrometer
WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Dispenser-Refrigerator Pkg.
97 V_ive, water dispenser
98 Chiller
99 Valve, temp. control
i_3 3ensor, temp.
i01 ReCrigerator
k02 Freezer
NO. IN
OLF
16
4
4
6
4
4
4
4
8
4
8
4
4
4
4
4
8
4
2
4
i0
14
6
6
4
re 4
4
4
2
4
36
I0
2
2
2
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
4
1
1
3
i
i
2
i
2
2
3
4
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
3
90-DAY
iSPARES USAG]
.17
0
.04
.03
0
0
.02
0
0
0
.i
.02
0
0
.02
0
0
0
0
.07
0
0
.02
.03
0
0
.03
.04
.01
0
0
.o3
.13
0
0
.Ol
.O
0
.03
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE(CONTINUED)
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ITEM
NO.
lO3
i04
io5
106
i07
lO8
i09
llO
lll
112
ll3
ll4
ll5
ll6
i17
n8
i19
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
13o
131
132
133
373
374
375
NOMENCLATURE
Potable Water Tank Pkg.
Valve, shutoff, manual,
water
Valve, shutoff, manual (2)
Valve, temp. control
Sensor, temp.
Heater, water tank
Tank, potable water
Disconnect, quick, flex
hose(2)
Pretreatment Pkg.
Valve, shutoff
Valve, diverter
Valve, shutoff
Valve, check
Tank, urine processing
Valve, shutoff
Disconnect, urine
Pump, urinal
Tank, accumulator
Pump
Sensor, conductivity
Valve, check, manual overr
Waste Management System
Valve, diverter, coolant
Valve, shutoff
Dryer, waste
Valve, relief
Laboratory _--= __ _-_ _ _v_te]
Debris trap
Fan, cabin, bay ventilatiol
Valve, check
EX, cabin cooling
Sensor, temp.
Valve, temp. control
Sensor, temp.
Flow meter
Fan, hub, ventilation
HX, hub cooling
Heater, hub heating
NO. IN
de
OLF
8
8
16
8
8
8
16
2
12
i0
4
16
4
4
4
4
2
4
9
12
18
4
9
9
9
9
lO
5
5
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
90-DAY
SPARES USAGI
1 0
1 0
2 .04
3 .o4
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
3 .o7
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 .o3
1 0
2 .03
2 0
i 0
i 0
i 0
i 0
2 .01
2 0
3 .08
2 0
1 0
3 .08
3
3
2
3
1
1
.o3
.01
.01
.06
0
0
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE(CONTINUED)
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ITEM
NO.
376
134
135
136
137
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
377
378
147
148
149
15o
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
16o
161
162
163
164
NOMENCLATURE
Heater, bay heating
Cooling System
Switch, pressure
Pump
Reservoir
Sensor, temp.
Valve, check
HX, Regenerative
Valve, diverter
Valve, bypass
Accumulator
Valve, shutoff
HX, water to coolant
Disconnect, quick
Radiator (integral with
OLF structure)
Reservoir
HX
Heating System
HX - Radio isotope
Pump
HX
Valve, temp. control
Sensor, temp.
Reservoir
Valve, shutoff
Accumulator
Heat Transport System
Switch, pressure
Valve, check
Accumulator
Pump, water
HX, regenerative
Heater
Pump Down System
Vacuum Pilmp
HX, intercooler
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
Valve, check
NO. IN
0LF
3
6
2
3
9
3
8
3
6
3
2
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
3
6
2
3
3
7
12
5
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7 %
1
2
2
i
2
2
i
2
I
i
i
i
i
1
1
1
0
2
i
2
2
i
i
i
2
2
i
2
i
i
2
1
3
2
90-DAY
SPARES USAG_
0
0
0
0
.02
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
.02
0
.02
0
0
0
0
.01
0
0
0
0
0
.01
0
.02
.01
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE (CONTINUED)
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ITEM
NO.
165
379
38o
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
381
382
383
_4
_5
386
387
388
389
39o
391
392
398
399
4OO
4Ol
402
4o3
4o5
406
407
175
176
NOMENCLATURE
Tank, storage
Valve, diverter, dual
Pump, v_cu1_m
Experiment Lab
Burner, catalytic
HX, regenerative
Canister, charcoal
Valve, shutoff, manual
Valve, diverter, temp. conl
Fan, contaminant control
Debris trap and filter
Lamp, ultraviolet
Filter, chemisorbent
Pressurization System
Tank, GO2, Bays
Tank, GO2, hub, dock
Tank, GO2, hub, storeroom
Tank, GO2, hub, terminal
Tank, GN2, bays
Tank, GN2, hub, dock
Tank, GN2, hub, storeroom
Tank, GN2, hub terminal
Coupling
Valve, shutoff, solenoid
Pressure reducer
Oxygen Regeneration System
C02 Reduction reactor
Stainless Steel carbon fil
Expendable csrbon filter
Electrolysis unit
Compressor (blower)
Condenser separator
Heat exchanger
Check valves
Diverter valves
Instrumentation & controls
Guidance and Navigation Systen
Two-axis horizon scanner
Inertial rate integrating
gyro
NO. IN
0LF
3
1
1
2
2
2
4
;rol 2
4
2
2
2
2
i
i
i
2
i
I
i
i0
lO
20
2
5er 4
2
2
2
2
2
8
6
2
4
12
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7 %
i
i
i
i
2
2
i
2
i
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
O
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9o-DAY
SPARES USAG]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.02
0
.03
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.03
.08
.01
.01
0
.0i
.02
0
0
0
.O1
.01
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE (CONTINUED)
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177
178
179
18o
181
18e
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
19o
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
201
202
203
204
205
206
N
209
NOMENCLATURE
Inertial rate integrating
gyros
Rate gyro
Inertial measuring unit
(I_-Apollo)
Apollo sextant and scan-
ning telescope
Digital computer
Single axis horizon detec-
tor head
Single axis horizon detect,
electronics
REACTION CONTROL SYSTem4
Pressurization System
)r
NO. IN
OLF
Fill Disconnect
Fill solenoid
Vent solenoid
Burst disc
Valve, relief
Filter
12
6
1
1
2
4
2
Valve, solenoid control
Regulator
Switch, pressure
Valve, check
Valve, isolation, solenoid
Valve, isolation, manual
Valve, purge control
solenoid
Valve, relieve, back press
Disconnect, vent
Propellant Feed System
Fill disconnect
Fill solenoid
Recirculation solenoid
Disconnect, reclrculation
Disconnect, purge
Valve, purge check
Valve, feed line check
Filter, feed llne
Valve, isolation, manual
Valve, engine purge
Prevalves, engine
_re
2
4
16
i0
I0
8
4
2
8
16
3e
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
24
32
64
INITIAL
SPARES
,DR 99.7%
2
3
0
0
0
2
I
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
1
3
1
2
2
1
i
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
5
Figure4.4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE
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90-DAY
IPARES USAGE
0
.09
.O4
0
.0
0
0
0
.01
.03
0
.02
0
.01
0
.01
0
.05
.01
.01
0
0
0
.01
.02
0
O
0
0
0
0
.o8
.25
CONT INUED)
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210
211
212
213
214
215
216
226
227
228
229
231
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
24O
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
25O
251
NOMENCLATURE
Leak detector
Leak Detection System
Solenoid, leak check
Transducer, pressure
Disconnect
Engine, attitude control
Engine, orbit keeping
Tank assembly, _ropellant
Control Electronics
Actuator selection logic
Signal conditioning
Signal processing
Pitch-yaw control logic
Valve drive &hard over
monitor
Compensation electronics
Orbit keeping & update
Orbit maintenance controlle
Spin control & logic
Accelerometer
Regulated power supply
Communications & Telemetry
System
VHF/FMTransmitter
VHF/FMreceiver
Unified "S" Band Transceiver
Power amplifier
Premodulation processor
Dual transponder
VHF antenna
"S" band antenna
VHFmulticoupler
"S" band multicoupler
Intercom master station
Intercom slave station
50 MC EVA transceiver
(incl. with backpack)
50 M_ whip antenna
(incl. with backpack)
NO. IN
OLF
64
9o
9o
8
24
8
8
6
12
12
8
64
12
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
12
12
12
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99-7%
6
6
1
3
2
0
3
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
i
2
I
i
i
2
2
i
i
2
3
S
2
90-DAY
3PARES USAGH
.18
.27
.32
0
.04
.02
0
.O1
.15
.ll
.03
.o4
.02
.01
0
.01
0
0
.17
.07
.0!
0
.i0
.01
0
0
0
.02
.05
.o7
.o8
Figure 4. 4-15: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE (CONTINUED)
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ITEM
NO.
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
26O
261
393
394
395
396
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
27O
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
28O
NOMENCLATURE
TV cameras
TV monitors
Electrical Power System
Brayton-cycle package
Reverse current relays
Battery control logic
modules
Inverters
_in DC voltage regulators
Battery charger regulators
Batteries
Battery voltage regulator
Frequency changers
Transformer-Rectlflers
Radiator
Coolant motor pump pkg.
Displays-Envlronmental
Control System
Warning Lights
Caution Lights
Quantity indicators
Pressure indicators
Flovmeters
Temperature indicators
Humidity indicators
Partial pressure indicators
Pump pressure, differential,
indicators
Water conductivity meter
Trace contaminants meter
Radiation meter
Displays - Reaction Control
& Stabilization System
Lights
Digital readout indicator
Gimbal angle indicator
CMG speed indicator
Pressure indicator pro-
pellant
Temp. indicator-propellant
Orbital track display
NO. IN
0LF
6
6
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
7O
36
28
44
14
32
8
20
lO
2
2
2
240
40
6
8
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
1
1
2
i
i
i
2
i
i
i
0
2
3
2
2
2
5
3
1
3
2
2
3
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE
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90-DAY
SPARES USAG_
.ii
.13
.02
0
.o3
.02
.01
.01
.02
.01
.02
.01
0
.02
.O4
.03
.04
.15
.01
.13
0
.07
.o3
0
.01
.03
.O8
.O8
0
.02
0
.01
.03
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ITEM
NO.
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
29o
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
3OO
301
3O2
3O3
304
305
306
307
3o8
NOMenCLATURE
Flight director display
Range display
Elevation angle indicator
Azimuth angle indlcator
Signal output meters
Swltch-two position
Swltch-selector
Displays - Communications
& Telemetry
Lights
Switch - two position
Switch - selector
Digital readout indicator
Voltmeter
Wattmeter
TVmonitor
Modulation level meter
Clock
Displays - Electrical Power
Lights
Switch - two position
Switch - selector
Voltmeter
Ammeter
Frequency meter
Digital readout indicator
Hatch Mechanisms
Latch, 2-way, vacuum
Latch, 2-way pressure
Latch, 2-way, pressure,
quick open
Latch, 2-way, vacuum
Latch, 2-way vacuum
Docking Mechanisms
313
314
315
316
317
318
Figure 4. 4-16:
Damper, logistics dock
Clamp, logistics dock
Damper, OLV/Tanker dock
Clamp, OLV/Tanker dock
Motor, reversing, logistics
Switch, B-position (H)
NO. IN
OLF
2
2
2
2
8
110
36
24.
38
32
8
2
2
2
2
2
68
_8
24
6
6
2
4
4
3
4
12
12
6
6
12
12
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
4
2
i
i
3
1
2
3
i
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
i
2
i
i
2
i
90 -DAY
SPARES USAGE
.10
.02
0
0
.06
0
.01
.01
0
0
0
.02
0
.04
.01
0
O
0
0
.01
.O1
.01
0
O
0
0
0
0
.01
.03
0
.01
.01
0
OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE (CONTINUED)
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ITS4
NO.
319
320
321
322
323
324
352
326
327
328
329
33o
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
34o
341
342
343
349
35O
351
352
353
354
355
356
NOMENCLATURE
Drive, clamp, logistics
Drive, clamp, OLV/Tanker
Motor, reversing, OLV/Tankel
Transducer, limit
Logistics Vehicle Stowage
Clamp
Lever
Motor, reversing
Switch, 6-position
Equipment Transporter
Clamp
Cable/pulley
Rollers, guide, support
Motor
Drive, axle, reduction
Motor, reversing
Cable/drum
Brake, clutch
Controls, box
Antenna Mechanisms
Motor
Drive, antenna, radar
Hangar Door Mechanisms
Motor, reversing
Assembly, travel/lock
Latches, open/close/lock
Rollers, guide, support
Drive, chain, sprocket
Switch, B-position
Centrifuge
Brake, dynamic
Brake, positive, lock
Clutch, drive
Drive, V-belt
Motor, variable speed
Controls
Rollers, guide, support
Adjuster, lab attitude
NO. IN
OLF
12
6
6
12
18
18
12
6
6
6
6
2
2
6
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
6
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
2
i
i
2
2
i
i
i
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
I
i
i
I
1
2
3
3
2
2
i
2
90-DAY
SPARES USAGH
.O1
0
0
0
.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.01
.12
0
.01
.02
0
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE(CONTINUED)
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ITEM
NO.
357
358
359
36o
397
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
NOMENCLATURE
Adjuster, seat attitude
Accelerometers
Structure
Exterior structure (repair)
Interior structure (repair)
Power conversion loop
handling mechanism
Crew Subsystem Equipment
Lights
Washer-dryer
Vacuum cleaner
Fire extinguisher
Exercise machine
Film viewing equipment
EVA backpack
Spacesuit assembly
NO. IN
OLF
1
1
2
lO0
2
2
12
2
2
12
12
INITIAL
SPARES
FOR 99.7%
2
3
0
1
1
3
3
i
0
2
2
i
2
Figure 4. 4-16: OLF INITIAL AND 90 DAY SPARES USAGE
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90-DAY
SPARES USAG]
.03
.04
o
o
o
.02
.04
.01
0
.02
0
.01
.01
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4.5 LOGISTICS
The primary objective of the logistic study is to define the provisions,
equipment, supplies, and spares required on board the OLF at initial launch, and
to define the resupply expendable requirements in a form applicable to the differ-
ent phases of orbital missions. As the usage rate of expendables depends on the
mission, it is therefore, necessary to develop the requirements for each logistic
support mission individually. Annual resupply requirements in support of the OLF
proper are estimated to be in the range of 8150 kg (18,000 lbs.) per year, re-
quiring the launching of four logistic spacecraft. The logistic system is a
major consideration in orbital facilities and equipment design and has a major
effect on the cost of operations.
To determine a basis for a logistic plan, a number of guidelines must be
established. The following assumptions have been made and serve as guidelines
in formulating the logistic plan:
a. Initial launch will provide life support expendables for 135 days for 12
men; that is, 90 days plus 45 days emergency in the event of a logistic resupply
mission failure.
b. Initial launch will provide OLF spares for 135 days for same reason as
noted above.
c. The logistic spacecraft will be a 6-man Apollo with a 5440 kg (]2,000 lbs.)
payload capacity.
d. Crew time in space is a nominal 180 days.
e. Initial launch for the initial OLF is assumed to occur 170 days prior to
orbital launch. It is recognized, however, that it may vary from -170D to -152D
as a last ditch date, and that OLV launch could occur as late as -85D.
f. Sufficient propellant will be carried in the initial launch to last until
start of orbital launch, plus a 45-day emergency supply for the OLF.
4.5.1 Logistic Requirements. - For the purposes of this study the logistics
will be based on three distinct operational concepts:
4.5.1.1 Initial OLF Logistic Support. - (Fig. 4.5-1)
4.5.1.2 RDT&E Alternate Logistic Support. - (Fig. 4.5-2)
4.5.1.3 Post 0LO Logistic Support
The first concept assumes that the OLF and associated equipment have been
adequately tested on Earth and that the orbital launch operation commences with
the placing of the 0LF in orbit, and ends with the departure of the flyby vehicle.
(Figure4.5-1)
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The second concept includes consideration of the 0LF & OL0 RDT&E activities
necessary to bring a new system up to operational status. Included in this con-
cept are three phases; first, the launch of the OLF, which is run through quali-
fication tests; second, an OLO RDT&E phase during which a practice OLV, S-II
stage and tankers are launched, rendezvoused and docked; and third, the orbital
launch phase itself which starts with the Earth launch of the 0LV spacecraft and
ends with orbital launch. This concept is graphically portrayed in Figure 4.5-2.
Shown in the orbital launch phase are four tankers which are required to support
the Mars mission. To support the Venus mission the event schedule would be
similar except that only three tankers would be required.
No attempt has been made to define the functions performed under the second
concept other than to identify the logistic missions. As the additional test
equipment and propellants that are required during OLFqualification testing and
OLORDT&E are unknown, a 20% weight allowance has been added to these in the
logistic support requirement.
Post-OLO logistic planning, that is, subsequent to orbital launch, depends on
the mission and has not, therefore, been developed in detail. Sufficient para-
metric data has been provided, however, so that logistic requirements for any
mission may be readily determined by appropriate selection of the various data.
To assist in this, a post-OLO, typical, resupply chart has been developed, which
allows the calculation of m_ss once the size of the crew has been established
(Figure 4.5-11).
4.5.1.1 Initial 0LF Logistic Support. - The logistic operations involved in
this first concept are divided into the following phases:
a. Initial launch,
b. First logistic mission,
c. Second logistic mission.
Initial Iaunch Requirements. - As previously noted, the initial launch will
contain sufficient spares, life and crew support supplies, and maintenance tools
and equipment to support the OLF and a crew of 12 for a period of 135 days and
propellant for 170 days. In addition, it will carry certain OLV mission expend-
ables and 45 days OLF proper propellants which include one start and stop spin.
It is recognized that the crew initially is limited to 5 men and that in reality
expendables for more than 135 days are being supplied. However, the capability
to do this exists in terms of both payload and storage, and advantage has been
taken of this capability. Figure 4.5-3 provides, in terms of mass, the spares
and expendables required for the initial launch to support not only the OLF proper,
but the OSE, OLV, and LOX tankers.
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(1)
(2)
(5)
(6)
(7)
ITEM
LIFE SUPPORT
Initial Bay & Hub Pressurization
O2
N2
Emergency Repressurization
O2
N2
Emergency 02 (15 days)
Atmospheric Losses
O2
N2
PLSS
Environmental Control Exp.
Food
Oxygen Regeneration
Water (15 day emergency)
PROPELLANTS
Initial OLF (170 days, incl. OSE)
OLF Proper (45 days incl. OSE)
MAINTENANCE TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
CREW SUPPORT
Personnel Provisions
Misc. Supplies & EQuipment
SPARES
OLV SUPPLIES
Propellants
Helium
Nitrogen
LOX
Water (15 day emergency)
Tools
Miscellaneous Fluids
TOTAL
MASS
216
190
333
293
171
643
559
16
65
1223
14o
49o
135o
488
118
332
909
3517
1814
68
181
417
122
34
363
14,o51
Figure 4. 5-3: INITIAL LAUNCH LOGISTIC RE[
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lll)S.
476
419
734
646
378
1417
1233
35
143
2695
3o8
lO8O
2977
1o75
261
731
2004
7754
4OOO
15o
4OO
917
27O
75
8oo
30,978
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First Logistic Mission Requirements. - The first logistic mission will be
launched approximately 90 days after the initial launch of the OLF. The logistic
spacecraft will be required to carry only those expendables and supplies which
were consumed during the previous ninety days_ plus a crew of three. These
supplies will support not only the 0LF, but also any other equipment that is
being used in the preparation for orbital launch.
Figure 4.5-4 provides, in terms of mass, the supplies required on this
mission. It should be remembered that no propellants are required as these were
included in the initial launch.
This first mission will end with the logistic vehicle remaining docked to
the OLF.
FIGURE 4.5-4 FIRST LOGISTIC MISSION REQUIREMENTS
(13
(2)
(33
(4)
(5)
(6)
ITEM
LIFE SUPPORT
Atmospheric Losses
O2
N2
ECS Expendables
Food
Medical/Dental
Oxygen Regeneration
PROPELIANTS
MAINTENANCE TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
CREW SUPPORT
Personal Equipment
Misc. Supplies & Equipment
SPARES
SCHEDULED COMPONENT REPLACemENT
TOTAL
MASS
kg
428
375
18
39
lO
39
0
lO
102
140
87
1548
Ib
945
829
4O
747
22
85
0
22
225
3o9
192
3416
193
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Second Logistic Mission. - The second logistic mission will be launched 69
days after the first mission, that is, eleven days prior to orbital launch. The
mission will carry the OLV crew of three, plus two OLF crew members, and will
not return until successful initiation of orbital launch. Expendables consumed
during the previous 69 days will be replenished, as will sufficient supplies to
make up for those consumed during the ll days prior to orbital launch. This
mission will supply sufficient propellants to support the OLF for the 90-day
period subsequent to orbital launch. The second half of this logistic mission
takes place immediately after successful orbital launch; the original crew of
five and one individual from the first mission are returned to Earth in the Apollo
logistic spacecraft used in the initial launch. Figure 4.5-5 provides, in terms
of mass, the supplies required for the mission.
FIGURE 4.5-5 SECOND LOGISTIC MISSION REQUIREMENTS
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
ITEM
LIFE SUPPORT
Atmospheric Losses
LO2
LN 2
ECS Expendables
Food
Medical Dental
Oxygen Regeneration
PROPELLANTS
MAINTENANCE TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
CREW SUPPORT
Personal Equipment
Misc. Equip. & Supplies
SPARES
SCH_]Dt_D COMPONENT REPLAC_4ENT
TOTAL
M_S
kg ib
428
375
28
52O
Z5
39
613
15
158
lO8
37
945
829
63
ll52
34
85
1348
34
347
237
192
5266
194
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4.5.1.2 RDT&E Alternate Logistic Support. - Logistic operations involved
in this concept start with the initial launch, followed by 90-day resupply
missions which take place until orbital launch is accomplished. The require-
ments for each of these logistics missions are defined in subsequent figures.
Initial Launch Requirements (RDT&E). - Requirements for the initial launch
under the RDT&E alternate concept are identical to those under the initial OLF
concept; that is, sufficient supplies to maintain the OLF and a crew of 12 for
135 days will be provisioned. As sufficient payload capability exists, propell-
ants to support OLO, even though over a year away, will be included in this launch.
The only exception will be that the figure for maintenance tools and equipment will
be doubled to compensate for additional equipment, which may be required for OLF
qualification testing and OLO RDT&E. Figure 4.5-6 defines initial launch
requirements.
FIGURE 4.5-6 RDT&E INITIAL TAUNCH LOGISTIC REQUIREMENTS
ITEM
i) LIFE SUPPORT
Initial Bay & Hub Pressurization
O2
N2
Emergency Pressurization
O2
N2
_mergency 02 (15 days)
Atmospheric Losses
O2
N2
PLSS
Environmental Control Exp.
Food
Water (15 day emergency)
Oxygen Regeneration
(2) PROPELLANTS
Initial OLF (170 days incl. OSE)
OLF Proper (45 days, incl. OSE)
OSE
(3) MA_T_ANC_ TOOLS • Z_UIP.
(4) CREW SUPPORT
Personnel Provisiens
Misc. Supplies & E_uip.
kg
216
190
333
293
171
643
559
16
65
1223
49O
140
1350
488
237
332
9o9
lb
476
419
734
646
378
1417
1233
35
143
2695
lO8O
308
2977
1075
522
731
2004
195
02°82559-2
FIGURE 4.5-6 RDT&E INITIAL LAUNCH LOGISTIC REQUIREMENTS - continued
(5)
(6)
(7)
ITEM
SPARES
OLVSUPPLIES
Propellants
Helium
Nitrogen
LOX
Water
Tools
Miscellaneous Fluids
TOTAL
kg
3517
1814
68
181
417
122
34
363
14,171
MASS
ib
7754
4000
15o
4oo
917
27o
75
8oo
31,239
FIGURE 4.5-7 FIRST LOGISTIC MISSION REQUIR_4E_TS (RDT&E)
(z)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
ITEM
LIFE SUPPORT
Atmospheric Losses
02
N2
ECS Expendables
Food
Medical/Dental
Oxygen Regeneration
PROPELLANTS
MASS
kg lb
428
375
22
4O6
12
46
613
945
829
48
897
26
1o2
1348
MAINTENANCE TOOLS & EQUIP.
CREW SUPPORT
SPARES
SCHEDULED COMP. REPLAC _MENT
20% for RDT&E
TOTAL
12
102
140
87
531
2691
26
225
3O9
192
_9
5936
196
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First Logistic Mission Requirements (RDT&E). - The first logistic mission
will be launched 90 days after the initial 0LF launch. The logistic spacecraft
will replenish those supplies and expendables used during the previous 90 days
by a crew of 6, plus any spares that may be required. As the exact requirements
for support of the RDT&E program have not been developed, a 20% overall factor
has been included, which will compensate for unknown equipment, expendables, or
spares requirements. Figure 4.5-7 defines the logistic requirements.
Second,.Third_ & Fourth Logistic Mission Requirements (RDT&R). - The logistic
requirements for all of these missions are identical, as the supplies that must
be replenished are those consumed by a crew of I0 and other normal OLF operations.
A 20% factor has been added to compensate for RDT&E unknowns. Figure 4.5-8 de-
fines the logistic requirements.
FIGURE 4.5-8 2ND, 3RD & 4TH RDT&E LOGISTIC MISSION REQUIREMENTS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
i(7)
(8)
ITS4
LIFE SUPPORT
Atmospheric Losses
02
N2
Expendables
Food
Medical/Dental
Oxygen Regeneration
PROPELLANTS
MAINTENANCE TOOLS & _,rro
CREW SUPPORT
SPARES
SCHEDULED COMP. REPLACEMENT
20% for RDT&E
TOTAL
kg
428
375
36
677
2o
77
613
2O
170
140
87
529
3172
MASS
lb
945
829
79
1494
44
171
1348
44
377
309
192
i166
6998
197
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Fifth Logistic Mission Requirements (RDT&E). The requirements of the fifth
logistic mission are similar to those of the first mission for the initial OLF
(Fig. 4.5-4) with the exception of propellants and life support. No RDT&E com-
pensating factor has been given as this mission is in direct support of orbital
launch. Figure 4.5-9 defines the mission requirements.
FIGURE 4.5-9 FIFTH RDT&E LOGISTIC MISSION REQUIREMENTS
(1)
ITEM
LIFE SUPPORT
Atmospheric Losses
02
N2
ECS Expendables
Food
Medical/Dental
Oxygen Regeneration
( 2 ) PROPELLANTS
kg
428
375
18
541
16
64
0
MASS
lb
945
829
4o
1195
35
136
0
(OL0 propellants in initial launch)
(B) MAINTENANCE TOOLS & EQUIP.
(4) CREW SUPPORT
(5) SPARES
(6) SCHEDULED COMP. REPLACEMENT
(7) TOTAL
16
136
140
87
1821
35
302
3O9
192
4018
198
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Sixth Logistic .Missiqn Requirements (RDT&E). - The requirements of the
sixth mission are similar to the second logistic mission of the initial OLF
(Figure 4.5-5), and takes place 69 days after the fifth logistic mission.
Figure 4.5-10 defines the logistic requirements.
FIGURE 4.5-10 SIXTH ItDT&E LOGISTIC MISSION REQUIREMENTS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
ITEM
LIFE SUPPORT
Atmospheric Losses
02
N2
ECS Expendables
Food
Medical/Dental
Oxygen Regeneration
PROPELLANTS
MASS
kg
428
375
29
52O
15
39
613
ib
945
829
63
1152
34
85
1348
MAINTENANCE , TOOLS & EQUIP.
CREW SUPPORT
SPARES
SCHEDULED COMP. REPLACEMENT
TOTAL
15
158
i08
87
2387
34
347
237
192
5266
199
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4.5.1.3 Post-OLO Logistic Requirements. - Subsequent to orbital launch, it
will be necessary to resupply the OLF and its basic crew of four every ninety
days. As the future role that the OLF will play is not fully defined, it is not
possible to determine the supplies which will be required, over and above those
basic to the OLF. It is expected that equipment and facilities not now defined
will be used, creating a need for spares and expendables not presently envisioned.
Figure 4.5-11 shows a typical 90-day OLF logistic resupply in terms of crew size
versus mass. The items considered are life and crew support, propellants for
attitude control and orbit keeping, and spares for the OLF, checkout equipment,
logistic spacecraft, and OSE. No propellants or spares which are mission depend-
ent are considered.
4.5.2 Logistic Plan. - The logistic plan has been developed primarily to
support the orbital launch operations. The two approaches to OLO have been de-
veloped in parallel; in the first one, the initial OLO capability starts with the
OLF launch 170 days prior to orbital launch; the second one, the RDT&E alternate,
commences with OLF launch 530 days prior to orbital launch. A logistic plan must,
therefore, be developed to sustain both these approaches, and also to sustain
the OLF after the initial OLO operation.
To properly support 0LO, scheduled launches of the OLF, 0LV, LOX tankers,
and S-II stage must be accomplished to insure that the orbital launch occurs
within the constraints of the orbital launch window. The logistic missions are,
therefore, governed by OLO schedules. As the RDT&E logistic requirements are
not known, a 20% factor has been added to insure that logistic requirements are
met; RDT&E schedules have been made compatible with 90-day resupply missions.
This allows the initial OLO logistic requirements to be almost identical in both
approaches to 0LO.
Figures 4.5-1 and 4.5-2,1ogistic support profiles for initial OLF and the
RDT&E alternate, show the more significant events that take place in support of
OLO, and which must be considered in defining the logistic mission.
The requirements that must be met in the various logistic missions, have been
defined in Paragraph 4.5.1, and comply with guidelines previously established.
As the initial launch has sufficient capability, it is planned that spares and
expendables carried will provide an emergency supply of 45 days over and above
those required for the 90-day resupply interval; this to support a full crew of
12. Another constraint is that the crew members will not remain in space for
more than a nominal 180 days, which dictates that every 90 days, half the crew
be rotated. Crew requirements vary with the stage of orbital operations from
5 for initial launch, to 13 crewmen required to support orbital launch.
Lo6istic Spacecraft. - The logistic spacecraft selected is a six-man Apollo
capable of delivering a payload of 5440 kgs (12,000 lbs.) to the OLF. The space-
craft will consist of the command module and a service module. The command
module is the habitable portion of the vehicle and contains the crew members at
7 psia, a shirtsleeve atmosphere, and will be used to return astronauts to Earth.
The CM is capable of docking at either of the MORLs or to the hub; normally, it
will be stowed in the MORLs. Subsequent to docking, transfer of crew members in-
to the OLF will be accomplished in a shirtsleeve environment. The service module
will be used to carry all supplies and expendables, liquid or solid, and will be
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used to store trash and refuse. On return missions it will be deorbited over the
ocean, thus, assuring disposal of all refuse.
No additional data on the Apollo spacecraft is provided as this is a subject
of a separate study.
_gistic Plan for Initial 0LO Capability. - The logistic plan for sustaining
the entire orbital operations in the Manned Mars Flyby Mission has been developed
by analyzing the operations that must occur, pad constraints, crew and supply re-
quirements, and a general overall evaluation of OLO. Figure 4.5-12 summarizes
the plan in terms of flight schedules, weight, and crew number.
Post-OID Lo6istics Plan. - It is not possible to define a post-OLO logistic
plan in absolute terms, as the logistic requirements will vary with the post-OLO
mission. The logistic requirements for maintaining the OLF in orbit, independent
of any mission, amount to approximately 8150 kbs (18,000 lbs.) per year. Resupply
will be accomplished at 90-day intervals, requiring some 2050 kg (4,500 lbs) of
spares and expendables and a replacement crew of 2. As the capability exists
to supply 5440 kg (12,000 lbs.) and a crew of 6 every 90 days, it is expected that
post-OLO missions will consume this capability. In terms of weight and manpower,
this means that there is 13,600 kg (30,000 lbs.) per annum _ mass Capability
available to support these missions, plus manpower to bring the OLF up to 12 men,
8 more than necessary to maintain the OLF. Figure 4.5-11 shows, in terms of
crew members vs. mass, the resupply mass required to support the 0LF every 90
days. As this amounts to some 2830 kgs (6,250 lbs.) for a crew of 12, the
difference between this figure and the logistic spacecraft resupply capability
is what remains to support specific post-OLO missions, i. e., 10,400 kg (23,000 ibs.)
per year.
4.5.3 Logistic Technological Problems. - The OLF logistic study has indicated
a number of areas where additional study or experience in space will be required to
arrive at solutions for problems that arise in fulfilling the logistic requirements.
Though many of these problems are common to other space systems, and will be
solved prior to 0LF launch, all problems must be listed to insure that adequate
efforts are exerted toward finding solutions.
The study indicates that those problems associated with rendezvous and the
transferring of men and material from a logistic vehicle to the OLF are of primary
concern. To date no space rendezvous has ever been completed and no transfer
of men or equipment has been accomplished.
The following is a listing of major problems for which solutions must be
found to successfully perform logistic missions:
a. Develop a method of transfer of fluids and supplies from the logistic
spacecraft to the OLF;
b. Develop rendezvous and docking techniques;
c. Confirm 0LF leakage data;
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MISSION
OLF Initial Supplies
OLV Launch Mass
ist L/M Supplies
LOX i - Propellant
LOX 2 - Propellant
LOX 3 - Propellant
LOX 4 - Propellant
2nd L/M Supplies
S-II Stage (H2) Propel-
CREW
SIZE
5
0
3
0
0
0
0
5
0
DAYS
TO
OLO
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SUPPLY PAYLOAD
kg ib
lant
TOTAL *
14,051
112,929
17o
].4O
8O
78
71
7o
12
ll
2
1,548
87,642
87,642
87,642
87,642
2,387
79,113
S-V
S-V
S-IB
S-V
S-V
S-V
S-V
S-IB
S-V
Exclusive of OLF, LSC, TANKE & S-ll STAGE MAS
551,596
30,978
248,968
3,416
193,216
193,216
193,216
193,216
5,266
154,573
1,216,065
To summarize the above requirements:
OLV Propellants
OLVMass
OLV Supplies and expendables including those
required to support the OLV
927,437 ibs.
248,968 ibs.
39_ 660 ibs.
1,216,065 ibs.
(551,595 _)
Figure 4.5-12: INITIAL OLOLOGISTIC M ,SS
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MISSION
OLF Initial Supplies
ist L/M Supplies
OLV (RDT&E) Mass
2nd L/M Supplies
LOX (RDT&E) Propellant
S-II Stage H2 - RDT&E
3rd L/MSupplies
4th L/M Supplies
Mission 0LV Mass
5th L/M Supplies
LOX 1 Propellants
LOX 2 Propellant
L0X 3 Propellant
LOX 4 Propellant
6th L/M Supplies
S-II Stage (H2) Propellant
TOTAL*
DAYS
CREW TO LAUNCH
SIZE OLO VEHICLE
6 530 s-v
4 440 S-IB
0 UNK S-V
6 350 S-IB
0 UNK S-V
0 UNK S-V
4 26O S-IB
4 17o S-IB
0 140 S-V
3 80 S-IB
o 78 s-v
0 71 S-V
o 70 s-v
o ip S-V
5 ll S-IB
0 2 S-V
SUPPLY PAYLOAD
kg ibs
14,171
2,691
112,932
3,172
87,642
17,528
3,172
3,172
112,932
1,821
87,642
87,642
87,642
87,643
2,387
70_ll4
782,302
31,239
5,936
248,968
6,998
193,216
38,643
6,998
6,998
248,968
4,o18
193,216
193,216
193,216
193,216
5,266
l,723,785
* Exclusive of OLF, LSC, Tanker & S-II Stage Mass.
To summarize the above requirements:
OLVPropellants
OLVMass
OLF supplies & expendables including those
required to support the OLV.
1,159,296 Ibm
497,936
67_45_
1,"724,685 ibm
(782,300 kg)
Figure 4. 5-13: INITIAL RDT&EALTERNATELOGISTIC MASS
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d. Develop packaging techniques for storage of spares and expendables in
a space environment;
e. Develop lightweight containers for storing supplies;
f. Develop a stock level accounting system which will allow a fast deter-
mination of spares and expendables so that resupply requirements can be ascer-
tained up to the last minute prior to a logistic mission;
g. Develop storage bins capable of storing supplies in zero and artificial
gravity.
h. Develop a method of transferring materials in artificial gravity;
i. Develop a method of transferring materials within the OLF in a zero
gravity environment.
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